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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

A,1gust 22, 1988

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) -.s371

D~ar SNA P~esident:

DATE: September 15-16, 1988

TO:

Board of Directors

RE:

Open Forum on Future Membership/ COAR Report

As you know, each SNA is being requested by the American Nurs~s• Association's

r..ommission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal (COAR) to participate in a very
important project. Your participation is crucial for the success of this project.
was established for the purpose of strengthening ANA on behalf of its members, the
nursinq profession, and the American people through a study of its structure, function,
membership base, and inter-organizational relationships. COAR has identified ten
significant issues currently confronting ANA and generated a broad range of options to
address these issues for the future.

FROM: Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

COAR

The Open Forum on Future Membership/ COAR Report is scheduled for 3-4 p.m.,
October 16. It is to be followed by a meeting of NYSNA Delegates
to the ANA House of Delegates (4-5 p.m.)

Sunday,

Edch SNA ls being asked to evaluate ANA's organizational mission and rate the
acceptability of the identified options by completing the enclosed survey inst%ument.

I suggest the following framework for this forum:
I. Welcome. Introduction of Forum Participants

II. Presentation of NYSNA President

(3

These options are presented at the conceptual level only with no attempt to delineate
the details of the numerous options or bow these options may be implemented or relate to
each other. This will be the task of COAR during the latter phase of its work.

minutes}

(15 minutes)

In responding, each option should be evaluated as to its
seeking acceptability ratings, it is quite possible that
or overlapping options may be acceptable to you. Please
regardless of how acceptable or unacceptable it may be.
on the survey for conments you may wish to provide.

CoA-k

Review issue as presented to 1987 Voting Body
• Review resolves of 1987 Voting Body Resolution
J~
• Discuss implementation of Resolution
Revision of Bylaws proposed to ANA .
- Request made to ANA Board to delay implementation
Attended all ANA Board meetings
Developed joint NYSNA/PNA position
- Cosponsored open forum and exhibit at ANA Convention
- Introduced_motion to ANA House to delay mandatory implementation
until completion of COAR report
Responded to COAR Report
Published update on issue in each issue of Report
[Swmaarize Board's concerns about COAR process]

After you have completed the instrument, place it in the enclosed, postage-paid,. return
envelope and drop in the mail. Please return to ANA by November 1.; 1988. Of course,. we
would appreciate your response as early as possible.
Thank you for your participation in this very important project.
Sincerely,

Yl'J~ Y't].

IY~. d: /(µ'r,,U,,,v

• Report reconmendation of Board (if one is adopted)
.
. .;/<es.fJ rJ1>:i(; of. ()dt//( (!. o~/4Jv'M{,t.J
Ill. Remarks of ANA President/COAR Representative re COAR process and ANA
Board's expectations re completion and action on COAR report (10 minutes}
IV. Open Discussion Period

V. Concluding Remarks - NYSNA President

(25 minutes)
(5

~':/Wl.J

.

Margretta M. Styles, Ed.D., R.N., F.A.A.N.
Chairperson, COlllllission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal
Enclosures

MMS:JMG:ds

minutes}

Describe process through which issue will be handled in NYSNA Voting
Body.
MLO/ker

acceptability. Since COAR ~s
opposite or mutually exc:lus7ve
evaluate each and eveey 0pt1on,
Limited space has been provided

•

FORM 1

Commission on Organizational Ass•sment and Renewal

.

American NurHS' Association
2420 Pershing Road. Kanas Cify, Miaouri 84108 (818) 474-5720

•'

.,

.

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
SURVEY ON. ORGANJ:ZA'l'IONAL ASSESSMENT .AND RENEWAL

. Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.R.
··President
New York State Nurses Association
2113 Western Avenue
-Guilderland, New York 12084

PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE MAILING·LABEL
Host questions in this survey can be answered by either checking or circling

the response which you consider the most appropriate. For all survey
questions, please ignore the numbers in parentheses -- these.are for office
use only.

THIS SPACE·IS.BLANIC

.....,
SEC!'ICJII I:. .

ORGIIIIDTIORIIL IIISS:ICJII

·'fhe mission of the American Nurses' Association is broad, complex, and enCOlllf?USi.ng, and has not essentially changed since 1887. Changes internal
to ANA and the profession and within the organization's external environant have imposed new program and service requirements, and old programs
and services have not been discontinued. At the same time, other

national nursing organizations have taken on some overlapping functions.

ANA has evolved into the major voice for the profession and for nursing
praetice in the health care delivery system, the major voice for the
profession in governmental and political affairs, the only national
nursing organization with a major pu,grdDID4tic interest in the. economic
welfare of nurses, the only federation cf state nurses' associations, the
saurce of aggregate information about nurses and nursing, the only
Almrican nurses' organization eligible for membership·in the
International Council of Nurses, and the only national nursing organization with a representative Bouse of Delegates responsible for setting
policy for the profession at large.
'l'he mission of the American Nurses' Association is much broader than any,
or all, of the critical issues that COAR is addressing. However, all of
the functions currently spelled out in ANA bylaws are at least
tangentially related to these issues.

In deli.berating the way.in which organizational functions relate to the
mission of the professional organization, COAR has made proposals about
bow central each of the functions is to the mission of the organization
and the way in.which resources would be allocated to those functions.

A number of activities were identified and grouped by COAR into one of three
categories: core mission activity, growth activity,, or self-sustaining

activity.

SECfiOM I.

J.

CDlft'1HUED •••

For each of the selected activities below,. please indicate whether you agree
withcimR's grouping by checlcing the designated response of •agree with COAR's
activity category." If you disagree, indicate whether the issue sbould either
be moved to another activity category or should not be an AHA activity.

CORE NISSXCB Ju.;r1VH'J.8S:

to be supported by dues
assessment revenues

Agree

With
COAR's
Activity
Category

Disuep:ee With

COAR 1 s

Hove Activity To:

Self-

Activity Category
Should

Not Be An

Growth SUstaining ANA Activity

Definition and control of
nursing practice/standard
setting • • • • • •

(16.)

Liaison activities

(17)

Government relations

(18)

Political action

(19l

Clearinghouse and
coordinating functions for
constituents • • • • • • • •

•

Econani.c and general
welfare • • • • • • • •

-

(20)
(21)

Ccmnunications

(22)

Issues management.

(23)

Perfoi:mance of the
spokesperson role

(24)

International
representation

(25)

Core w:Jsaion activities are to be supported by dues assessment revenues.

Grarth activities are to be supported by dues and non-dues revenue derived
frm grants,, c:ontracts,, and other··davelopmental funds.
Self~fnfpg activities are to produce revenue sufficient to cover costs.

·cover)

5.

OOIITIHUBI) •••

SIC:tlOi. J..

4.

CDit'INUIW•••

WWW1'B· .:HVlfl.BS:
. to. be supported by

du.es and non-dues

revenue

Agree

With

COAR's
Activity
category

Move Activity-To:
Sell-

£2£! SUstainin9

Three organizations within or affiliated with AHA perform functions
essential to the organizational mission and have a variety of strac:tural and financial relationships to AHA. !he placement of the
American Academy of Nursing (AAN), American Nurses Foundation (AME')
. and ANA Political Action catmittee (ANA-PAC) within the core, growth
and self-sustaining schema therefore needs to·be addressed.

Should

Not Be An
ANA Activity

Data base development/

maintenance

J:ssues

Disagree With COAR's Activity Category

• • • • •

'(26}

Research and
development

(27)

For !!El of the ANA organizations listed below, inc:lica.te whether it sboald be
·principally a core mission activity, a growth activity. or a self-sustaining
activity. (Check 22! response for each organiZation)

Core mission activities are to be supported by dues assessment. revenues.

Planning and direction for

preferred future • . • • •

(28}

Venture capital
clevalopnent

(29)

Growth activities are to be supported by dues and non-dues revenue derived

from grants, contracts, and other_ developmental funds.

Self-sustaining activities are to produce revenue sufficient to cover costs.

Type of Activity
SB'IiP-susTAlllDls
-."':tl.VltlBS::: to

produce revenue
sufficient to
cover costs

Agree
With

COAR's

Activity
category

Disagree With COAR's Activity category

Move Activity To:
Growth

Core

Organization
American Academy of Nursing

Should
Not Be An
ANA Activity

......
-

Self-Sus-

Mission Growth Wning

(34)

American Nurses' Association Political

Action

Continuing education

(30)

Certification

(31}

Accreditation of
continuing education

(32)

Individual SNA member
benefit programs • • •

(33).

ConlDi ttee

• • • • • • • • • .• • •

American Nurses' Foundation

Comnents on Section I:

(36)

-.

E,.

SIC'fl(ll

u.

:

lll11fflllAIICI OP A VIABLE C0llS'fITDPJft' ·DI EVERY S'.l'llB

SIC'flOH

Tasuea

It was anticipated that adoption of the Federation structure 1110Uld increase the
number of individual members of SNAs, in that the separately incotpOrated constituents would have the flexibility to establish new categories of membership
and membership dues and to experiment with the concept of organizational membership in SNAs. However, anticipated flexibility in criteria for SHA membership
has not been authorized by the AMA House of Delegates. Furthermore, SNA membership penetration of the RN population has slightly declin-.d overall.

it cliffic:ult to support a viable state nurses' association. Also, state
nurses' associations have cat1110n functional interests. Furthermore, nurses
who do not live within the boundaries of the United States have indicated that
they often feel alienated from the organization.
On a scale frcm 1 to 7, where "l n means totally unacceptable and "7" means total.ly
acceptable, please rate,~ of the following options associated with the issue of
aaiatelllmce of a viable consti:t:uent in every state. ~hese ratings should represent
the extent o f ~ acceptance of each option. Circle tlle number which most closely
corresponds to your response.
·

Totally
Unacceptable
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(37)

Permitting regional mlti-state constitue~ts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(38)

Pl:cm:)tion of cooperative interstate agreements
between SHAs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Providing AMA subsidy for SNA executive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(40)

Creation ofa constituent member for American

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(41}

staff recruitamt and retention

nurses overseas

o:m-ots on

Section l l :

On a scale fran 1 to 7, where "l" means totally lJDi!CCRPtable and "7" means totally
acceptable, please rate~ of the following options associated with the issue of
ANA asberihi.p and definition of ANA n
These ratings should represent the
extent of your acceptance of each option.. Circle the number which most closely
corresponds to your response.

Totally
· Acceptable

.. . . .. . . . . . ..

status quo • • • •

ARA IIID!BIRSBIP IHD IJEPIHIT1'11 OP AM MNBBRS

Issues

AM bylaws define constituent organizations as state nurses• organizations
(SRb). BolNlver, there are small states in which the population of RNs mak;s

Options

m.

(3-

Options

@)

Totally

ynacceeta1>1e

Status quo (ANA is composed. solely of member
state nurses• associations [SNAs) .that meet the
qualifications and retsponsibilities as
specified in the bylaws.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(42)

Provision of direct individual membership in the
• 1
Junerican Nurses' Association at the national level

2

3

4

5

6

7

(43)

Broadening the Federation to include constituents, • 1
in addition to SNAs, that meet 9Stablished criteria
related to organizational mission, membership,
governance, finances, stability, size, and geographic scope. In this option the members of ANA
would be organizations, i.e. SNAs and other
national specialty.and special interest nursing
organizations

2

3

4

5

6

7

(44)

Conments on Section III:

••

B.

SICU<II J:V.

9.

CRJTRBD\ All> ORGAllllA1'IORIL AllRAllGEIIBlr. .!Oll KIIIBERSBIP lH SMAS

Taaues

The American Nurses' Association, prior to the Federation, and subsequently the

have been made up exclusively of individual nurse members. As to· those
individuals, RNs only have been historically and are cw:rently eligible for
membership in ANA and its constituent SNAs. As state licensure requirements change to differentiate between professional (RN) and associate nurses
for "entry" into practice, the organization must resolve three questj,ons:
"Who will be the individual members of ANA's constituent~? What will be
their rights of participation? How might differences be accommodated
stru.cturally?n Also, should SNAs be granted the flexibility to admit organizational members, as first identified in Section III?
SHAs

6n a scale from l to 7, where "l" means totally unacc:eptable and 11 7 11 means totally
acceptable, please rate each of the following options associated with the issue of

criteria and orgaoizat:ic:JMJamngeaents f o r ~ in srms. These ratings
should represent the extent of your acceptance of each option. Circle the number
which JDOst closely corresponds to your response.

All Registehtd Nurses (RHs)

. . . ..

f
I

Totally
Unacceptable

Options

Totally

Acceptable

. ... .

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

{4@

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

{46)

....

1

2

3

-4

5

6

7

(47}

RKs

plus AN& differentiated organizationally
(i.e. within separate internal structures)

1

2

3

4·

5

6

7

(48)

RNs • .AHs and non-nurses with non-nurses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(49)

......

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(50)

....

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(51}

RHs plus Associate Nurses (ANs)• with
ABs having equal rights and privileges
RHs plus AHs with ANs having

and privileges

limited rights

having equal rights and privileges

RHs, AHs and non-nurses with non-nurses

having limited rights and privileges

BHs. A5s and non-nurses differentiated
orgaaizationaJly (i.e. within separate
inte.rnal. structures)

.

•

Totally

. Options

Unacceptable

Broadening of criteria for SNA membership in
ANA. allowing SN.As to define their own individual
members

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

(52)

Adoption of criterion for constituent • • • •
states which would require the SNA to have a
majority or designated percentage of RN
members

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(53}

Adoption of qualifications recognizing con-. •
stituent member right~ to have organizations as
members

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(54)

Provision for ANs with associate:nembership
initially, and full membership with longevity
in the association

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(55)

Separate, parallel and interlocking • • • • • • • •
organizations of RNs and ANs

l

2

3

4

s·

6

7

(56)

Separate organization of ANs as
organizational.member of ANA

•.••••••

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(57)

organizations of nursing students admitted to . . . .
organizational membership in the above ·
organizations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(58)

Transitional structure with S!ms "phasing in"
as they enact entry and conform to ANA Bylaws

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(59)

Postponement of action on this issue until
entry is more widely implemented

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(60)

M

.. .

• • • •

Counents on Section IV:

--Definition of an Associate Nurse may vary according
to a given state•s decision regarding grandfathering
of LP!ls. "Associate Hurse• used herein.will be such
as each state defines it.
(over)

u.

10.

SEC'fiCII V.1. OlRl'.BOL OF STAIIDUDS OF NUBSIHG PRACfICB:

.'

ARA C0UHCILS

SEC'rIOH V. 1.

Issues

C0N'fIHUBD •••••

AHA is accountable for establishing standards of nursing practice. ANA currently works through internal reference groups (cabinets and councils) and with
external reference groups (national specialty nursing organizations) to establish the lcnowledge base, related standards of practice, educational criteria,
and c:redentiaJjng and quality assurance mechanisms for practice in nursing.

paying affiliation fees at the national level. Ap?roximately 6,200 SNA
me.mbers pay affiliate fees to seven specialty practice and five special

intiarest councils. ANA affiliate fees support the work in which councils
engage on behalf of their individual members. SNA dues assessment revenue
supports core mission activities in which the councils engage on behalf of
practice more broadly.
Additionally, councils are interested in further representatio~ within ANA's
struc:tural units.

On a sc:ale fJ:QB 1 to 7, where "l" means totally unacceptable and "7" means tota1ly
acceptable, please r a t e ~ of the following options associated with the issue of
coab:ol of stanaaras of nursing practice: AHi. coancils. These ratings should
represent the extent of your acceptance of each option. Circle the number which
most closely corresponds to your response.

Totally

Status quo (BN joins SNA and pays ANA a • .
separate fee for each council affiliation}

Direct individual membership in ANA and in

ANA councils (RB would pay ANA dues

·A

Totally
Acceptable

'flD!""!7!Pt:able

5

6

7

(67)

4

s

6

7

(68)

3

4

5

6

7

(69)

2

3

4

5

6

7

(70)

l.

2

3

4

5

6

7

(71)

ANA

council representation on the ANA Board
of Directors on a rotating basis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(72)

ANA council representation on the ANA Board
of Directors by election

1

2

3

4

5

6

.7

(73)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(74)

a.

determined by membership size

b.

equal rathfir than proportionate
representation

l

2

••••••

1

2

3

ANA council representation in the House of • • • •
Delegates without a vote,

1

2

ANA council representation added to • • • • • • •
the SNA delegate count based on the number
of council members within each SNA

l

ANA council representation on the ANA Board
of Directors based on council size

ANA council
Forum

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(61)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(62)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(63)

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(64)

....

·1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(65)

. . ..

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(66)

....

representation within Constituent

Comments on Section ~-1:

assessment factor [e.g. $55} to ANA
plus an additional fee to affiliate with
any number of councils.)
E1iminat-ionof national councils, charging ••

other groups of experts within the association
with responsibility of standard setting

Conversion of AHA councils into external
national specialty nursing organizations
Incoi:poration of AHA councils as separate
internal orgaoi2ational members of ANA
AKA counc:ilparticipation in Nursing

Organization Lia;so11 Forum (NOLF)

•. .

Accep1:able

ANA council .representation ir, the House of
Delegates~ a vote

'the current federation of 53 member constituent states is modified by a
stracture through «hich individuals join SNAs·and affiliate with councils by

0pticns

'totally

'fotallr
1Jnacces!table

Options

- -

(over)

SECTIOII V. 2.
SEICl'XQII V.2.

<Dffll:OL OP STA1IDIIIDS OP JRJRSDG PRACTICE:

the final responsibility and authority for
practice. At the same time, national
a legitimate interest in control of the
in their particular area of specialization.
Same joint standard setting currently occurs. Some communication occurs through
the Nursing Organization Liaison Forum (NOLF) composed of representatives of ANA
and of other nursing organizations. Some specialty organizations contract for
services, such as governmental relations.

flle American Nurses' Association has
prmu]gation of standards of nursing
nursing specialty organizations have
nature and scope of nursing practice

3

Specialty organizational representation on the • • • 1
Board of Directors based on organization's
size and/or SNA participation

2

3

4

Specialty organizational representation on the
ANA Board or Directors on a rotating basis

2

3

Totally
Acceptable

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(75}

•••• 1
organizations as constituent members of ANA
based on number or proportion of their members
who are SM members

2

3

4

5

6

7

(76)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(77)

h.

based on SRA membership.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(78)

c.

equal rather than proportionate.
representation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(79)

1

2

3·

4

5

6

7

(80)

.. ..

.

<>rganizAtional representation in the House of

Delegates without a vote

- -

(81)

5

6

7

(82}

4

5

6

7

{83)

2

3

4

5

6

7

(84)

.. - •

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(85)

. . -•

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

(86)

Joint or dual individual membership in SHA and • •• 1
specialty organization

2

3

4

5

6

7

(87)

Specialty organization representation within • • • • ·l
Constituent Forum

2

3

4

5

6

7

(88)

Joint ventures between ANA and specialty • • • • • • 1
organizations (e.g. credentialing, standard
setting, continuing education. lobbying, etc.)

2

3

4

5

6

7

(89)

Colllllents on Section V.2:

detm:mined by membership size

7

1

Organizational representation in the House of
Delegates
a vote

. a•

• 1

6

. . -•

Interlocking relationships batween boards of
directors of ANA/SNA and specialty organizations (e.g. each board has designated seats
on.the other's board of directors)

a scale frcR 1 to 111 where "l" means totally WJaCCeptable and "7" means totally
acceptahle, please rate!!!:!! of the following options associated with the issue of
coutzol. of ataMaEds of DlmliDg pnctice: national specialty nursing organizations.
These ratings should reprasent the extant of your acceptance of each option. Circle
the number which most closely corresponds to your response.
Totally
Unacceptable

2

Contracts for services between the organization and ANA

On

Tot.ally

Acceptable

Specialty organizational representation on the ••• l
ANA Board of Directors through a representative
of NOLF

Specialty organizational representation on.
the ANA Board of Directors by.election

standards of nursing practice and address matters of mutual interest is a
critical issue. Organizational. membership and representation in governance
processes are means used by some other professions.

Organizational membership of specialty

'1'otall.y
UMcceptable

ANA

Bow JUiA and national specialty nursing organizations work together to control

Status quo • • • • • • • • • • •

13.

Opticas·

111.TJ:OIIIL SPECDILff IRJRSIHG CJllGIIIDUIOIIS

Optiom

C0RTIR1JED ••••

· (over)

14.
SIC'fiOII ff.

.

DOES/ldCBittIVES/omBR H.&VENUBS

.

SBCrIOH VY.

<.UirIBID!D • ••

r.unments on Section VI:
The ARA Business Plan (1987-1991) adopted by the ANA Houstt of Delegates in

1986 pr:ovidps that dues assessments will constitute the primary source of
growth activities. The plan also calls for the
percentage of ANA expenses funded by sources other than SHA assessments to increase by 1991.

support for AHA's core and

Heither AHA's currant dues assessment (established by policy by the ANA
Bouse of Delegates) nor non dues revenue is sufficient to fully fund the
strategic plan adopted in 1986 or the strategic priorities adopted by the
Bouse of Delegates in •1987.
·
Bow ANA shall be assured an adequate financial base to support its

strategic priorities needs to be determined. What, if any,.incentives
ebould be offered to SHA& for membership ~ecruitment and retention needs to be
determined.
.

totall.y unacc91'table e.,d "7" means totally
a:ceptable, please rate each of the following options associated with the issue of

On a scale fran 1 to 7, where "l" means

dlwl/incenti,,../otber rewmies. These ratings should represent the extent of your
acceptance of each option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your
response.

OptJpna

. Totally
Unacceptable .

't'otally
AcceptablliY

Status quo • • • •

• l

2

J

4

5

6

7

(90)

Developaent of incentive p:t"vgrams forSNA

• 1

2

3

4

5

"6

7

(91)

• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(92)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(93)

. . .1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(94)

.....1

2

3

4

·s

6

7

(95)

2

3

4

5

6

7

{96)

-.bership

recruitment and retention

Increase in .ANA dues

assessment

Establishment of a formula in bylaws or policy
1:hat.autcaatically ties increases in the ANA
dues assessment factor to sane external index
Formation of new c:oi:porate.structures to.

enhance the generation of non·dues revenue
Broadening the federation·to include other
o•nizationa as paying participants

...

Constituent Jll8llber associations to pay twotier dues: one assessment to ·support .core
.activities and the second assessment (taking
advantage· of econcmies of scale) to purchase
pacJn,gn of individual JDember benefits from.an
array .of national products and services

• l

17.

<XlllT:IlilJEI) ••••

'

VII.

.

GDVElUWfC!

A Constituent Assembly. (A Constituent
Assembly, as proposed by the "constituent

:IAues

Status quo.

...

.... . .. ... . . . . .

@

3

4

5

6

7

(97)

. 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(98)

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(99}

• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(100)

• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(101)

•••• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(102)

House of Delegates . . . .

lieu of the representative.
of Delegates

A senate in
House

A senate that wauld meet concurrently with the
Bouse of Oelegates
that 1«1Uld meat in alternate years
to.a Bouse of Delegates

A senate

. .

7

(103}

3

4

5

6

7

(104)

Construction of the ballot to elect some
members of the board to represent a
regional/geographic area

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(105)

..

• 1

2

3

4

5

6

1

(lOb)

.

• 1

2

J

4

5

5

7

(107)

• 1

2

J

4

5

6

7

(108)

@

Reduction of bylaws to the structural minimum • •• • 1
with further detail encanpassed in operating rules

2

3

4

5

6

7

(109)

Repositioning of House of Delegates C0mni.ttee ••• 1
on Bylaws to serve as a comai.ttee of the Board
of Directors
·

2

3

4

s

6

7

(110)

..

Acceptable

2

..

6

5

2

C'amlents on Section VII:

1

Reduction of the size of the House of
Delegates

4

1

Replacement of cabinets with small groups of.
experts to be long-term planners for selected
aspects of the mission, e.g. standards

Total1y

Unacceptable

Options

3

2

Empowerment of the Board of Directors

Creation·of issues management groups on an ad .
hoc basis to deal with emerging crises and timelimited issues

on a scale frcml to 7,. 11Jhere "1" means total1y
and "7" means totally
-=ceptable.. please rate !!S of the following options associated with the issue of
gc,wern,anc:e. These ratings should represent tlla extent of your acceptance of .each
option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your response.
'l'otally

l

Construction of the election and appointment.
processes to ensure staff nurse representation

While the House of Delegates has increasingly been valued as a source of
authority for professional policy, annual meetings of a 615 member House and all
of the preparatory meetings of ANA's elected structural units are increasingly
costly to ANA and to SNAs in teJ:111S of both human and financial resources.
Furthermore, costs of governance have escalated as revolutionary change in the
external health care environment has forced an organization-wide, issues-manage111ent approach, and the creation of an overlay of ad hoc tactical planning
structures. At the same time, AHA Bylaws describe a large number of organizationalunita and standing camli.ttees,. and prescribe inflexible and ponderous
pxocesses for dissolution of structures and progrmris.

'!otally

Accaptable

Forum,. would promote deliberation en
professional and organizational issues and
consult and advise the ANA Beard of Directors
and the ANA House of Delegates.)

AHA and constituent states have made a great deal of progress toward development
of an affective federation over the past six ·years. The authority and autonomy
of the SHAs., relationships between and among SHAs, rights and responsibilities
of AHA and SNAs,. and business arrangements between SNAs and ANA have all been
clarified. However,. there is still debate over the ultimate source of authority·
in the federation and continuing discussion around the representativeness,
accountability and authority of the Board of Directors, ANA's elected and
appointed officials, the Constituent Forum, the CClllllli.ttee on Bylaws and the
House of Delegates.

A biennial

'lbtally

lJnaccaptable

Options

(over)

18.
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SEC'TIOII un.1.

Tobllly

Totally
t1nlltl (!81Jtable

Options

Acceptable

The major issues ANA needs to address with regard to its
credentialing programs are:

bodies

Joint ventures with other nurse certifying

.....1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(115

o

lihat is/should be the relationship/linkages betveen

Merger with other nurse certifying bodies

. .. ..l

2

3

4

5

Ei

7

(116

o

Bow

o

Bow should

AHA's credentialing programs and the credentialing
programs of other nursing organizations?

Conlnents onSectionVIII.l:

should ANA's credentialing programs be governed?

ANA's credential!ng programs be financed?

SDUCIWWW Alm l'DlllllClJ!IG OP m•s
aattD'JclTIOII

PHDGIWIS:

Tssoes

AHA presently certifies nurse specialists and generalists who.have demonstrated
proficiency in special areas- of practice,
offers an examination through
which general.ists can attest to continuing caapetency. National specialty
nursing organizations ·also certify both specialists·· and generalists.

and

On a scale fraa 1 to 7, where •1 • means totally 111NN:ceptdbla and "7" means totally

ac:C151 tabla, please rate !!Eh of the following options associated with the issue of
st.Net.an and ffnanc:fng of Alll's aedentiaUng pwgrw: c:ert:ificatiaa. These
ratings should represent.the extent of JOU%' acceptance of each option. Circle the
RUllber which DOSt closely corresponds to your response.

Totally
Acceptable

Options
Statm quo • • • •

• 1

2

3

4

Uaison with external nurse certifying bodies

• l

2

3

4

A free-standing center for AHA certification.
ptvgx I tlu:augb which AHA 11011].cJ serve its own

. 1

2

3

4

••• 1 - 2

3

4

6

7

(111)

6

7

(112)

5

6

7

(113)

5

6

7

(114)

5

crecJm.i,tiaJ:fng progrw. wrlc with other nursing
credential.big progrw or provide services to

other opgaaizations

A 'free-standing entity linking AHA with other

nurse certifying organizations

-

·

flll.2.

S

OP AD'S c::mamr.rrn.D1G PROGUIIS:

MD FlRI

rM/M

0ll

S!CUCII VIII.3.
Issues

AD. is the national voluntarybody for accreditation of continuing education in
.nw:sing. flle Rational League for Nursing (NLN) is the national voluntary body·
for accreditation of undergraduate and graduate degree programs in nursing.
JIClst state boards of nursing
nursing education programs. The Division
of. Accraditation of the American College of Nurse Midwives and the Council on
Accreditation cf Nurse Anesthesia Educational Proguans/Schools of the American
Association of Bw::ae Anesthetists accredit educational programs leading to
certi£icat.ion for nurse midwifery and nurse anesthetists, respectively.

ANA sets generic standards. for ·Organized nursing services. The Joint Cannission
on Accreditation of Health care Organizations {JCIBO) acc:red1ts hospital based
nursing services., hospices, heme health agencies, embulatory care, long-tam
care, psychiatric facilities and sane managed care syst-. Groups Health
Association of America acc:redits sane· managed care systams. 'lbe National League
for Nursing (NUI) accredits carmunity health agencies and is seeking deemed
status under federal statute for m::creclitation of free-~tandinghane health
agencies.

approve

On·a scale frca l to 7, where "1" means total.1y anecceptable and "7" means.totally
accept ;a,i.. . pl.we rate !!5h of the following options associated wi~ the is~ue of

On a scale from 1 to 7, where "l • means totally VJUK ~"II table and "7• means total..ly
ar::ceptabl.e, please rate each of the following options associated with the issue of
structure and fiMncing of M&•a c:ncJautja] fng }Koga:
:
accz:ad:ftatioa/nmaing
serric:es. These ratings should represent the extent of your acceptance.·of each
option •. Circle the number which most close.ly cona..ponds to your response.

st11a:bae and .FiMDCing of Alla's c:xea..tJaJing progz
: acc:z:edltatioo/nursmg .
edacat:ial. fllese ratings should represent the extent of your acceptance of each
option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your response.

Totally

qi,l:iana

Acceptable
2

3

4

5

6

7

Joint ventures with other accrediting· bodies • • • • l

2

<4'>

3

4

5

6

7

(119)

!lerger with other accrediting bodies • • • •

2

3

4

5

6

7

(119}

Sta.tllsa -quo • • • • • . • • • • • • • ._ •

Calaents on Section VIII.2:

$'fkliC:flJR& UD PD1ARCIRG OP MA'S CllallffDLDIG
PDOGUIIS: MrRIDI'f&Tlal/mDSJBG SIR'lICIS

• • • • -~:-. 1

• l

t)

Opticm

status quo.

. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .

Becane·the national voluntary mechanism for
accreditation of organized nursing services
ANA.· seats on the JCAHO •
Joint venture with HUI.
Comnents on Section VIII.3:

.

• 1

..

l

.....
.l
....
.....1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(120!

2

3

4

5

6

7

(121)

2

3

4

5

6

7

(122)

2

3

4

5

6

7

(123)

23.
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snwc:.anm

All> l'IIIIIICDIG.·OP MIL'S CRBDB11!DLIHG PBOGRAIIS:
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S'fRDC'fURK AID FIIWICIIIG OF

m•s

L1CPBSURB flit ll'mS • Mi 1'll.liCTIC::Z

CRBIMNfil(JE -:,;p,n~

Issues
In a joint venture with U.S. Publications Inc., ANA publishes a voluntary
registry of AHA.'s certified nurse specialists as well as those certified by
relevant boards of the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists, The American
College of !lurse-Midwives, The Organization for Obstetric, Gynecologic, and
Heonatal Rarses, and National Association of Pediatric Nurse Associates and
Practitioners.

sets generic standards f.::,r nursing prac:ti.ce. state nurses• associations
originaliy organized to pranote the enactment ot state statutes gaverning the
practice of professional nursing. SNAs continue to work to influence all state
statutes related to nursing practice, including working to establish educational ..
standards for entry into the nursing profession. State boards of nursing administer provisions of state statutes. rules and regulations affecting nurses
and nursing. An ongoing working relationship mst therefore exist between ANA
and the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) and between and among
state nurses• associations and state boards of nursing.

ANA

a seal.a f.rcm 1 to 7, where "1" means tota11:r unacceptable and "7" means totally
acceptable, please rate~ of the following options associated with the issue of
stx:w:tul:e . . i financing of All&'• crecJentiaJing progz
: registration of nurse
:apec::Ja]ist•- 'J.'hese ratings should represent the extent of your acceptance of each
option. ·Circle the number wbi.ch most closely corresponds to your response.
On

Optima

of publication of the registry

Coaeents .on Section VIII.4:

Acceptable

IIJlacreptable

Status quo (continued publication of the • • • • • • 1
voluntary registry of nurse·specialists)
Discantim1ance

'fatally

'fotall.y

••• 1

2

3

4

5

6

on a scale from 1 to 7. where "1" means totally unaccaptab1a and "7" means total.1y
acceptable, please rate~ of the following options associated with the issue of
structure and financing of AM'S c:redeDtiaJing pioyz
:
11ce..iiuri for narsing
practice. These ratings should represent the extent of YoQr acceptance of each
option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your response.

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

( 125)

Status quo (ANA fiaison with National council
of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBH) at the
preaidential/executive level)
ANA liaison with NCSBN at the cabinet level

.

caiments on Section VIII.S:

.......

!e?!Ptable

2

3

4

5

6

. . .l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(127)

2

3

4

5

6

7

i128)

..

2

_3

4

5

6

7

(129)

•• 1

...

• 1

Interlocking boards or designated seats
between ANA/NCSBN (e.g. each board has designated
seats on the other's board of directors)
Joint projects with NCSBH

Tot:ally

TotaU::r

'!!!!:' :,:eptable

wt1cna

• 1

7

(126)

25.
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StidiCfUi& ABD PIRUCIRG or ARI. •s CRBDBRrDLD1G PiOGBAIIS:
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Issues

IaueB

is ~e national vol~tary mechanism for accreditation of continuing education
nursing. ANA accredits constituent member assoc:iations as approvers of
continuing education in nursing. ANA also accredits national specialty organizati«:>ns! colleges_and universities, and federal nursing services as providers of
continUl.ng education. ANA• s governance suucture is· semi-autonomous but
internal to the organization.

long-range fiscal goal for ANA's system for accreditation of continuing
education in nursing is to create a quality, cost-effective system. The longrange objective is that the program becane self-sustaining, which is currently
not the case.

1'be

in

rum also certifies nurses who are part of its constituency as well as nurses who

are not. ANA councils appoint the peer review boards for ANA's certification
program. I~ has been argued that ANA would be a 1D0re credible source of certification in nursing i f its peer review mechanisms were representative of all
certified nurses and i f its programs/services were more autonancusly
governed.

on a scale frail 1 to 7, where "l" means totally unacceptable and "7" means totally
acceptable, please rate each of the following options associated with the issue of
at::tuctme and fjaanctng of m•s credentialing pn,gr
: financing of AHA's
acc%'8Clit.atian p.1.ogc r, These ratings should represent the extent of your
acceptance of each option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your
response.

Totally
Acceptable

'fotally

u..ay:ept:able

Options

Status quo.

. ..

. . .. l

..........

SubstaP:_tially increased fees to make the

program self-sustaining

~ogx:am underwritten at a defined level of

2

3·

4

5

6

"7

(1

fl)

....

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

(131)

.....

l

2

3

-4

5

6

7

( 132)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(133)

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

(134)

@
'

on a scale frcm 1 to 7, where "l" means totally unaccaptabl.e and-,• means tatall.y
acceptal>l.e, please ~ate !!5!! of the following options associated with the issue of
sbucture and fiDancing of Ala's cn.dall'UaUng P10iJE
: goverm of ma•a
creclenti.a1i.n p:rogr 2 • These ratings should represent the extent of your
acceptance of each option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your

response.

Totally

Status quo • •

Tot:ally

lccaptable

11Mlceptable

Options

• • • • • •

• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(135)

• • • • 1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(136)

Nursing ( NLN}

A free-standing entity through which to govern ••• 1
ANA's credentialing programs

2

3

4

5

6

7

(137)

Comnen-t.s on Section VIII.6:

External and autonomous governance structure • • • • 1
for all national nursing credentialing
activities, including ANA

2

3

4

5

6

7

(138}

maintenance as a core mission activity

Discontinuation of accreditation program

....

Joint venture with the National League for

Autonomous governance structures for policy
making within ANA

(over)

27.
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Isau.es
CClllll81lt.s

on Section VIII.7:

Because·differentiation between and among categories of mmbership is con.strained by.· labor law, the· 0:mnission discussed alternative structural arrangements for ANA I s labor relations prcg.nm. COAR also consiaered the effective-ness of ANA'scollectivebargaining support services.

on a scale from 1 to 7, where '"l"' means totall.y

and •7• means totally
acceptable, please rate each of .the following options associated with the issue of
collective bargaining. These ratings should represent the extent of
acceptance of each option. .Circle the number which most close1y corresponds to your.

.response.

Totally

Options

Unar;qplable
... l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(139)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(140)

AnANA structure reflecting a professional • • • • • 1
union only.

2

3

4

5

6

7

(141)

An

Institute for Nursing Economics as an • • • • • • 1·
administrative unit of ANA

2

3

4

s

6

7

(142)

Elimination of collective bargaining support • • • • l
services

2

3

4

5

6.

7

{143)

A national nurses' union composed of • • • • • • • • l
individuals as an organizational member of AHA

2

3

5

6

7

(144}

A national nurses' union composed of state • • • • • 1
nurses' associations' collective bargaining

2

3

4

5

6

7

(145)

An independent union of current state nurses'
associations• collective bargaining programs
not affiliated with ANA or any other union

••• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(146)

•••• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

{t47)

••• l

2

3

Status quo • • • •
ANA as an umbrella under which a professional

union and a professional congress on nursing
practice coexist

programs affiliated with ANA.

A national nurses• union affiliated with

another labor organization

A national nurses• -.union as an organizational
membe.r. of ANA, aff iliatad with another labor
organization

SEC'l'I0II IX.

28.

OJiitlMll!D. • • •

'1'ota1ly
A
AcceptableW,

Options

Aw-baniw through.which SHA collective • • • • • • 1
bargaining p1.og:.:www atlate to SHAs/ANA through

a holding ccq,any/benkinq medal (e.g. the holding
imde1 separates the collective bargaining
.activity frcmthe SD/ANA and places it in a
separate o,;pnization. Both the SHA/ANA and the
union are controlled., for pw:poses of policy
coordination., by an interlocking board of
directors.)
O:--Ots on·Section .IX:

2

3

4

5

6

7

'

.

SECn:011' x. 1.

RELUIONSHIPS/LD1DGBS 'Um OIBllt RA'fimmtdJIIGIIRIZ&flCIIS: ·

FUHC'fiOIIAL. lWRSIRG ·. 08GIIIU.UI0IIS

Issues
(149:

In order to conduct its mission, the ANA must have effective linkages with oth•r
national nursing and non-nursing organizations. There are essential functions
that ANA performs through its linkages and/or working relationships with other

national organizations.

'l'hese include, but may not he lim.ited to, the National.

Council of State Boards of Nursing (N~), National League fortfuraing(NLN},
American Association of colleges of Nursing (AACN), American 0rganizat1oa. of

Nurse Executives (AONE), Sigma Theta Tau and others.

The ANA currently links

with organizations through such mechanisms as the.Tri-Council for Nursing and
executive liaisons.

On a scale from 1 to 7, where "1" means totall.y un.-:ceptahla and •7• means totally
acceptable, please rate
of the following options asaoc:iated with the issue of
· relatioosbips/1 iDkages with other DJ\tioaaJ organizations: functiclaal nm:sing
orgaui:mtiona. These ratings should represent the extent of your acceptance ofeac:h
option. Circle the number which most closely c:orresponds to ycur response.
Options

Status quo

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tot:ally

UnN:r:epuble
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

Interlocking seats on boards of directors
{e.g. each board has designated.seats on the

1

2

3

4

s

p

7

(151}

J'oint ventures regarding credentialing, •
standard setting, data bases, continuing
education, etc.

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(152)

Joint projects (e.g. National Comnission on
Nursing Implementation Project [NCNIPJ)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(153)

Corporate model relationships (i.e. several.
national nursing organizations linked through
a corporate structure for general
purposes and/or specific functions)

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(154)

Liaison relationships {e.g. presidents and
executive directors to presidents and

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(155)

1

2

3

other's board of di.rectors)

executive di.rectors; board to board)

. Coalition relationships (i.e. alliance of two • • •
or more organizations for joint action on a
particular issue)

·

30.

3.1.

srcrtm .z..i CXM:fllliDD) •••
SIC'J.'IOR x~2.

Totally

Options

Consolidation and merger (i.e. combining of two
ora,re mational nursing organizations into
one o~aniza.tion)

1

2

3

4

5

RILM'IORSIIIP.s/I-IHDG!S 111'!1! .mmm lllftClllt.

ORGIIHIZU.IORS:

rm:zs

lRIRSIBG

Acceptable

Issues ·

6

The nursing profession has the obligation to c:ultivate., socialize andprofessionalize nursing students. The ANA has perfoDl&d this func:ticin thraugh its
relationship with"the National Student Nurses Asscciation (NSHA).

7

(157)

·

. Coaments on Sect.ion .X. l:

On a scale from 1 to 7, where n1n means totally unacceptable and 111• means totally
acceptable, please rate each.of the following options associated with the issue of
nursing students. These~ings should represent the extent of your acceptance of
each option. Circle the number which most closely corresponds to your response.
Totally
'!1e!!s7!Ptable

Options

ct

e

....l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(lSB:

.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(159:

• 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(160

2

3

4

5

6

1

(161:

2

3

4

s

6

7

(162

2

3

4

s

6

7

(163

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

{164:

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

(165:

.... . l

2

3

4

5

6

1

(166 .

Status quo (i.e. executive liaison and ANA •
appointment of an advisor to.NSNA).

NSNA as an organizational constituent of ANA.
Organizational representation of NSNA in the.
ANA House of Delegates~ a vote
Organizational representation of NSHA in the
House of Delegates without a vote

ANA

NSNArepresentation within Constituent Forum
NSNAsaat on the ANA Board of Directors !!llh
a vote
NSNA seat on the ANA Board of Directors
without a vote
Concurrent and interactive meetings of
leadership of ANA and NSHA

..

....

1

. .. .1
.
.1

.. ....

. .. . . . .

New mechanisms to cultivate, socialize and
professionalize nursing .students.

Totally

Acceptable

SBi'!fldl L2.
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m'ICII X.3. ·

Coments on section X.2:
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OllS&IPS/1,lBDGRS Wl'III O'IRl:R BUICIIU. .
IDR.ll[.DIJ,.,11,;•..; SlltVICZ .

The body of nurses serving the nation's military nurse corps and other federal
services -has unique needs. For example., many practice cutside the United
States. Federal medical. services have unique relationships/1.inbges within·
other national professional.. associations. e.g.• they are represented in. the

American Medical Association (AKA) Bouse of. Delegates and in the AD section on
·
·

medical specialties.

a scale fran l to 7., where "1° means tatally unacceptab].a and "7" naans totally
acc:eptab].e. please rate!!£!!. of the following options associated with the.issue of
federal. nmsing service._ These ratings should represent the extent of JQUr
·
acceptance of ea.ch option. Circle the number which most closely cornsponds. to JQUr
response.
On

!btall.:r

u,,w. 011Ptabl.e

Options
Status quo (executive liaison with the •
chiefs of the·fedaral.nursing·suvices)

•

......1

Representation in the ANA House of Delegates
.!!!:!! a vote
in the ANA House of Delegates

....

2

3

4

5

6

7

(167)
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6

7

(168)

l
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4
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6

7
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AU•rUta L

ll0IHIOllSlR; OBGINIZM'ZOBS

CllGlllU.U'l:am:

Orr, MN, AN

If nursing isto achieve its long-range goals, it will be essential that· the
profession. plan,. develop and maintain effective working relationships with other
non-nursing organizations including• •f~dations, insurers, consumers, other
professional organizations, public policy makers, health ca.re organizations,
corporations., and political parties. ANA's current relationship with nonrmrsin9 organiza:ti.(;>ns include liaisons and occasional coalitions with respect to

2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518} 456-5371

August 26, 1988
TO:

Executive Director

RE:

Circle the numbe_r which_ most closely corresponds_ to your

I

'!otall.y

Totally
Acceptable

UIUICCeptable

Liaison relationships (e.g. presidents and
exemtive directors to PJ'8Sidents and executive
di.rectors: hoard toboard, etc.}

1

2

3

4

s

6

7

Coa1ition relationships (alliance of two or • • • • • 1

2

3

4

s

6

7

(171)

• 1
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4

s

6

7

(172)
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mre organizations for joint action on a

particular issue)

Advisory and consultative relationships ·

o

rnts on Section X.4:
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COAR stage Three, Pre-Proposal Consensus Process

Enclosed is a memo received yesterday from Margretta Styles,
Chairperson of COAR, describing the proposed SNA Consensus
Process.

r
0

••

.Joint project/ventures • • • • • • • • •

Board of Directors

FROM: Martha L. Orr

On a scale fran 1 to 7, where n1" means total1y UINICC8ptabla and "7" means ..tota1ly
-acceptable.. please rate !E of the following options associated with the issue of
nan-nan1ng organizatioaa. These ratings should represent the extent of your

Options

Nun.. Aaocfatlon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

particular issues.

accaptanc:e of each option.
response.

Constituent of ThlJ American

¥Executive Director

You will note that a September 2 response is requested concerning
NYSNA 1 s intent to participate in the distribution and analysis of
the survey instrument. Based on our understanding of the actions
taken by the NYSNA Board at its special meeting this past Monday,
Dr. Hunter and I concur tha~ our initial response will be to
decline to permit ANA to conduct the surveys of NYSNA members,
and to refer the broader process issues to the Board at its
meeting on September 15-16. We will inform ANA that the·nature
and scope of NYSNA's participation in the consensus process will
determined at that time •

be

The edited copy of the Board's response, prepared at the meeting
Monday, will be mailed to you in the next Board mailing.
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to:

SHA Presidents

FRtM:

Hargretta M. Styles,. Ed.D •• R.N.,. F.A.A.N.
Chairperson,. Comission on Organizational

DATE:

August 20,. 1988

BE:

COAR Stage Three

SHA Executive Directors

~assment and Renewal

The range of consensus building mechanisms through which SlfAs plan to address
the work of COAR and assess the acceptability of options include:

o SNA COAR study groups
o

Pre-Proposal Consensus Process

The ANA Coalission on Organi:ational Assessment and Renewal (COAR) has
ccmpleud the first tvo stages of its work plan and is launching the pre-

o Special meetings of SN.A boards of directors
o Special meetings of SNA boards of directors vith SNA. district
presidents

o Special meetings of SNA district presidents

pn,posal consensu pbas• of its study of the organization. In this stage COAR
vill vorlt t:hrougb various consensus building •chanism.s developed by SNAs and
other means to assess the acceptability of options for organizational change
and to propose models for fucure organizational structure and fwtction.

o

Steering Camittae has identified mechanisms to seat input regarding
identifieci options after carefully reviewing the input from the SNA COAR
coordinator sessions bald at convention.

o

The

During the second and third weeks in August,. SNAs will receive at cost for
use in the consensus process 1) copies of the revised COAR report, and 2) upon
request,. a video tape or slide presentation and script describing the work of
COAR to date.

SNA forums for SNA delegates to ANA

Surveys of individual SNA members

o Surveys of all RNs in the state

Special meetings with presidents of districts and presidents of state
and local chapters of national nursing specialty organizations

o COAR forums at regularly scheduled fall meetings of the SHA

o Various combinations of the above

SXl 0-SiNSOS PIOCIISS
5HAs are nov setting their own unique consensus processes in motion. COAR
urges that you utilize a process that elicits a breadth and depth of SNA
meeba~ underst:.ancUng and participation. Although the ex.1ct structuring of

Uis process vill vary across SNAs,. the substance is expected to consist of
following SNA activities:

the

o SHA member educa.Cion related to the significant issues which confront
AMA and the broad range of options identified by COAR (August November, 1988). (These issues and associated options are presente~
in Section Ill of the Revised COA1l Prosress Report Stage Coe.)
.i

J

o SHA solicitation of input regarding the acceptability of'the options
(August - November, 1988).
o SHA devalopleftt of the official SNA response to COA1l regarding the
acceptability of these options (poataaaad.111111,,IElllbec 1., 1988).
o SHA member education related to COAll's proposals for organizational
chanp (January - June, 1989).

Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal
Ameri,;an Nurses' Association

2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City, Missouri 64108 (818) 474-5720

COA1I. SUIMa PIOi!BSS .

SNA Official Responses
No later than thu last week in August. SNAs will receive a copy of the COAR
survey instrument. The instrument will seek respondants' ratings of the
acceptability of identified options. The options will be presented. only at
the conceptual level with no attempt made in the instrument to specify the
details nor the implications of the mmerous options or.bow these options.mayrelate to each other. However• it is anticipated that SNAs may well consider
these implications and relationships in order to best participate in this
process and later stages of the project.
Each SNA will be requested to complete and return one survey instrument
(pos~kal by lll,u6iillaei. 1) capturing the outc=- of its own uniqua consensus
pro~ess.
This survey vill represent the official SNA response and will be
carefully weighted accordingly.

i

;

.

;

-~

\

-3Targeted· Surveys Within States
The official SRA response will necessarily be a composite response.

And it
will nq,resent a wida variety of forms of participation and compilation.
Additionally as discussed in the SNA coordinator sessions, COAR feels it must
tnov bow
variability and agreement exist among various groups within and
extanal to SNAs, thus requiring some stratified data comparable across
states. This information is essential to drawing a national consensus from
multiple and diverse sources and to achieve the COAR.goals of "a flexible,
TUpODSible. dynamic organization" strengthened through internal and external

mu:h

linkages.

To obtain this additional information COAR is seeking to conauct, with your
approval. (1) a rand.cm sample survey of each SNA' s individual members and (2)
a total survey of SHA Boards of Directors, district presidents, and SNA
delegates to the ANA House of Delegates. COAR realizes that in a number of
states, sama survayed. SBA members and officials may also be solicited via the
SNA consensus process for their views on the acceptability of these options.

Please cal1 .1. . . . K. Gallibat", Ph.D., Senior Research Associate, or Therese
Lenahan, !Dcative Assistant before Priday. Septaber l., 1988 if any one of
these surveys is not agreeable to you or if you have other questions •. If we
do not hear fraa you by Septeeber 2 we will assume that we have your agreement
to proceed.

Each individual SNA member included in the above COAR surveys will be
requested to c.:ompleta and return the survey instrument by October 14., 1988. A
ccmputer profile of each SNA 1s.member response and comparison to a statistical
camposite of a1l other surveyed SHA.s 1 members will be developed and sent
confidentially to each SNA by October 21, 1988. A final profile will be

available Novaber 30.

Additional National Surveys
COAR will also survey (1) ANA elected and appointed officials. (2) specialty
o~izatimis and other organizations in the Nursing Organization Liaison
Forua a:ad the Tri-Council for Nursing,. and (3) nursing organizations with

which AliA bu encutive liaisons. In our communications with these other·
national nursing organizations. COAR will indicate that officials of their
local or state chapters may also be contacted by SHAs for participation in • .
SBAs 1 consensus processas.

-4-

Summary; of Survey Process
(1) The official SNA responses, (2) the selected targeted surveys within
states,. and (3) the additional national surveys will constitute the data base
for. COAR's proposal devalopmr.nt. This extensive dal:a base Will allow COAlt a
great deal of infomation and flexibility in developing proposed models for
structural change and,. at the same time, provide soma indicatiOll of haw its
subsequent recommendations vill.be received by 5NAs and these other groups.

·Pl.AR ·YOR DATA AMtYSTS

Several analyses will be conducted on the.survey responses. In conducting
these analyses. tha survey responses will be identified by category (e.g. SHA,.
SNA member, etc.) • ?his will allov COAR to assess tha S3 official SHA
respcnsas as vell as the responses of the other groups surveyed.
Statistical analyses will detei:mine not only bow the options nlata to each
other but how.·differant constituencies evaluate the same sets of options.
:Further. more sophisticated statistics ~ill be used where possibla to
determine the relationships among options~ different issues.

PROPOSAL DBVBID!!lllllr

Buildina .upon. the above data base. COAR will begin davalopi.ng models of
organizational .structure and function. During this phase of its work, COAlt
will have the task of defining the relationships bet.1ietm acceptable options,
proposing models for structural change that can.
those options, and
identifying the implications of the model(s) proposed.
These proposals and other rec01111118Ddations.will bec011a the subject of
consensus-building within SNAs and other organizations during the final phases
of the project (post-proposal consensus-building, January - Jmaa 1989).
In anticipation of receiving the results of your consensus ~ . we thank
you. Please contact Linda .J. Shinn, K.B.A., ll.N • ., Deputy Bxacutiva Director
or James K. Galliher. Ph.D.> Senior Research Associate at the Allllrican Harses •
Association should you have any questions.
MHS:ksp:477
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AGENDA #ll{b)
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Response to the Commission on Organizational Assessment and
Renewal: Progress Report, Stage One, Revised
August, 1988
'.rhe Board of Directors of The New York State Nurses Association

has reviewed the revised progress report of the Commission on
Organizational Assessment and Renewal and has prepared the
fo1lowing response for the Commission's consideration.

INTRODUCTION

There are three broad areas of concern which the Board has
identified with respect to the Progress Report: the scope of the
study, the time frame within which the study is being conducted,
and the information available to participants reviewing the
report.
Scope of the Study
The Board recognizes that the Commission has sought to define the
study in the broadest possible terms and to identify every
possible organizational structure relevant to the study. This,
in fact, may become the greatest limiting aspect of the study:
The options and variables identified are so many and their scope
so wide that it may well be impossible to conduct the in-depth
analysis of the options that must precede the selection of any
one or more "preferred options."
The identified issues appear unrelated to the systematic analysis
proposed by the report. What may have begun as a study of
structure now includes programmatic concerns, financial
administration, the processes of internal and external
relationships and concerns of particular constituencies.
This collection is inappropriate in its inception and will be
impossible to handle as a consensus process.
Time Frame
A second dimension of the progress report that is particularly
troubling to the Boa.rd is the proposed time frame for consensus
building and bylaws proposals. It is apparent that the
Commission envisions a process that may result in sweeping
proposals for change of the organization's structure and
function. Any one of the ten issues and associated options
involves major shifts in direction of the Association. such
proposed changes should be proposed, analyzed, communicated to
the membership, debated and brought to decision in a deliberative
process which provides adequate opportunity for thorough
inspection of all relevant information by constituent SNAs and
their members prior to action.

1

...

Adoption of the Federation model in 1982 was ~receded by su<:=h a
process. In the view of the NYSNA Board of Direct?rs, the issue
of future membership lacked such an approach, leading to the
present organizational crisis. It is critical to the future of
ANA and its constituent members that any changes deriving from
the COAR study NOT be taken prematurely. From this perspective,
it is highly unrealistic and inappropriate that any broad
restructuring of the Association be proposed and acted upon by
the 1989 House of Delegates.

achieving "consensus" on the Federation model to imagine the
probable outcomes of the commission's consensus building process
related to ill equally powerful and fractious issues.

i

The Commission and its progress report appear to have concluded
that significant changes are needed in a variety of areas.
References to the "new ANA" suggest that the Conmission has
already decided that a new organization is needed.
The NYSNA
Board.respectfully suggests that this basic.assumption has not
been documented in the report and may, in fact, be incorrect.

Analysis of Options

It is . evident that the incomplete implementation of the
Federation model has given rise to several new initiatives to
correct and refine that situation .. This suggests that the focus
of COAR might well have been on how to achieve the expected goa1s
of the Federation, on the obvious need for continuing evaluation
of the Federation's effectiveness, on how to resolve the mission
and membership issues on how to redefine and restructure
the entire Association.

A third major concern of the Board is the lack of anr analytical
infoJ:111ation appended to the options under consideration. In the
NYSNA Board's view, it is not possible to select "preferred
options" absent a presentation of information and evaluation of
the current status of each issue as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of each option proposed. The ten issues presented
appear to reflect underlying beliefs of the Commission that there
is presently an organizational problem in each area. However,
there is no accompanying factual assessment of the nature of
those problems, the desirability of change or the implications of
various options.
AN NYSNA PERSPECTIVE

The NYSNA Board believes that the Commission's study has derived
from and is inextricably linked to the issues of organizational
mission and membership. If there are "fundamental" issues among
the ten identified, these two clearly form the basis from which
all others flow. Any organization is defined by its basic
mission statement and its composition. The organization's
functions and the structure needed to carry out those functions
can and should, change over time. Its fundamental purpose
(mi;sion), and its core membership should have stability and
consistency over time.
The issues of mission and membership were sharply focused by
action of the 1987 House of Delegates redefining the membership
to include the technical nurse of the future. NYSNA, the
Pennsylvania Nurses Association, the Indiana Nurses Association,
the Connecticut Nurses Association, and now possibly others have
interpreted that action as unacceptably altering.th~ fundamental
nature and mission of the American Nurses' Association. ··
The difficult issues of organizational mission and membership are

embedded in a much mere diffuse and complex study than is needed
or efficient. While the NYSNA Board understands the great
difficulty in seeking a resolution of this problem within a
context of diverse and strongly held opinions, the Board
nevertheless feels that the current scope of the study compounds
the problem. By redefining the membership and mission issues as two
elements of a much broader study, the Commission invites profound
organizational divisions. Undoubtedly, each of the ten
issues will now become a focus of some constituency's "bottom
line." One has only to recall the enormous difficulty of
2

}J~v~~grettably, NYSNA, its leadership a.'ld membership will now have
to participate in a process which will be exceedingly
.
3/{ j problematical for us. In October of this year, the mi~sion and
')"{j
J membership i~sues will b7 brought bacJ~ to <;>ur membership. for
\ reconsideration, along with our relationship to the American
1 Nurses Association.
It is ,:,f great concern to the Board of
\Directors that the membership will now be asked to consider eight
·\other complex and difficult issues as well, without sufficient
,information and analysis.

Jif:

-

QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The NYSNA Board has·raised the following questions and
suggestions for the Commission's consideration:
1. The progress report contains no statement of the
fundamental beliefs/values which shape the Association. Such a
statement should precede consideration of any of the issues.
2. The issue of organizational mission does not state or
describe the existing mission statement. An organization's
mission is not a list of functions or activities nor a list of
their financial implications for the association; it is a basic
description of the association's purpose.
3. The deletion of material on assessment of the current
status of the organization appears to have resulted from
objections to the strongly negative portrayal of the Association
in the first report. However, the report should contain some
description and evaluation of the problems or weaknesses which
have been addressed by each of the ten issues.
4. The August 1 - November 1 timetable for the consensus
building process is inadequate, particularly in view of the
fact that the Corr:nission has not provided any analytical information for the identified options. The Commission should consider
3

Specific Comments on Section 3, "Issues, Options••

that many constituent state nurses associations hold their annual

meetings·l.ate in OCtober, and some even as late as November.
Does the Conmissionanticipate identifying the "pros, cons, and
implications" of each option in the very near future? If not, it
is quite unlikely that informed choices among those options will
be made.·

As has been stated previously in this response, the NYSNA Board
of Directors believes that the focus of COAR's deliberation
should be significantly narrowed, that the inclusion in the study
of the number of options and variables that have been addressed
is inappropriate and counter-productive. Nevertheless, in light
of the presence of these options, and in the hope that specific
cormnents will assist the Commission, the Board offers the
following comments. The comments will further illustrate the
Board's belief in the inappropriateness of the study's
complexity.

·

.
It is our expectation that all requests for feedback
made in ~e consensus building process will be directed through
the constituent state nurses associations, in accordance with the
Federation model.
5. The report refers to involvement of several external
interest groups. Bas the involvement of these groups in
consideration of the "preferred options" been invited?

Introduction

6. The criteria which are given as the Commission's
framework for the evaluation of options are not operationalized.
The Conwn;ssion may find it helpful to define those criteria in
measurable terms in order to achieve a useful framework for
assessment of the cost and benefits of each option.

The NYSNA Board believes that only issues I. and III. are
"fundamental."
All other issues have varying degrees of
importance to this study.
I. Organizational Mission
As previously noted, the proposal of COAR is to define the
mission of the Association in terms of the financial resources
required to carry out three different levels of activities. Such
a proposal negates the very meaning of a mission statement.

CONCLUSION

Board is deeply concerned that the direction of COAR
suggests
the
need and intent to propose profound changes in the
/
structure and function of the American Nurses' Association. In
our view, it was the issue of future membership and its relation. ~ship to this mission·of the Association which prompted the study.
r,J On behalf of the NYSNA membership, the NYSNA Board of Directors
~Jt
strongly urges the Commission to recognize this fact and to focus
rr:J:
\ the study in 1989 on bringing these critical issues to
resolution. Once these issues are successfully addressed, and
nce.~e F~eration model is ~ully implemented,. res~l~tion of the
ema1n,ng issues could be achieved by the usual decision-making
rocesses of the Association.
The NYSNA

The study's emphasis on the fact that the mission of the association has not changed since 1897 implies that the-mission is
defective. The NYSNA Board of Directors does not believe that
in general, defect is implicit in lack of variation. The Board
does not believe that, in particular, the Association's mission
statement is inherently defective.

f

It is not clear why consideration of the affiliated
organizations (page 21, 22) is thought to be related to the
mission statement.
III.

ANA Membership and Definition of ANA Members

The NYSNA Board does not believe that "flexibility to establish
new c~tegori~s of membership and membership dues and to
experim~n~ with the concept of organizational membership in SNAsK
was envisioned as a consequence of adopting the federation mode1.
IV. Criteria and Organizational Arrangements for Membership in
SNAs
-...

In light of the 1987 bylaws change, this statement is incorrect
in stating that onlyRNs are cw;-rently eligible for membership in
ANA and its constituent SNAs.
·
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v.

Control of standards of Nursing Practice: Reference Groups

It is the NYSNA Board's position that this component is

structural and/or functional, and that the manner of treatment of
structure/function components emanates from and is dictated by
the nature of the organization's mission.

This issue appears to be quite.narrowly construed. Control over
the standards of nursing practice is not and cannot be defined
solely as a product of internal or external reference groups.
The mechanisms of such control are much broader than that of who
produces the standards.
This issue is particularly lacking in a description of the
existing problem.

VI.

Dues/Incentives/Other Revenues

This entire section should be deleted. It relates to the
association's administration - specifically, to fiscal
management. Therefore, its inclusion in the study is
inappropriate.
VII.

Governance

It is the NYSNA Board's position that this component is
structural and/or functional, and that the manner of treatment of
structure/function components emanates from and is dictated by
the nature of the organization's mission.
The NYSNA Board disagrees with the statement that "ANA and

constituent states have made a great deal of progress toward
development of an effective federation over the past six years."
In fact, the Board suggests that the focus of the COAR study be
narrowed and that completion of organizational transition to a
federation be addressed as one of only three issues (mission,
membership, and the federation).

VIII.

structure and Financing of ANA's Credentialing Programs

Issµe VIII.4, Registration of Nurse Specialists, should be
deleted from the study and referred back to the cabinet on
Nursing Practice and the Board for resolution.
Issue VIII.5, Licensure for Nursing Practice, should be deleted
from the study and referred back to the ANA Board for resolution.
Issue VIII.6, Financing of ANA's Accreditation Programs, requires
further explanation. Option 2, for example, does not appear to
recognize that these fees have been raised more than 300\ in the
last four years.
Issue VIII.7, Governance of ANA's Credentialing Programs Delete the last sentence of the issue statement. Presenting the
argument of a "credible source" is inappropriate given the fact
that several other more credible sources disagree with the
statement.
Issue IX, Structure and Financing of Collective Bargaining It is the NYSNA Board's position that this component is
structural and/or functional, and that the manner of treatment of
structure/function components emanates from and is dictated by
the nature of the organization's mission.
Although the issue statement suggests that COAR sought options to
enhance ANA's collective bargaining support services, none are
included among the options given.
Issue X, Relationships/Linkages with Other National Organizations
It is the NYSNA Board's position that this component is
structural and/or functional, arid that the manner of treatment of
structure/function components emanates from and is dictated by
the nature of the organization's mission.
This issue and the purpose of its placement in the study are very
unclear. The options describe operational issues related to the
function of the federation. The NYSNA Board suggests that this
issue be deleted from the study in its entirety.

It is the NYSNA Board's position that this component is
structural and/or functional, and that the manner of treatment of
structure/function components emanates from and is dictated by
the nature of the organization's mission.
This issue should be handled in the current decision-making
structure of the Association and should be deleted from the COAR
study.
The Board notes that issue VIII.2 omits the obvious option of
becoming the national voluntary mechanism for accreditation of
nursing education programs. (The parallel option is stated for
the accreditation of nursing services.)
6
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL
Program and Department Highlights
March 11, 1988
I.

lEGISlATIVE PROGRAM

A. Status of 1988 legislative Program

Assemblyma!'I Nadler and Senator Farley, prime sponsors of the Entry Into
Practice bill, are proceeding with the printing of the bill with the
title amendments. The bill will be an 11A11 version of the 1987 bill.
Four program bills have been introduced to date and two other legislative proposals are pending which will seek to increase funding for
nursing education (see attached special report).
B. Exempt Clause Repeal Bill
The Exempt Clause Repeal bill, S.1343, was starred on. the Senate Cale11dar
on 2/17/88. The meeting originally scheduled for February 4 between NYSNA
and Assembly Ways and Means staff was postponed at their request until
April 20. That places the meeting date after the State budget is adopted.
C. Prescriptive Privilege legislation

Indications are that the Legislature may proceed with restrictive legislation which NYSNA has opposed. Several meetings between legislative leadership and NYSNA representatives occurred in February to promote NYSNA' s .
position on prescriptive privilege legislation and to seek support for a
broad, unrestrictive bill. Those meetings will continue into March. To
date no prescriptive privilege legislation has been agreed upon by the
Senate and Assembly.
D. 1988 Legislative Reception

The 1988 Legislation Reception was held on February 1. Forty-two nurses
(excluding NYSNA staff) attended the pre-reception conference. The
Reception was attended by 107 Senators/Assemblymen. approximately 139
legislative staff, 43 nurses,. and 18 NYSNA staff. Overall response to
the Reception was positive.
E.

lobby Days

Two lobby Days are scheduled to occur prior to the March 11 Advisory
Council meeting. They are District 16 on March 1 and District 14 on
March 8.
The following lobby Days are scheduled:
March 22
April 19
April 26
May 3

Districts 4 and 9
District 2 and Utica College
District 3 and Mt. St. Mary's School of Nursing
Dominican College
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F. Meetings with District Wurses Associations

D. New York State Fair

The following meetings with DNAs have been held to discuss the NYSNA
Legislative Program:
1/25/88

2/25/88
3/3/88

On February 24, 1988 NYSNA presented a proposal to the fair selection
committee for an exhibit booth. NYSNA has received a verbal acceptance
of the proposal. The fair is scheduled for August 26-September 5. 1988.

District 14 Legislative Colllllittee
District 7 Program Meeting
District 9 Board of Directors

E. Arden House Consortiua
The first meeting of the Arden House Consortium was held on January 20.
1988. Representation included NYSNA Board of Directors, NYSNA Consumer
Advisory Council, Council of Deans of Nursing, Senior Colleges and
Universities in New York State, Deans/Directors of Greater New York,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Nursing Association. New York State Department of
Health. Nurse Recruiters of America, State Board for Nursing,, and
Hospital Association of New York State. The partic~pants agreed to
separate into two sub-groups, one to focus on pract1ce and the other on
education.

II. NURSING EDUCATUII PROGRAM

A. Prograa for Nursing Students

The Seventh Annual Dialogue, co-sponsored by the New York State Nurses
Association and the Nursing Students Association of New York State,
held on January 30, 1988, was positively evaluated by the students.
The 46 students who attended represented 7 baccalaureate, 6 associate
degree and 1 diploma program.
B.

Statewide Planning Colllllittee on Nursing Education

III.

The Board of Directors appointed members to the regional committees at
its January 21-22, 1988 meeting. Members have been notified and first
meetings are being scheduled for March and April 1988.
C.

Conferences/WOrkshops
1.

NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM

A. Councils
The Councils met separately and together for specific agenda items on
March 4, 1988 in the NYC office.
1.

Preceptorships Revisited

The Council is planning an article for report and Statewide on
the implications of the DNR law for nursing practice. A program is also being planned for the 1988 Convention on this law
and the proposed health care agent legislation.

The Functional Unit of Providers of Continuing Education/Staff
Development is sponsoring this conference on April 19, 1988 at
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing.
2.

Designing Continuing Education Activities

2.

The Council on Continuing Education is sponsoring five regional
workshops. Dates and locations are:
April 26, 1988

Antun's
Queens Village

April 27, 1988

AT & T Building
NYC

June 2, 1988
The Veronica M. Driscoll
Center for Nursing, Guilderland
June 24, 1988
Sheraton University Inn
Center, Syracuse

&

Conference

June 29, 1988
Holiday Inn - Genesee Plaza
Rochester
3. Clinical Teaching Strategies in the Real World: Chaos vs Comfort
.The Functional Unit of Deans, Directors and Faculty, Nursing Education
Programs, is sponsoring this workshop for nurse educators on May 25-26,
1988 at the Holiday Inn, Albany, NY.
,
•

Council on Ethical Practice

Council on Nursing Practice
The Council is focusing its activities on completing the material
for a pamphlet on nurses' rights and has completed its revisi~n
of the 11 Guidelines for Interpretation of the Scope of Profess1onal
Nursing Practice.
11

B. Clinical Practice Units

Co1m1unity Health Nursing
The Executive Committee is focusing on Personal Care Aides (DSS)
Curriculum; infonnation exchange with other speciality units; and
developing care of the homeless as a topic for a Convention workshop.
2. Gerontological Nursing
The Executive Co11111ittee is focusing on quality assurance in long
term care; The Expanded In-Home Services for the Elderly Program
{EISEP); and developing a Convention topic related to quality
assurance and home care.

::<:;:f;.;.~· <; .
'i,

..}:~}:'.•·.: :"~;:{i:~~:-:-r,.~J~t~~
:· le .• ··
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3. Medical-Surgical Nursing
This Unit is directing its activities to responding to the Council
on Nursing Practice regarding nurses' rights; nursing practice and
care of the homeless; and developing two workshops for Convention
which will focus on acute care issues.
4.

Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
The Executive Committee will meet in the NYC office on April 8, 1988.
The main agenda items will be developing strategies for passage of
Exempt Clause Repeal legislation; ANA's change in certification
requirements for psychiatric-mental health clinical nurse specialists;
and developing a Convention workshop on patient violence.

6.

,. . ~2{

E.
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Publications
1.

Parent/Child Health Nursing
The Executive Coillllittee is discussing prenatal care issues/legislation; i11111unizations and practice; and the development of a Convention
workshop on teenage pregnancy and substance abuse.

5.

::;_,;•~">·..

F. State Practice Issues
1.

2.

Direct Care Practitioners

Nurse Administrators and Managers
The Executive Comittee appreciates the Board of Directors' implementation of the Unit's request for a change fn title. Agenda items
at their meeting included: the Hospital Code revisions; LPN regulations; and Convention planning.

3.

3.

Primary Care Practitioners

Colllrittee on

Nursing Practice

The Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse in the Profession of Nursing
received conmittee status at the January Board of Directors meeting.
Letters have been mailed to appropriate organizations requesting their
designation of a liaison person to assist the work of the Comittee.
A program on the legal and ethical issues of returning to practice is
being planned for the 1988 Convention.

IV Therapy

Hospital Code Revisions
The Nursing Service Section of the revised Hospital Code is awaiting
a final rewrite. NYSNA staff has requested another meeting with
Department of Health staff prior to this section's presentation to
the Code CoR111ittee. At the January Code Connittee meeting, NYSNA ·
staff joined representatives of the New York State Nurse Anesthetists
Association (NYSNAA} in successfully removing objectionable language
from the proposed Code. Pamela Mittelstadt, ANA Staff, is working
with the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists to obtain additional changes through HCFA.

The Executive Comittee continues to focus its activities on obtaining
prescriptive privileges for appropriately prepared professional nurses.
0.

LPN Regulations Re:

On February 22, 1988, NYSNA obtained a show cause order against the
Department of Health and State Education Department regarding these
regulations. The hearing date was sent for March 11, 1988. The
Association has co1t1t1unicated directly with Governor Cuomo, Coumissioner
Axelrod, Commissioner Sobol, the State Board for Nursing, the Code
Committee of the State Health Review and Planning Council, and NYSNA
members regarding our actions in this matter. The membership letter
is attached.

The Executive Comnittee has focused on developing a statement on
nurses' rights; and improving attendance at the Annual Meeting.
2.

Personal Care Aides
The Department of Social Services requested NYSNA staff to participate
in the final curriculum review. Almost all of our suggestions have
been incorporated. The matrix has not been finalized. The final three
areas of cor1cern are: the wording regarding assistance with medications; activities related to tracheostomies; and apnea monitor content.
NYSNA staff will attend some of the field testing at the Albany Center
for Learning.

C. Functional Units
1.

Nursing Clinical Practice Unit a resolution was passed to request
that the NYSNA "Position Statement on Drug Testing of Professional
Nursing 11 be distributed to alt directors of nursing in health care
facilities in New York State. This was implemented in February 1988.
(See attached)

2. The response to the Resource Directory was not as great as anticipated
(around 100 responses). The infonnation is being entered into the
computer with plans for a spring publication date.

School Health Nursing
The Executive Corrsnittee was joined at its last meeting by Arlene
Sheffield from the State Education Department's School Demonstration
Project to continue dialogue regarding the definition of roles and
functions of nursing personnel in the school setting. The Unit's
"Statement on School Health Nursing 11 was finalized.

At the 1987 Annual Business Meeting of the Parent/Child Health

4.

Labor Health Industry Task Force
A final report is expected to be available for distribution at the
March Board of Directors meeting. NYSNA staff anticipate that tr.ere
_will still be some objectionable concepts but with modifications and
· less extreme and pejorative language. Open hearings will be held ·
during early spring.
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B. C011a1nications

6. Other Activities

From March 15 to April 14, over 1,000 buses in New York City will carry
a message to health care consumers about the importance of registered
nurse~ and the danger the current nursing shortage represents. Under
a headline that reads: 11 What you don 1 t know about hospitals may be
~armfu~ to your h!alth, 11 there_are photographs showing a patient in an
1ntens1ve care un1t. In the f1rst photo, the patient is being cared
for by a nurse; in the second, the nurse is fading; in the third, the
nurse is barely visible.

1. AIDS Issues

a. NYSNA staff (Dr. Fielding, J. Colin and K. Ballard) are collaborating with a researcher from Texas A &MUniversity in developing a tool to test the stress level of nurses in caring for
persons with HIV/AIDS. Upon completion, the questionnaire will
be distributed to approximately 1,500 NYSNA members.
b. NYSNA is one of the sub-contractors for the AIDS Educational and
Training Center Grant which was awarded to Dr. Erline McGriff and
Dr. Patricia Hurley of New York University. NYSNA staff (K. Ballard
and J. Negri) will organize three workshops (Binghamton, Buffalo
and Albany) on HIV/AIDS during May/June 1988. Four additional
workshops will be held during years two and three of the Grant.
2. ANA Publications Review

~e are now working on this year's Nurses Day Poster, which will be printed
1n four colors and mailed free to all members in the March-April issue of
report. Additional copies sent in protective tubes will also be available at $3.00 each. A mailing describing the poster is being sent to
nursing_schools ~nd health care facilities. The theme of this year's
poster 1s: Nurs1ng - where knowledge and compassion join hands.

"

We have been asked by the Office of Senator John Heinz of Pennsylvania
to fo~ard examples of how short-staffing directly affects the quality
of pat1ent care. The examples are requested for a hearing on the nursing
short~ge_s~heduled for early April. We are currently collecting s&mples
from 1nd1v1dual nurses who have personal experiences, and we would welcome
additional information. Statements should be brief, two or three paragraphs, and document the situation in terms a lay person can understand.

Since the last Board meeting, NYSNA staff with input from expert members
have reviewed and conmented on the following ANA draft documents:
a. Criteria for Automated Systems for Nursing Care Planning;
b. Nursing and the Human Response to AIDS;
c.

Rehabilitation Nursing:

C. Media

Process and Outcome Criteria; and

The nursi~g s~ortage continues to generate media interest. Ir.creasingly
the quest1on 1s: What can be done? The department has answered innumerable questions about the report from the New York State Health
Department Labor-Health Industry Task Force on Health Personnel and
a~out how salary incre~ses will impact on recruitment. We cooperated
w1th Newsday on a mult1-part nursing story and with Time magazine on a
-story scheduled for March.

d. Standards for Organized Nursing Services and Responsibilities
of Nurse Administrators Across All Settings.
IV. COIIIJNICATIONS/PUBLICATIOHS & PUBLIC RElATIONS

A. Publications
The January-February issue of report introduced what will be two regular
features: A President 1 s Column by Juanita Hunter and a Membership Issue
Update which will keep members informed about ongoing efforts to main-_
tain NYSNA and ANA as associations of registered nurses.
The first step in transforming the Journal into a peer-reviewed publica_tion has now been completed. The Board of Directors has appointed the
members to serve on an editorial board:
Nettie Birnbach
Mary E. Evans
Marilyn Jaffe-Ruiz
Cynthia Northrop
Lillie Shortridge

Britten ·
Charmaine Fitzig
Janet Natapoff
Ann Sedore
Elizabeth Dorsey Smith

Mary X.

We anticipate that the first peer-reviewed issue will appear in September,
1988.

"!'here has.~een ~eavy media ac~ivity related to the infonnational picketing
1n connect1on with New York C1ty Health and Hospitals Corporation contract
negotiations.
V.

LIBRARY

A.

1988 Library Omnibus Bill

A Joint Legislative Hearing on the 1988 Library Omnibus Bill {S.3342c/A.4791-c} was held on February 9, 1988.
The provisi~ns contained in the bill call for new programs to include
dir~ct pubhc library aid, an inter-system delivery service subsidy.
a l1brary scholarship program, an appropriation of $50,000 for each
public library system for youth services, and a $1.5 million proposal
to purchase micro computers for each library in New York State.
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In addition, there is an increase of $234,000 to the Hospital Library
Program. This would increase state funding in this program to a total
of $1.5 million. _

2.

The total of increases in the proposed 1988/89 budget bill amount to an
approximately $26 million increase over the ·1988/89 current law.
8. Journal Highlights

E.

Nursinglife - Effective with the ~arch/A~ril 1988 i~sue, Nurs~nglife
will cease publication. The publ1sher c1tes sharp 1ncreases 1n postal
rates and paper costs as the primary reaso~s f~r di~continu~ng the
journal. Several feature section~ of NursrngL1~e w1l1 ~ont~nue to be
published in Springhouse Corporat1on's other maJor nurs1ng Journal,
Nursing '88.
NITA Journal (National Intravenous Therapy Association) - In late 1987
the National Intravenous Therapy Association changed its name to the
Intravenous Nurses Society. Concurrently, there was a change in the
title of their official publication from NITA Journal to the Journal
of Intravenous Nursing. This change occurred with the January/February
1988 issue.
NursingConnections is a new quarterly refer:ed jour~al designe~ to serve
as 11 a forum for collaboration among nurses 1n pract1ce, educat10n, research and administration." Subscription information is available from:
Washington Hospital Center
Division of Nursing
110 Irving Street NW
Washington, DC 20010
{202) 541-3048

Response: The Newsletter for Nurses - w~ich beg~n pub~i~ation in .
January 1988 is an informal newsletter w1th a pr1mary a1m to prov1de
a forum for all nurses who want to share opinions, insights, problems,
questions and answers with other nurses." The majority of the contents
_of the initial issues was written in letter to the editor/personal
narrative format. Subscription information is available from:
Response
P.O. Box 719
Lebanon, PA 17042
C. Collection Assessaent Program
The Library has been chosen to participate in a pilot project for_a

regional (Capital District) collection assessment program. The p1lot
program will run from February through May 1988. The goals of the
collection assessment program are:
1.

Explore and develop models of cooperation for more effective
buying in the face of rising demands and stable or declining
budgets for library collections, use the New York S~ate.
Coordinated Collection Development funds for acadennc l1braries most effectively, and provide exhaustive descriptions of
CDLC library resources to support future grant applications.

Interagency Council on library Resources for Nursing (ICLRN)

The next meeting of the ICLRN will be March 25th at the American Journal
of Nursing Company. The agenda includes updates on exhibit preparation
for the Medical Library Association, American Nurses' Association,
National League for Nursing, and Sigma Theta Tau conventions. Also to
be discussed is the beginning phase of a grant for a "Guide to Archives
in Nursing project.
11

F. Telefacsimile Update

The technology of telefacsimile {fax), which was developed in the mid-1960s
and quickly faded from use because of equipment problems, is seeing a resurgence in use. Currently, the library has the capability for telefacsimile interlibrary loans from the National Library of Medicine, Sigma
Theta Tau, and. the New York Academy of Medicine.

VI. ORGANIZATION SERVICES

A. Convention 1988
Copies of the preliminary Convention Schedule will be distributed at the
March Advisory Council meeting.
B. Membership Recruitant

Copies of new materials with a "Recruitment Review" were sent to each
District Nurses Association in February. Districts are again invited
to include their membership brochure in NYSNA's Recruitment Packets.

C. Recruitment Into The Profession
The handout available for those active in recruitment into the profession
activities is included.
D.

AIDS Grant

·Weare in the process of selecting dates and sites for the AIDS two-day
workshop, sponsored by the New York University Regional Education &
Training Center in conjunction with NYSNA. Promotional materials will
be available by April.

To improve the management and coordination of collection
building among CDLC libraries by supporting a co111110n method
of collection assessment and a database that shows the
location and level of subject collections in CDLC libraries.
EC:k
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PREPARED BY 'JUE NI!.W YORK S'l'A'l'E NURSES ASSOCIA'l'IOO

PROVISIOIS OF NUffSIIG SCIJOLARSHIP/LOAHS BIU.S
1988 SESSION
Legjslation/
Sponsor

S.6819

Stnator
r.ouovan

"Nursing
Car£-c:r
Opportunity
Scliolar-

.ships"

lltabcr of

Scholarships
100 Advanced Full-time
100 Advanced Part-tin1e

100 BSN Full-time
100 BSN Completion
50 Graduate Hursine
Full-time
50 Graduate Uursing
Part-time

500 Total each year for
four years

llollar:s/
Student

$5,000/student
Full-time; $3,500/
student Part-time;
or if less the
cost of tuition,
books, fees, uniforms, supplies,
travel

Total

lbllara

Requireaents

$1,560,000

llew York State resident
enrolled in a Public or
independent program of
nursing leading to AD,

Cownts

BS, HS

Priority of Awards
- unrepresented mir1orily
- LPN or degree in related field
- individuals from judicial district that will

achieve equal distribution

Recipient must serve two

years in nursing for each
ammal awar·d or payback
twice n~nies granted with
interest;$1000 fine for
failure to report as rerequir-ed {cancel obligaupon death or unusual
c-1rcumstances)

•

Effective August

1, 1988

0

11111
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-------------------.....--------------------.---------------..------------l.eglslat:lon/
Nuaber oC
Dollans/
Total
Spon:sor

s.6122
St:nator

Levy,£.

et. al.

A, 11112

Asst1nably1nan Eve
Regents
Professional

Scholarships

student

100 for 1989/1990
250 for 1990/1991
1!00 for 1991/1992
and annually
thereafter

up to $1,000/year
if economically
disadvantaged but
no less than $500

llnr~ing

~cholarshJps

i

I
I

l

Dollars

Bequtre.enu

Jlesideut of Hew York •engaged· in an approved
course, •• leading to registration as a profe:1sional nurse"
A. Priority:
1. reside in medically
underserved area
2. economically disadvantaged {rueet requirements of opportunity programs)
B. 1/3 of recipients shall
Le rural residents-1/3
members of minority
c. Written agreement to
practice nur~ing in a
public or other hospital, certified home
health agency, HHO or
other health care
facility located 1n a
designated medically
underserved area or
serving a disproportionate number of low income patients for 9
nonths per annual scholarship but no less
than 18 months.

The 800 Regents Professional Education
in Nursing Scholarships now award~d
on same bas is as
Regents College
Scholarships to
students completing
high school shall
be awarded prior to
1989/90

After 1889-1990
only ~00 will be
awarded annually

1990/91 no county
shall be awarded
less than 50 per
centun1 awarded in
1972/73
Opportunity Scholarships end on June
30, 1993 and origi-nal Regents Professional Nursing Scholarst1ips resume

--····-----1.eg:fslatton/
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Sponsor

NW1ber

or

Scholarahtpa

Dollara/

Student

Total
lhllars

Requireaents

G>wnts

If the recipient fails
to meet service requirements twice the
&mount of the award
plus interest must be
returned to the state
w1 thin 5 years. Obligation waived upon
death or in unusual
circumstances. $1,000
fine imposed for
failure to report as
required.
S.6357..:A

( f<ules)
A.12~8
Assembly-

111ar1 Eve
Regt:nts

Prcfessional

Op1,c,1·tunity
Sc:ho)ar-

sl,ips

210 Grants.

Professions chosen to
be included are determined by State Education Department each
year

up to $5,000/year
for four years

- Economically disadvanta11ed

- Members of under-represented mh1ority
Practice 12 months/
annual award in the
profession in New York
State or repay

In 1986-1987 ii 15
grants were to students enrolled in
nursing, but none (0)
in '85/86, '87/~.
Grants were given to
PT, Optometry. Dental
Hygiene, Chiropractic,
Podiatry & Veterinary
Medicine. Hull1ber
granted to all professions:
1985/86 - 15
1986/&7 - 59
1987/88 - 15

Bill did not pass irs
1987.

Legislation/
Spom1or

Govc.:rnor•s
Budget
Pl'"Oposal:

Health

St:rvice

Corps

N1.111ber of

Scholarships
Dependent on budget
allocation, amount
given to each student,
and professions chosen
to be included in the
program by OMH, OHRDD
and DOCS based on projected staffing needs

Dollars/
Student
up to $15,000/year
for two years
($7,8lij actual award
average)

Total
Dollars
Expands
progran,
by

$999,000

to $q million.

Requireaents
Recipient must:

- be within 2q months of

graduation
- U.S. citizen
- Be eligible for 11<:ensurc in a profession

Recipi~nt 111ust practice
18 ruontbs in OHkDD, DOCS
or OMJI facility for each
armual award rect:ived or
return the award with interest and pay a penalty

Coaaent.s

In '86/87, 173 Grants
were provided to students preparing for
the health professions. Students in
nursirig received 1'(
( lfllS). The pr·oposed
budget should illcrease
the numt,ar of scholarship/loans by 50-80.
(Approximately 22-35
new grants f'or nursing students can be
expce:ted).

the Legislature, January 6, 1988, included the statement, "The Office
of Herital Health (OMH) Budset w111 :Include funds to purc;hase courses leading to nursing credentials from corumur,i ty colleges and other educational 1nsti tutions, and we will ••• assure that employees will have time to
&ttend the courses." HoHever, the Office of the Budget, and OMII disagree about whether or not the Governor's
budget includt:s monies for this program. The $300,000 allocated in nonpet'sonal services is considered by the
Office of the Budget to tie u~ed for the Governor's stated purpose, OMII says the money is for continuing
e:-ducat.ion of staff •

NOTE - Governor's State of the State Message to

. This pi·oposal sounds similar to a currer,t progra111, COPRF:P (Career Opportunity Preparation & Recruitment
Education Program), in Otlli and OMHOD designed to prepare direct care staff (i.e. Mental Health Therapy Aide,
dietary aids, etc.) as Physical '1'herapy assistants and Occupational Therapy assistants; both require an
associate degree. InterE:st.ingly, the second year of the 3 year· den10nstration program, COPREP , is not funded
1o the Governor's 1988-89 budget.

PREPARED BY THE Nm YORK S'l'ATE NURSES ASSOCIATI<N

GRANTS FOR NURSING EDUCATION

1988 SESSION
Legislation/

Sponsor

S.6818
Senalor
Donovan

Dollars/

Grant

Grants to institutions
At least one prowhich offer ADN • BSN •
grani in each ReHSN for the purpose of gents .region wi 11
improving, strengthenbe funded for not
ing or expanding promore than 5 years
grams to alleviate the
unless the proshortage may include: f gram demonstrates
- increasing student
success in inretention
: creasing the pool
- easing the transi: of nurses
tion from education i
to practice
!
- pr-oviding articula- j
tion between levels
- providing education I
opportunities in
•
underserved areas
f
- designing and imple- Ji
menting curriculum
for non-traditional 1
students
- providing new deli- ,
very formats
/!
- developing or expand-I
ing nurse practition-.
er programs at the
'
graduate level

j

2/29/88

Total

fullar:s
$860,000
1

Bequireaent:s
Institution or Consortia
must submit plan. Application for funding submitted to the departruent
Reports must be submitted as requested by the
Convnh-:sioner

Grants to public and
independent colleges
and universities
which offer professional Dursing education progra111S in
order to increase
the supply o~ RN's
by altering curricula to expand pool
of applicants; to
retain currently enrolled or to fost.er
better articulation

between levels

STATE OF NEW YORK
.l

6819

•

IN SENATE
January 21, 1988

tntrOduced by Sen. DONOVAN-• read twice and ordered printed. ;and when
printed to be CClllllitted to the Ccmmittee on Higher Education
AN ACT to '1111end the education law. in relation to state assistance for
nursing as a career choice for minorities and licensed practical
nurses and those individuals making a career change and making an appropriation therefor
Tlte Peo le of the State of New Yort re resented in Senate and Assembly.
do enact as follows:
1

Section 1. Legislative declaration. The legislature hereby finds that
there is a shortage of professional registered nurses to provide needed
3 heafth care to the residents of the state. The nursing shortage is a
4 ..jar probl• for over ninetr-five percent of New York state hospitals
5 vho report • ·· twelve and one-third percent vacancy rate and who ex6 perience special difficulty in securing nurses for the coronary and the
7 intensive care units. lloreover, there is a critical shortage of nurses
8 with higher tevel degrees. less than five percent of New York state reg! lstered nurses hava •ster•s degrees and less than one percent have docJO torat dqrees. The de.anc, for nurses wl th actvanced degrees has increased
JI as ·th• worll has beccae aore co.plea and tech11ical. New York state is
1Z projected to have only one-half to two-thirds the number of registered
13 nurses with bachelor's aftd uster's degrees that will be needed by the
14 health care •rstea in nineteen hundred ninety. An aging p0oulation also
15 strains t~e auppt, of r.urses.
16
11te legislature further finds that as the dl!ffland for nurses has been
17 Jm:reasing. enrolhnent in nursing programs is decreasing. In New York
18 state enrotl-.ent in nursing progrun during nineteen hundred eighty-six
19 declined twenty•nine percent in lsaoc:iate degree progra111s, · twenty per20 cent in Bachelor of Science degree progrmns and nine percent in' graduate
21 progr•s. The available siool of pro•P•ctive nursing students is shrink22 Ing •• the ntllbv of eighteen to twenty-four year olds drops fr0111 nine
23 allllon In nlMtNn hundred eighty to alx and one-half 11111110n in
24 nh11ttNn hulldlred nlnety•.~lve.
·

Z

LJ

tlPLAN&TrON-llatter In ltatrcs (under,eored) Is new; ••tter In brackets

. [ J. Is old law to be cal ttec...
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The legislature also notes that the incidence and spread of the
disease known as AIDS is a Potential deterrent to those who 111ight_ be
consideri119 a health care career.
The legislature further finds that as the shortage has had a positive
effect on the salaries of nurses. individuals in other careers •ight be
influenced to eake a career change if it were financially possible.
Finally, the legislature finds and declares that the nursi11g shortag~
aanctates that the state financially support a scholarship program to encourage the choice of nursing as a career and to support the educational
advanceeent of licensed practical nurses to become registered nurses.
S 2. Section six hundred five of the education law is amended by adding a new subdivision fourteen to read as fol!ows:
.
.
14. Nursing career oooortunity scholarship 0ro9ram. Corni:ienc,no w,~h
the ninetee" hundred eiohty-eight--nineteen hundred eighty-n,ne aeadem,e
year, five hundred nursing scholarships shall be awarded annual Iv to
students wno are applying to a public or indeoendent prooram of nursing
leading to an associate degree. bachelor's degree or master's ~egree and
who are New York state residents. T~o hundred of the seholarshros shall
be reserved for advanced degree nursing applicants. one hundred of which
sflalf be for part-time enrollment; one hundred for fulJ-~ime bachelor of
science nursing applicants; one hundred for enrollment en a bachelor of
science nursing completion pro9ram; and one hundred for graduate nursing
applicants. fifey of which would be for part-time e~rollme?t•
a. Selection. Prior-itY shall be accorded to applicants rn the following order: first. to any aoplicant who is a memoer _of an underreeresented ainority as defined in commissioner's regulat1onsj se~ond, to any
applicant who is a licensed practical nurse or has a degree 1n a related
field; and third. any individuals from judicial districts that wi 11
achieve eouat distribution of awards among the districts. A lotterv svstens will r~solve any ties. In the event that there are more awards than
appli~ants. the awards shall be redistributed among the other degree

32 cate9ories as equally as possible.
33
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b. Service re1:1uirement. Subsequent to earning a nursing degree the
scholarshio recipient shall be obligated to serve for two vears in nursing for each annual award received. If a recioient fails to ccmolv 1ullv
with such condition. the state shall be enritled to recover from sueh
recioient a sum eaual to twice the award, multiolied by a ratic ~hose
rn.aerator is the number of years of nursing emotoyment actually renaered
by the recioient and whose denominator is the total number o! emolovment
rears in the recipient's period of obligated service, plus interest on
such amc,unt at the prevaiJlnq rate of interest for student loans at the
tiae of the payment of the award. Any amount which shall be repaid under
this paragraph shall be paid within a fiv~-year_period_b~ginninq on_the
date that the recipient failed to COftllklY with this c:ond1t1on of serv,ee.
Any ot»ligation to c01J1oly with such ccndition shall be cancelled uoon the
death of the recipient. The COffllllissioner shall promulgate regulations to
provide for the waiver, suspension or reduction of any financial obligation w11;eh would involve extreme hardship as determined bv re3ulation of
the ccmn,issioner.
c. Reporting. A reciDient of an award shall reoort annual Iv to ~he ~ew
fork state higher education services corporation, on forms preser,bed bv
it. as to the performance of the required servic~s. until the reeioient
7•at1 have ccmoleted. or it is determined that he/she shall not be obli-,d to c0111plete the required services. If the rec;pient shall fail to
. .• e any report required hereunder within thirty days of written notice
to the recipient. •ailed to the address shown on the last application

s.
l
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for an award or last report fi 1ed 1 whichever is later, the president of
imoose a fine of up to one thousand dollars. The
president shall have the discretion to waive the filing of a reoort 1 excuse a delay in filing or failure to file a reoort, or waive or reduce
any fine imposed for good cause shown.
5 3. Such law is amencied by aading a new section six hunc:trect eight to
read as follows:
S 608.
Nursing career opportunitv fellowships. I. Number and
certification. Five hundred nursing scnolarshios for study in an approved nursing 0ro9ram shall be awarded each year for four vears. Such
fellowshios shall be allocated as Drovided in a~tiele fourteen of this
chapter to eligible students as certified to the president by the
commissioner.
2. Duration of award. The full-time award to advanced degree nursing
programs shall be two years, part-time for uo to three vearsi full-time
bachelor of science nursing award shall be four years, bachelor of
science nursing comoletion for up to three years; full-time master's degree in nursing shall be two years and part-time for up to three vears.
3. Amount of scholarships. Each annual full-time award shall be the
lesser of five thousand dollars and part-time award shall be the lesser
of thirtv-five hundred dollars or the amount of recipient's tuition olus
bocks, fees, unifor111s 1 suoplies and travel suoegrt.
S 4. The sum of one million. five hundred sixty thousand dollars
(Sl.560.000). or so much thereof as may be necessary. is hereby appropriated to the education department out of any monies in the state
treasury in the general fund to the credit of the state purposes ac.eount, not otherwise appropriated. ,or its expenses. im:IUding personal
service. maintenanc:e·and operation. in carrying out ,the provisions of
this act. Such monies shall be payable on the audi ·and warrant of the
comptroller on vouchers certified or approved in the .manner prescribed
by law.
S
This· act shall take effect August first ne~t succeeding the date
on which it shal I have bec0111e a law, except that section four of this
act shall take effec:t i111111ediately.

2 the corporation may
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lntreduced by Sens. E. LEVY, BRUNO, DALY, FARLEY. KEHOE, KUHL. N. LEVY,
. IIARCHl PADAVAN, ROLISON, SCHERl'IERHORN, SEWARD. STAFFORD, TRUNZO,
YELELLA - read twice and ordered printed, and when printed to be c0111to the Cami ttu ·on Higher Education
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AN ACT ~o a.ena the education law, in relation to professional nursing
OPPortunlty scholarships and providing for. the repeal of certain
provisions relati_ng thereto upon the expiration of such pr~visions.

The Peo le of the State of New York
bly. do enact as follows:

re resented in Senate and Assem-

1
Section r. Section six hundred five of the education law is 1111ended by
2 adding a nev sulktivision fourteen to read as follows:
l
1~. Reents
rofessional nursin
o 1:10rtunit scholarshi s. Reents
,
rofessional nursin o
rtunit scholar~hi s shall be awarded annual!
S to stUdents who are residents of New York state and who are beginning or
6 en a ed
roved course of stud in this state leadin
7
but not exceedin
8
uirements for th
9
iods of stud
· 10 cmaissloner. Su-::h scholarships s all be classified and
aclJ cordance with reGents rules. provided that:
_
12
a. Scholarshi
ients shaJJ be selected and certified In the fol13 1owino order of pr10r1ty:
U1
licants who reside in a 111edicall underserved area
t5
he re ents in consultation with the c0111111issioner of health
16
llcants who are econo11ica
hich for the
17
his SUbdivisio
d at er18 wise meet the entrance r
to
19 section sixt -four hundr
of

20 this ch1pter.

21
b. At least one•third of the recipients of scholarshlpz awarded under
22 this subd;vision shall be residents of rural areas, as s~ch areas shall
23 be detenainec:, b
ents and at least one-third shall be !Hfttbers of
!XPLANATJON-llatter In Italics (Wlderscorad) Is ne1o1: utter Jn brackets
r l Is old ,., to be oaitted.
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•il'IOrlty group. For the m.rDOses of this subdivision. ''minority" means
resident ~, New York who Is black, hlspanic 1 or native bterican. The
CC1ais1loner shall make every effort to assure the pr,nelples of equitable distribution- throughout the state are assured in awarding scholarships tmder this subdivision.
c. No apolicant who receives a scholarshlp under this subdivision
shall be eligible to also receive support through special programs
authori2ed under section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixtr-four hundred fifty-two of this chaoter; provided, however that nothing herein
shall prevent an applleant frOIII aoplyinq for such suoport, or for
scholarships ynder this sutidiVl$ion 1 and nothing herein shall be deemed
to regufre that the recipient of such support or such scholarship cannot
reapply fer such alternate suooort or scholarship, as the case may be.
In a subsequent year. The coanissioner shall take sueh steps as are
necessary to notify institutions participating in special programs
provided pursuant to section sixty-four hundred fifty-one or sixty-four
hundred fiftv-two of this chaoter of the regents professional nursing
opportunity scholarships and of their availability to students who might
otherwise be elioible for support under such programs.
d. In the event that there are more aoollcants who have the same priority than there are remaining scholarships, the cOC111tlssioner shall distribute the remaining nl.lllber of such scholarships by means of a lotterv
or other font of randr:a selection.
e. The ca.issioner shall forward acoroved applications to the president and shall notify unsuccessful applicants.
f. The president shall notify acoli,ants of their award entitlement.
9. The president shal1 1 in consultation with the c-issioner 1 develoo
and secure frca each successful applicant a written agreement to practice nursinq in a cublic or other hospital, certified h0111e health
agency. health maintenance organl%ation or other health care facility
located in a designated medically underserved area or servfng a
dispraoortianate nuinber of low-income patients. The regents, in can•
sultation witti the ccnaissioner of health,.shall designate medically un•
derserved areas and those facilities, agencies. entities and Institutions serving a disproportionate n1J111ber of !ow-income Datients. Within
such time as the Cl:)lllllissianer shall by regulation provide. a recipient
of an award shall have practiced nursing in a facility, agency. entity
or institution located in a designated medically underserved area or
servin9 a disoroportionate number of low-income patients far that number
of 11Dnths calculated by multiplying by nine the number of annual
papents received by the recipient. In no case shall the total number of
aonths of service required be less than eighteen. If a recipient falls
t~ cccply fully with such conditions, the president shall be entitled to
receive fr011 such recipient an a1110unt to be deter~ined by the formula:
A • 2B (t-s)
a

a

.

h
I•

I

s• 6722

•
1

condition. Nothing In the written aqre-nt.shall affect

the

terms

of

. 2 employment of the individual who shall negotiate, seaarate ano aoart

3 frClllf the progr•, his or her salary and other forms af emoloY~ent with
4 an agency. institution or a program in which he or sne shall be
5 l!ll'f'loyed.
6
Any obligation to comuly with such orovisions as outlined in this sec-

•

J.•tlon shali be cancelled ui,on the death of the recipient. Tne cCll'lllltis8 sloner shall make regulations to orovioe for the waiver or susoension of
9 any financial obi igation which wauld involve extreine hardsnio.
··
10 . h. A recipient of an award shall reo~rt annually to the Mew York state
11 · higher education services corooration. on forms prescribed bY it. as to
12 the performance of the reouired services. If the recioient snail fail to
13 file •ny report reauired hereunaer within thirty days of written notir.e
14 to the recipient.
to the address shown on the last aoolieation
IS for an award or last report filed. whichever is later. tne oresioent of
16 the corporation may imoose a fine of uo to one thousana aollars. The
17 president shall have the discretion to waive the filing of a reoort. ex18 cuse a delay in filing or a failure to file a re00rt 1 or waive er reauee
19 any fine imposed for goad cause shown.
20
i. The cC!Nftissioner shall submit a reoort to the aovernor, the tem21 porary president of the senate, the soeaker of the 3sse~olY. the
22 chairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of tne assem23 bly ways and means CCffllltittee concerning the imolementatian and crog~ess
2~ of the regents professional nursing ocoortunity scholarsnip orogram es25 tablished oursuant to this subdivision. Such reoort shall incluae out
26 not be limited to the num0er of
awarded. the amount of eaen
27 scholarship. the programs of nursing attended by scholarshio recioients,
28 aggregate statistics regarding the oualifieations of aoolicants an~
29 recipients, the location or oroposed location of service by scholarsniD
_30 recipients and recDlllll'lendations for extension or IIIOdification of the oro31
subsequent to its exoiratian date. Such r-eoort shalt be cor,,oleted
32 and transmitted no later than Januarv thirtv-first 1 nineteen hunared
33 ninety-three.
34- , S 2. Such law is amended by addinsi a new section six hundred seventy35 nine-b to read as follows:
36
S 679-b. Reaents professional nursing ooportunity scholarshios. I.
•37 Number and certification. One hundred regents crofessional nursing oo38 ·pcrtunitr scholarships shall b~ awarded in the academic year ~ineteen
39 hundred eighty-nine--nineteen hundred ninety. In the acaae1111c year
-~ nineteen hundred ninety--nineteen hundred ninety-one, two hundred fifty
of such scholarships shall be awarded. And in the academic year nineteen
42· hundred ninety-one--nineteen hundred ninety-t~o. and annually thereat•l ter 1 four hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year. Such
"
scholarships shall be allocated as provided in article thirteen of this
45 chapter to eligible students as certified to the president ay the
46 cOBDissioner •
~7
2. Duration. Such scholarship shall entitle the recipient to an award
48 whil• enrolled in !n approved course of study leading t0 registration as
49 • • professional nurse, but not exceeding the normal period of stud'(
SO reguired to complete the regulreinents for the pro9r11111 1 as sucn aaorove~
51 courses and normal peri\lds of study are defined by the ca:nissioner pur52 suant to article thirteen of this chapter.
53
3. Amount. The president shall make acad-ic year awards in a1110Unts
5' provided in this subdivision. The acadeaic year award shall be up to one
55 thousand dollars. provided however. that if family inc0111e of the aooli•
56 cant exceeds an aapunt establl~hed by the reqents and aoproved by the

•1-

·!

In which 111u Is the aount the president is entitled to recover-; 11811 Is
the suw of all payments made to the recipient and the Interest on such
So wunt Which would be payable if at the times such awards were paid they
51 were loans bearing lnter'!st at the max Inn.a preval ling rater "t" is the
S2 total nuaber of 1110nths In the recipient's period of obligated servlcesi
53· and ,.s,. Is the nUlllber of aonths of serviee actually rendered by the
Sit recJp;ent. Any llfllOUnt which the president is entftled to recover under
55 this paragraph shatl be paid within the five-year period beqinnfnq on
5' the date that the recipient failed to c0111plr with this service
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· ·1 director of the division of the budget for an econ0111lcal1y disadvantaged
2 fpplicant 1 the award shall be reduced by the amount of ona dollar for
3 each four dollars. or par-t thereof. of the excess. provided. however.
• that in no event Shfll the award~• less than five hundred dollars. and
5 ·no award shall •~ceed the actual costs of attendance. Costs of atten•
6 dance shall includl! tuition, required feas 1 laboratory and other in•
7 strucUon related expenses, transportation, room and board.
8
S 3. SUbdivlslon two of section six hundred five of such law, as.
9 Nended by chapter sixty-three of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy•
10 seven, Is •ended to read as follows:
·
11
2. Regents profesalonaf education in nursing scholarships. Regents
12 professional education in nursing scholarships shall be awarded on the
13 s-. basis as regents college scholarships to students completing their
ll high school programs for attendance In programs for the training of regIS lstered professlonal nurses at colleges or schools approved by tha
16 regents. Eight hundred such scholarships shall be awarded each year
17 prior to the academic year nineteen hundred elghty•nlne--nineteen hun•
18 dred ninety. C011111encinq with the nineteen hundred eighty•nine••nlneteen
-19 hundred ninety academic year and annually thereafter. four hundred such
20 scholarships shall be awarded each year. Such scholarships shall be al21 located to each county in the state In the same ratio that the nU111ber of
22 stUdents residing in such county. who were graduated fr0a1 approved ··high
23 schools In the state during the school year preceding the data of the
J• •x•ination for the award of such scholarships bears to the total number
·25 of students residing In the state who were graduated from approved high
·, 26 schools In the state during such school year. provided. that no county
27 shat I be al ~ocated fewer than four scholarships, .except that Fulton and
28 H•ilton counties shall each be allocAted no fewer than two scholar•
29 ships: provided. however. that prior to the nineteen hundred eighty30 nlne••nineteen hundred ninety academic year, no county shall be allo•
31 cated fewer scholarships than such county received during the year 32 nineteen hundred seventr·two•-nineteen hundred seventy-three. C0111111enclnq
33 with the nineteen hundred nlnety•-nfneteen hundred ninety-one academic
3• year, no county shall be allocated less than fifty per centum of the
3S scholarships tllat such county received during the year nineteen hundred
3, seventr-two••nlneteen hundred seventy-three.
37
S •. Subdivision one of section six hundred seventy-one of such Jaw,
38 as added by chapter nine hundred forty-two of the laws of nineteen hun•
39 dred seventy-four, Is amended to read as follows:
ltO' 1. N11111ber and certification. Eight hundrftd regents professronat edu•
41 cation In nursing scholarships shall be awarded each year pr!or to the
42 acadeslc year nineteen hundred eiqhty-~lne--nlnete&n hundred ninety.
•3 C0111Uncinq with the nineteen hundred eiqhty-nlne•·nineteen hundred
44 ninety academic rear and annually thereafter, four hundred such scholar•
lS ships shall be awarded each year. Such scholarships shall be allocated
46 as provided in article thirteen to eligible students as certified to the
•1 president by the c011111issioner.
· 48
S
This act shall take effect on the first day of January next sue•
•9 ceeding the date on which it shall have become a law; pr0vlded, however,
So that the provisions of subdivision fourteen of section six hundred five
51 of the education law as added by section one of this act and the provl_52 stons of section six hundred seventy•nlne·b of the education law as
53 added by section two of this act shall be deeffled repealed on June thlr•
54 tlath. nineteen hundred ninety-three: and provided further that, the
SS -ndllents ude to subdivision two of section six hundred five of the
5' education 1aw. and subdl~lslon one of seetlon six hundred.seventy•one of

s.

·-

_,_____

. s. ,122· ,___:

: ,: ~5,

.
nd f r of this act ·respectively.
1 . the education law. by secfUon: t:~•: :orca°:nd· affect: on June thirtieth,
.

.

2 'shall. expire and be O no ur •
•
· h subdlvisions
3 nlnet"n hufflired ninaty- th r:.•nd th~ pr~;:1~: 0:fth!":ate iandiately
~. shall_ revert to and ti. r
•~ se ou
ancl four of this act and
5 precectln; the effective date ~f •~tl~nonse:--r: eiiucaiion shall take sue~
6 f ther provided ·that the coaa,ss
f
th•
7 ·,~;ps prior to the effective dat• of ~his act as are necessary or
a ttapltMntatlon of this act on such effecth•• dat!l•
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IN SENATE
June 25, 1987

Introdaceci by CDMllffD 011 SUlLZS - read twice and ordered printed, and
wen printed to be c:oa.ltted to tbe co-lttee.on Rules -- co-ittee
dillCharged, bill ._nded, ordered reprinted ae amended and rec0111111itted
to Aid c:oa.J.ttff

to aaena the education law, in relation to increasing the number
of profusional opportunity scholarships

All

'!'be

People of the State ~f Rev York. represented in Senate and Assem-

bly. do enact as follovu

1

2

l

4
5

&
7

I

5

.10
ll

1.2

13
lC
15

1.1

17

11

l!

20

21

Section 1. Sobdlvislon one of section six hundred seventy-seven of the
ffac:at!on law, as added by chapter thirty-one of the laws of nineteen
bmxlred eighty-five, is uended to read as follows:
1. llaaber and certification. (Fifty) Eighty regents physician loan
forglv.neaa •-rds shall be awarded eAch year. Such awards shall be allOC11ted as provided in article thirteen of this chapter to eligible
physicians u certified to the president by the co-issioner.
J 2. Sabdlvis!on one of section slz hundred seventy-eight of such law,
as added by cb&pter thlrt:,-oae of tbe la- of nineteen hundred eightyfl._, 1• aaended to reed
follows:
1 • ....,_ram certlficatlon. [riftyJ one hundred regents health career
prof... loaa.1 opportunity sebolarsbips shall be awarded each year. Such
acbalarshipa shall be allocated as provided ln articlq thirteen of
cllapter to eli9lble
certified to the president by the
~•loner.
J 3. Bal:ldlY1slca one of -.c:tSoa sb hw!.d~ed aeventy-nlne·of such lav,
. . ad&td bf' c::bapt:er thirty-OQe of the la- of nlnetHn bundred eigbtyU,re, i i ~ to nacJ u follows:
1. illlaber and Qrtiflcation. (Pifteenl
hundred ten regents professloaal opportu:a.ity Khalarshlpa sball be awarded each year. Such
scbolarablpa lllutll be allccated u provided in article thirteen of

~ t t e r ln ltallca (mM!erseored) .ls nevi utter 1n brackets
I J 1• old lev to be oaltted.
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SfATE OF NEW YORK

2

1

a

cllapter to ell9Sble 1tuden11 •• oertlCled

GOaalH lontr,

to the pre,ldent by the

I•• lubpara9raph four of par19caph C•J of 1ubdlvl1lon !lv• o! 11otlon
11x tbouund !our hundred Uttrfour of auc:h law, H. added by chapter
9 tblrtr-an• of tbe law, of alnetttn hundred el;hty-flve, 11 ... nd1d to
read a, foUowi,
(4) a location vltbln a ac:bool dlatrlct wlth an enrollment
7

•
•
•
J

9

10
11

12

13

14
15

1'

l.7
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25
.26
27
28
29
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IN SENATE

of at leaat (tnnty-flveJ twenty percent
group
or a
location near such a district
that 11
by public
transportation.
5 s. Subc!lvislon seven of section 1lx thousand four hundred flfty•four
of such law, as aaended by chapter two hundred elghty•five of the lave
of nineteen hundred eighty-six, is amended to read as follows:
7. Bo grant pursuant to this section shall exceed one hundred thousand
dollars to any eligible applicant in a single state fiscal year unless
tbe eligible applican~ ls a consortium c011prised of two or 110re institutiona of
education or unless the eligible applicant ls
conducting srmr clas••• as an approved part of its program.
s 6. On or by October fifteenth, nineteen hundred dghty-Hvttn, the
~lssioaer of education and comalss!oner of health shall enter into a
cooperative
describing those measures which their respective
depart•nts shall undertake to promote use of all available regents
ptl}'91cian loan forgiven••• awards. Th• commissioner of education shall
copies of the agreement to tbe legislative fiscal c011111lttees
and tbe director of budget.
S 7. This act shall take effect immediately and shall expire on March .
tbirty-Eirst, nineteen ~undred eighty-eight on which date the provisions
of law
by this act shall revert to the f9r11 in which they existed laaedlately prior to the effective date of u· s act.
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January 27. 1988
Introduced by Sen. DONOVAN --.read twice and ordered printed.
printed to be coaaitted to the Coaaittee on Higher Ecsucation

i •

and when

AN ACT to amend the education Jw. in relation to providing grants to
public Ind independent colleges and universities Nhich offer profes•
sional nursing education programs to Improve. strengthen or expand
their programs in New Yorlt state and making an appropriation therefor
The Peoole of the State of
bly1 do enact as follows:
I

2

3

S

,
'

·

1

8
9

10

11

12

13
ll

1.5

16
17
18

19

•-

20
21
22

· 23

2•

• 2S
26

New

York, represented in Senate and Assea-

Section 1. Legislative findings and purpose. The legislature finds
that there is a declining trend in the admissions,
and graduations from professional nursing programs. The deund for registe:-ed
professional nursing services exceeds the current and projected supply.
The legislature further finds that professional nursing schools should
be actively Involved in developing and
creative projects to
·improve.strengthen or expand existing prograas. Schools which hava registered, well-established nursing programs should play a ker role in ieplementing programs in underserved areas of the state. Further, existing
programs should develop better articulation between the levels of nursfng education to encourage upward aobfllty. Nursing prograas should also
design and Implement remediation progras within IM'Slng curricula to
foster retention of nursing students.
It Is the lqlslatlve purpose. therefore. to provide grants to lnstltutlons to Increase the supply of registered professional nurses by alterlng curricula to expand the potential applicant pool, to retain currentiy enrolled students or to fostfi' better articulation bet.ween the
level of nursing education.
S 2. The education law is -nded by adding a new section sixty•fowhundred fifty-six to read as fol IONS:
. S. 61t56.
Grants to professional nurslna schools. I. General
reau •remenu • (a) The CCllati ss ioner slla II award grants to postsecondary
Institutions Nhlch offer associate degree. baccalaureate degree and
master's degree progr-. in nursing wtlich are registered by the depart•
•nt for the purpose of laproving 1 strengthening or expanding their proorw to alleviate the ~ursing shortaq•~. ProJects eligible for funding

.

EIPLANATION--ftattar In •~lies (underscored) Is nw; •tt•r In brackets
[ J Is old la, to be altted.
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ConttHU1tnt of The American

Martha L Orr, MN. RN

Executive Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

. -s. ,a,a
1

•r

Include,

~-

NurNS Association

2113 Wettem Annue, Guilderland. N.Y. 12084. (518) 458-5371

2

but

not

necessarily

be

limited to: increasing student
practice. providing
3 articulation between education program levels, providing nursing eduea•
4 tlon opportunities in underserved regions of the state. designing and
5 lmple11entlnq curricul1.1111 desions for non-traditional students. providing ;- ! . :·
....
'6 new delivery form2ts of existing programs, developing or expanding nurse·
.~ -.7 practitioner programs at the qra~uate level.
,
8
(b) To be eligible for a grant the institution or consortia of insti• ·-·-·-. .• .9 tutions. must submit a plan for a project to improve, strengthen or ·ex10 pand a currently registered professional nursing program according to
11 the guidelines for proposals as prescribed by the department.
12
(c) Applications for funding shall be submitted to the deoartment in
13 accordance with reauireme~ts established by the commissioner. It is an•
14 tlcipated that at least one project will be funded in each of the states
15 eiqht postsecondary education regions. Only one project per eligible in·
.16 stitution will be funded in a single funding year. No continuing project
17 will receive funding for more than five consecutive years (initial grant
18 period and four succeeding years) unless it satisfactorily demonstrates
19 that the developed IIIOdel or project has been successful in increasing
20 the pool of the professional nurses.
.
21
2. Non•camoliance penalties. If a recipient fails to implement the
22 plan as suamitted to the department or fails to reauest approval for al23 terations 1 the c0111111issioner shall be entitled to receive from such in·
2~ stitution the amount borrowed 1 plus the in~erest at the maximum prevail·
25 ingrate on the aaiount. Any illllOunt which the c011111issioner is entitled to
26 recover under this subdivision shall be paid wit!';.in the two year .period
27 beqi~ni~g on the date that the recipient institution failed to .2!!!e.!z
· 28 wah guidelines established by the c0111Dissioner.
29
3. Reporting reauirements. Institutions participating in the,qrant
30 program shall submit to the connissioner such reports or other informa31 tion as he shall require. Following the guidelines prescribed ~y the
32 department, institutions shall submit reports commencing with the calen·
33 dar year for which the grant monies were allocated. The c0111111issioner
Pt shall report annually to the governor and legislature on or before Fe•
35 boua~y fifteenth upon the institutions receiving funds pursuant to this
36 section. and upon the costs and effectiveness of those oroqrams. and
37 future plans.
38
S 3. The sum of eight hundred sixty thousand dollars (S86O.0OO). or
39 so a,ch thereof as may be necessary, ls hereby appropriated to the state
ltO education department out of any 110neys In the ~tate treasury In the genlil eral fund to the credit of the state purposes account not otherwise ap42 proprlated. for its expenses in carrying out the provisions of this act.
•3 :Such s1.11 shall be payable on the audit and warrant of the st•te ccmp'" troller on vouchers certified or approved by the c0111111issioner of educa•
tlon. or his duly designated representative in the unner provided 'by
a.& law. No expenditure shall be ude frm this appropriation until a car•
•7 ilflcau of approval of availability shall have been Issued by the
48 director of the budget and filed with the state c0111ptrotler and a copy
li9 filed with the chairan of the senate finance c0111111ittee and the chairman
50 of the assembly ways and means ccaeittee. Such certificate may be
51 emended fr011 time to the by the director of the budget and a copy of
52 each such m-encillent ahal! be filed wit~ the stata ;ompt,oller. the
53 ehainun of the senate finance eGll!llllttee and the chairman of the assem· 2 · retention, easing the transition fr0111 education to
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5.\ bly ways and aieans com:aitt~e.
55
S ~. This act shall take effect

iaaedlate1y.

Dear Director:
The New York State Nurses Association would li.~e to take this opportunity to share with you its position statement, •orug Testing of
Professional Nurses.•
NYSNA supports drug testing of healthcare workers, only, when it is
based on objective evidence that job performance is or has been
impaired by alcohol or other drug usage. The Association opposes
random screening of body fluids of healthcare ~orkers for alcohol or
other drugs.
Both the New York State Nurses Association and the American Nurses•
Association acknowledge the professional nurse's responsibility to
safeguard the client and the public when healthcar~ and safety are
affected by incompetent, unethical or illegal practice (The Code for
Nurses). However, there is also an obligation to direct and support
impaired professional nurses n seeking treatment and attaining
recovery.
Please feel free to contact NYSNA for additional information on this
position statement or peer assistance activities.
Sincerely,

k1~

tf.

~,LU_.A--

xaren A. Ballard, HA, RR
Director
Nursing Practice and Services Program
KAB/kac
Enclosure

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL ON NURSING PRACTICE

Position Statement
on
Drug Testing of Professional Nurses
OVERVIEW:

In response to numerous requests from the professional
nursing community in New York State, the Council on
Nursing Practice in collaboration with the Council on
Ethical Practice and the Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse in the Profession of Nursing, offers the
following opinion and these recommendations regarding drug
testing of professional nurses in the workplace.

PREMISE:

The Council bases this opinion on the New York State Nurse
Practice Act, the ANA Code for Nurses, ANA's "Statement on
Drug Testing for Health Care Workers, 15 the 1985 NYS
Impaired Professionals Law and existing NYS regulations
which address the health screening of employees (NYCRR,
Chapter 5, 405.21).

RATIONALE:

The abuse of alcohol and other substances among health
care workers is an unfortunate, but real health problem.
Professional nurses who abuse alcohol and/or other drugs
endanger their own well-being as well as the health and
safety of the consumer. Measures taken to address this
problem must provide protection and assistance for professional nurses as well as promote the safe delivery of
health care.
The ANA Code for Nurses requires the professional nurse
to safeguard the client from harm; to assume responsibility and accountability for all of her/his actions: to
maintain competency and to participate in the profession's
efforts to establish and maintain conditions of employment
conducive to the delivery of high quality nursing care.
In New York state, the Regent's Rules on Unprofessional
Conduct {Section 29.1), the General Provisions for the
Health Professions (Section 29.2) and Title VIII of the
Education Law (Article 130, Subsections 3 and 4) address
the state's concern with the unprofessional conduct of a
licensee. The NYS Impaired Professionals Law (1985)
provides a system which encourages a licensed health care
professional to voluntarily surrender her/his license
while undergoing rehabilitation for alcohol or other
substance abuse.
NYSNA's Task Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse in the
Profession of Nursing has identified a three-fold respon-
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sibility for the professional association regarding the
issue of drug testing:
1.

to safeguard quality of patient care:

2.

to provide and promote education, consultation,
guidance and assistance so that professional nurses
can obtain appropriate treatment and regain health:
and

3.

to promote self-regulation by the members of the
profession.

In addition, the Task Force believes that the work place
provides an ideal setting for early intervention with
employees who are affected by health proble~s, in~lud~ng
the diseases of alcohol and drug abuse. This belief is
expanded in NYSNA's document, "Guidelines for Developing a
Hospital-Based Employee Assistance Program."
OPINION:

The Council on Nursing Practice endorses the American
Nurses• Association's "Statement on Drug Testing for
Health care Workers.n The Council supports such a practice
when it is based on objective evidence that job performance is or has been impaired by alcohol or other drug
usage. However, the Council opposes random screening of
body fluids of health care workers for alcohol or other
drugs.
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3.

develop a policy preserving the confidentiality of
any information pertaining to body fluid analysis for
alcohol or other drug usage:

4.

develop a statement which clearly outlines the drugtesting process. This stat4:11ent should include! i:,u~
not be limited to: witnessing of the sample; division
of the sample into a testing sample and two control
samples; anonymous and confidential coding of the
sample; length of storage time for the samples; and
testing methods/types:

5.

develop a statement outlining what actions would be
taken if the employee's job performance is effected by
alcohol or other drug use; and

6.

select a laboratory where the reliability and validity
of its testing have been sufficiently documented.

An employee should:
1.

re.::eive a copy of the agency's policy regarding
drug-testing at the time of application for employment
and/or at the yearly health physical;

2.

have the right to information on testing methodology,
testing results, and identification of the testing
laboratories:

The Council strongly suggests that any d~g-tes~i~gprogram of professional nurses by employing facilities
include the following recommendations. These recommendations suggest actions which acknowledge the rights and
responsibilities of employees and employers.

J.

have the right to access one of the control samples
for independent testing;

4.

An employer or employing agency should:

be advised which lifestyle activities can potentially
alter testing results (e.g., legal drugs, food, OTC
medications, environmental factors, etc.); and

s.

be given an opportunity for assistance in coping with
problems involving the use of alcohol and/or other
drugs.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

2.

prior to any tes~i~g, a~vise employees o~ ~ote~tial
employees, in writing, if they are ?lassified in
"sensitive positions" which are subJect to drug
testing;
provide a policy statement regarding the employer's
position when job performance is effected by alcohol
or other drug usage. This information should be
included in the employee policy manual, prominently
displayed for employee information, and clearly stated
on the employment application;

In conclusion, the Council on Nursing Practice affirms and
asserts two factors:
1.

any testing for alcohol and/or other drug use involving professional nurses should be done only when there
is objective·documentation that job performance is or
has been impaired by alcohol or.drug usage; not, as a
random procedu:te or general policy;

2.

the above recommendations for policies for testing for
alcohol and/or other drugs are separate from the

-s-.·
provi~ions of a re-entry contract which may have been
negotiated between a recovering nurse and an employer.

.··m··NEW

The Council on.Nursing Practice believes that this position statement

on "Drug Testing of Professional Nurses" in conjunction with ANA's
11
Statem~nt on Drug Testing for Health.Care Workers" will provide a
professional approach toaver:y complex and sensitive issue which
currently confronts the health care deliver:y system and our society.
Approved by the NYSNA Board of Directors, July 11, 1987

and Services
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February 23, 1988
Dear Colleague:
This communication is to inform you that on February 22, 1988,
The New York state Nurses Association brought legal action
against the New York State Departments of Health and Education.
NYSNA is challenging the Department of Health's new regulations,
which became effective on January 18, 1988, governing intravenous
therapy procedures by licensed practical nurses. on March 11,
1988, this matter will be heard by a New York State Supreme Court
judge in the Association's effort to obtain a restraining order
to prevent the Health Department from implementing the
regulations and to declare the regulations void.
The regulations were adopted by the State Hospital Review and
Planning Council last spring. At that time, portions of the
regulations were opposed by both the State Board for Nursing and
The New York State Nurses Association. Final promulgation of the
regulations had been postponed pending resolution of scope of
practice questions between the State Education Department and the
Department of Health.
While NYSNA was generally supportive of appropriate expansion of
LPN practice in intravenous therapy administration, the
Association strongly objected to the inclusion in the regulations
of total paren~eral nutrition, hyperalimentation, and other
procedures in~~lving the use cf central •:e:ious lines. '!'he State
Board for Nursing also objected to the LPN's involvement in any
intravenous procedures involving central venous lines. rn
addition, the State Board for Nursing supported LPN practice of
intravenous therapy only in hospitals and long term care
facilities where there could be appropriate super~ision of the
LPN by a registered professional nurse.
NYSNA believes that the current level of education of LPNs in New
York is insufficient to prepare them for the procedures in
question. Many LPN programs contain minimal content in
pharmacology or basic sciences. In general, the Association
believes that the knowledge base required for the safe
performance of these highly sophisticated and technically complex
procedures is not provided in LPN programs.
·

New York State Nurses Association
Library Acquisitions
· February 23, 1988
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NYSNA further believes that determinations regarding the
appropriate scope of practice of professional and practical
nurses in New York legitimately belong to the State Education
Department through the State Board for Nursing. It is NYSNA's
position that the Department of Health has exceeded its statutory
authority by promulgating these regulations.
Therefore, in order to ensure that the citizens of New York
receive competent nursing care, NYSNA has sought clarification
through the court system of the legality of these regulations.
Until this issue is settled, NYSNA would suggest that individuals
and health care facilities proceed with caution in any ext>ansion
of LPN practice in this area.
The New York State Nurses Association hopes that this serious
nursing practice issue will be quickly resolved in a manner which
will advance the delivery of nursing care of high quality in New
York State. NYSNA will keep its members informed of all
developments.
Sincerely,
-~IV

_j/_~

Juanita x. Hunter
President
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The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
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TENTATIVE AGENDA
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PRESIDING:

Juanita K. Hunter, NYSNA President

I.

Call to order

II.

Introductions

III.

Announcements

IV.

District issues and reports

v.

Progress report on major issues
A.
·B.

c.

D.

E.

vr.
VII.

E.

Report of ANA Commission on Organizational
Assessment and Renewal
Activities related to nursing shortage
Activities related to opposing AMA proposal
for registered care technologist
L?N lawsuit
HANYS/hospital rate adjustment for
professional salaries
Proposed nurse. practi~ioner regulations

March NYSNA Board of Directors meeting
Progress report on NYSNA Council on Nursing
Research Survey

VIII.

Report on consumer advisory committee activity*

IX.

Other items

x.

.,, ...

r..J. •

Date of next meeting
Adjournment

*pending confirmation of availability of participants
'WMB

3/6/89

.AC-MAR.

DRA:-"T Jl - 3/8/89

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF BOARD

OF

DIRECTORS

The Veronica M. Driscoll Center fer Nursing
Guilderland, New York
March 30-31, 1989
TENTATIVE AGENDA
PRESIDING:

Juanita K. Hunter, President

1.

Call to Order

2.

Minutes of Previous Meetings
aJ
January 26-27, 1989 meeting
b)
February 15, 1989 special meeting of
executive committee and COAR coordinators

3.

Introductions

4.

Announcements

5.

Report of the President
a)
NYSNA March 15 Advisorv Council meeting
b)
Liaison activity
c)
Soard commit~ee on strategic planning

6.

Report cf the Executive Director
a)
Staff matters
bi
LPN lawsuit status report
cJ
Membership figures
d)
~IS/Hospital rate adjustment for professional
salaries
eJ
Other

7.

i-.NA

matters

a)

Report of Commission on Organizational Assessment
and Renewal

b)

Ratification of referendum vote on response to ANA
Committee on Bylaws proposals
Other

a.

Communications

3.

Library

1

10:. Organization.services

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

· 11. Nursing Education Program

REPORT·oF NEETING OF ADVtSORY·coUNCIL

·12. !.-eg:islative Program·
· 13.

January 20, 1989

Nursing Practice and services Program

14. Economic and General Welfare Progr~

PRESIDING:

15. Planning and Research
a)
Council on Nursing Research

I.

16.

Council on Human Rights

17.

Consumer Advisory Council

18.

Presentation about funded project on documenting
the discipline of nursing by CathryneWelch (Foundation
executive direccor) and Carol Gallacchi CNYSNA records
management coordinator)
(time certain: day two,
following.lunch]

19.

ANA

20.

Committee on Finance

ATTENDANCE
· Representatives attended from fifteen districts.
attendance roster is appended to this report.

An

Staff:
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director
Karen A. Ballard, Director, Nursing Practice and
Services Program
Wendy M. Burbank, Associate to the Executive
Director
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education
Program
E. Joyce Gould, Director, Legislative Program
Warren G. Hawkes, Director, Library
Debra Lamb, Assistant to the Director,
Communications, Publications and Public
Relations
Karen Maune, Director 1 Organization services
Bernard T. Mccann, Associate Director,
.
Legislative Program
Robert R. Sacco, Director of Financial Affairs
Anne Schott, Director, Communications,
Publications and Public Relations

Matters

21. · Nominating Committee (informacional.)

22.

Juanita K. Hunter, President

NYSNA 1989 Honorary Recognition (to be considered
March and May meetings}
·

·ol'EER ITEMS

II.

INTRODUCTIONS
Those present introduced themselves.

III.
DATE OF N£XT MEETING
ADJOURNMENT
wt,m

.3/8/89

BD6

DISTRICT REPORTS AND ISSUES
District representatives supplemented written reports
. and/or information contained in newsletters.
District 2 - continues to offer refreshercourse for
· state board. examination; offers courses on hi-teen
therapy and home care supervision; plans programson
RCT proposal and corifidentiality of health records as
it relates to AIDS; has released survey about attitudes
toward and knowledge .about impaired nursing practice. ·
District 2 - plans computerization; is conducting
successful membership recruitment. efforts.
·

District 15 - is involved in efforts to raise funds and
to improve newsletter.

District 3 - is preparing on recruitment film for high
schools and elementary schools; plans to institute mail
ballot system and amend bylaws.

District 16 - has directed efforts toward membership
recruitment, public relations and media activity.

District 5 - plans various activities related to nursing shortage.

District 18 - plans spring program on RCT proposal and
nursing shortage.

District 7 - held dinner honoring NYSNA 1988 Membership
Award winner Herbert Brown; plans to engage retired
members in district affairs by providing transportat:ion.

Convention registration fee

The District 18 president conveyed the objection

of a member to payment of convention registration
fee in order to attend voting body sessions at the
NYSNA convention. Ms. Orr responded that this
issue will be considered again by the Board of
Directors. Ms. Orr explained to the Council that
an organization has the legal right to impose a
convention fee. Correspondingly, members have
certain participatory rights which may not be
constrained by fee. It was noted that the high
cost of conduct of convention necessitates an
offsetting fee.

District 9 - engaged in recruitment activity in local
mall; has carried report on RCT proposal in newsletter.
NYSNA's Position Statement on School Health

Nursing

In response to a request from the District 9
president on behalf of certain of its members,
NYSNA representatives clarified the substance of
and rationale for NYSNA's position on school
health nursing. Staff emphasized the increasing
need for school nurses who possess haccalaureate
degrees in light of the increasing physical and
psychosocial challenges to students' health.
Staff informed advisory council representatives
that unless school nurses possess the educational
preparation of other professionals within the
system, the system may give their position an
inappropriately low salary classification.
District 10 - plans continuing education offering on
nutrition; has experienced slight increase in district
only.enrollment.
District 11 - plans a September meeting on RCT proposal.

District 12 - is directing efforts toward recruiting
direct NYSNA members, improving the profession's public
image and raising scholarship funds.
District 13 - plans May celebration of eighty-fifth
anniversary of founding, March reception for gradu~ting
students; has maintained active retired nurse special
interest group; held program on RCT proposal.
District 14 - conferred· awards to thirty-seven
individuals who have been members for twenty-five
years; held meetings about recruitment and retention,
the NYSNA Arden House Conference and the RCT proposal.

2

Hospital rate adjustment for professional salaries

The District 18 president made an inquiry about

the state's failure to release funds to hospitals
for rate relief. This issue is addressed on page
6 of this report.

District 1.9 - plans a Marchmeeting about l.egislation.

IV.

PROGRESS REPORTS ON I1AJOR ISSUES
A.

Report of Commission on organizational Assessment
and Renewal
Dr. Hunter reported that it is anticipated that
NYSNA will have received the Report of the Commission before the January 26-27 Board of Directors
meeting. One of the major recommendations of the
COAR report is the restoration of the RN membership base for constituent state nurses associations.
The-council discussed methods by which information
about the COAR report could be disseminated to and
considered by district members after the report
ha$." been released and considered by the NYSNA
Board. These possibilities were discussed:
conduct of district meetings, conduct of regional
meetings, conduct of a teleconference, production
3

by NYSNA of a videotape. Most of the district
representatives indicated that efforts to treat
issues by means of regional meetings have not been
successful in the past.

B.

Board for Nursing Executive Secretary and NYSNA
staff members.
G.

Labor.Health Industry Task Force Report

Dr. carter reported that the NYSNA Consumer Advisory Council continues to be committedto assisting districts to establish consumer advisory
committees. Among districts, only District 4 has
a unit thus far. It was noted that maintenance of
active consumer advisory councils in al.1. districts··
would result in the existence of a consumer advocacy network that could be effective in many ways.

Ms. Ballard informed the council that the final
report has not yet been released. It is anticip~ted that its contents will no1
substantively
different from the preliminary version of the
report.
It was noted that implementation of the Task
Force's recommendations will depend to some extent
upon the constraints imposed by the state's budget
deficit.
C.

The District 1 administrator director reported
that district representatives have met with an
NYSNA Consumer Advisory Council member located in
the Buffalo area.

Activities related to the nursing shortage
H.

Dr. Crawford informed the Council that the Statewide Planning Committee on Nursing Education has
been engaging in activity aimed at alleviating the
shortage. Ms. Ballard also reported on activities. Reports on activities are included in
Program and Department Highlights.

D.

r.

Proposed nurse practitioner regulations
Ms. Ballard and Ms. Gould reported on the status
of the regulations. Details are located on page 8
of Program and Department Highlights.
·

F.

Status of LPN lawsuit
Ms. Orr and Ms. Ballard reported that a motion. has
been filed to request that the legal process for
resolution of the pending cases against the Department of Health be expedited. A meeting to
discuss the regulations will be held on January
23. Participants will be legal counsels for the
State Education Department and NYSNA, the State
4

DNA bylaw provision for disciplinary action
Ms. Orr directed attention to the January 20
memorandum containing legal counsel's advice about
provision in DNA bylaws for disciplinary action
against a member.

Ms. Ballard directed attention to the activities
included in the report of the Nursing Practice and
Services Program (in Program and Department Highlights).

E.

council on Nursing Research Survey
On behalf of the Council on Nursing Research Dr.
Carter requested that district representatives
complete and mail to NYSNA a survev on DNA research interests.
-

AMA proposal for creation of registered care
technologist

I~ ~as noted_that maintenance of systematic opposition to this proposal remains critical despite
the Medical Society of the State of New York's
opposition to AMA's proposal.
·

Consumer Advisory Council

The memorandum is appended to this report for
district representatives' future reference.

v.

PRESENTATION ON FOUNDATION PROJECT

Executive Director of the Foundation of The New York
State Nurses Associa~ion Cathryne A. Welch and NYSNA
Records Management Coordinator Carol Gallacchi reported
on the progress of the Foundation's project "Developing
a Strategy for Documenting the Discipline of Professional Nursing in New York State." The project is
funded by the National Historical Publications and
Records commission.
Written material was distributed.

5

1989 ADVISORY COUNCIL Al'TENDANCE
ITEMS

Representative
In response to inquiries, Ms. Orr explained that
it would not be feasible for NYSNA to sell to
districts at cost the material that NYSNA uses to
raise non dues revenue.· The possibilities of
joint effort with districts or arrangements for
bulk rate discounts should be explored.

1

Connie Cookman, Executive

2

Janice·Volland, President
Janeen Sheehe, President

Hospital rate adjustment for professional
salaries

Louisa Ivan, President

Ms. Orr informed the Council that the Hospital
Association of New York State has requested NYSNA's assistance in exerting pressure on the state·
government to release funds alreadyapproved for
reimbursement rate relief for compensation of
nurses and other professionals.· Steps are being
taken to assist HANYS in this effort.

Christine Pakatar, President

Joan Farmer, President
.Laurie Ilagan, board member

Patricia Sommers, President
Mary Ann Valinski, President
Sadie Smalls, President

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next·meeting was scheduled for Wednesday, M
(rescheduled from March 16, which was an inconv
date for the majority of district·
tati
present).

Linda Goropeuschek, President
Barbara J. Malon, Executive Director
15

Shirley Haddad, President

16

Susan Giampietro, President
Carol Gold, President
Margaret Hardie, President

Martha L Orr. MN. RN

Constituent of The American
Nurses Association

Executln Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

January 20, 1989
TO:

Presidents and Executive Directors., Constituent
District Nurses Associations

FROM:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

RE:

Provision in DNA bylaws for disciplinary action
ac,rainst a member

In the course of its review for constituency requirements of the
bylaws of constituent district nurses associations, the NYSNA
Committee on Bylaws has noted that DNAs have diverse types of
provision for the discipline of members who may violate bylaws or
engage in activity that is detrimental or injurious to the association. The Committee had concerns about whether provision in
an organization's bylaws for discipline (including expulsion) of
members requires the organization to maintain complex policy and
procedure regulating the hearing of a charge brought against a
member. The Committee's concern focused on advis!ng districts
about the extent of resources required in order to ensure a
member's "due process" right. Therefore, staff was requested t?
obtain an opinion from legal counsel about this bylaw issue.
Legal counsel has offered the following advice. It may assist
districts in determining whether or not to include disciplinary
provisions in their bylaws, and in protecting the rights of both
the member and the district in the event a disciplinary process
is ever needed. The advice applies to an organization
incorporated under York state Not-for-Profit Corporation Law.
New York State Not-for-Profit Corporation Law does not prescribe
any discipline procedure for a not-for-profit corporation to
follow in taking disciplinary action against a member. However,
the courts have held that - absent any provision in bylaws or
constitution for procedure regulating the hearing of charges of a
member charged with an offense which could, if proved, result in
discipline, including expulsion - charges against a member must
be filed with the members of the corporation as a body at a
meeting of the corporation; the body of members must prescribe
the procedure that would be followed in processing the charges.
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The courts have also held that discipline, including expulsion,
of a member without notice or a statement of charges, or without
an opportunity to be heard, is illegal - even if byla~s mak: no
provision for hearing charges.· The courts have sup~rimoosec a
reauirement for "due -orocess" on every not-for--crofit
corooration,. whether or not its bylaws so orovide. Therefore.
whether or not a district nurses association includes provisicns
for discinlinarv action in its bylaws {or anvwhere else), the
district: will still be bound to follow "due orocess 11 nroced.ures
snecified bv the courts (as outlined above}.

Proqram and Department Highlf~hts
March 15, 1989

I. LEGISLATIVE.PROGRAM
A. Legislative Seltfnar
1.

Most districts designate Robert's Rules of Order as their
parliamentary authority. Chapter XX of Roberc's Rules of Orde!:-,
Newly Revised (1970), describes a process for establishing a
discipline procedure. Pages 545 through 554 outline the "steps
in a fair disciplinary process." NYSNA legal counsel states c.::1.at:
these steps would clearly meet the "due process" standard
established by the New York Courts.

be

Committee on Bylaws

The Legislative Seminar on February 26-27,. 1989 was a programatic
and financial success. Written evaluations of the program and
verbal reports indicated that members enjoyed the expanded format.
A total of 119 nurses registered for one or more events during the
two-day program.

3. The Legislative Reception on February 27, 1989 was a time for enthuiastic interaction between constituent nurses and their respective
legislators. A total of 20 Senators, 82 Assemblymen and women. and
. 137 legislative aides attended the reception.
B.

cc:

Reception

2. The Press Conference on February 27, 1989 to launch the Campaign.
to Elfminate the Nursing Shortage and Guarantee Quality Patient
Care attracted the attention of newspapers, radio and television
stations. NYSNA President Hunter was interviewed for several TV
and radio stations. Other NYSNA leaders also were interviewed and
quoted in local newspapers. Follow-up requests from the media were
addressed.

we ho0e this advice is of assistance.
Questions about the issue
may
directed to either Wendy Burbank or me.

MLO:WMB:b

and

Status of 1989 Legislative Prograa
1.

Third Party Reimbursement - there is great interest in the Assembly
to introduce a bill for mandatory third oarty reimbursement for
nurses. Negotiations are now in process to identify prime sponsors.

2.

Exempt Clause Repeal - Assembly and Senate versions of this bill
have been introduced. The Assembly version is now in the Ways and
Means Co111nittee. Historically, this is the Co11111ittee which has not
passed the Exempt Clause Repeal b1ll. NYSNA legislative Program
staff are working closely with three RN undergraduate and graduate
students in the Professional Association Leamin9 Experience (PALE).
Program to gather more information so that new approaches to this
bill can be devised. A prime focus of this exploration will be
addressing past arguments raised by the Assembly Ways and Means
Co111nittee and identifying new avenues to pursue in building ~oatitions to support this hill. Bill number A.409. A similar h111 has
been introduced in the Senate (S.2122).

3. NursingShortaqe_- On February 27, 1989,. NYSNA launched a major
lobbying campaign to Eliminate the Nursing Shortage and Guarantee
Quality Patient Care. The focus of this campaign is "blo-fold.
First,· to declare that it is time Nell for a broad coalition of consumers and health care providers to join nurses in taking decisive
action to address the factors causing the nursing shortage. Second,
to establish NYSNA as the clearinghouse for all efforts to address
the nursing shortage in New York State. NYSNA will advocate shortrange solutions such as ~cholarships and increased salaries as well
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as long-i•ange strategies to promote professional ~ract~ce. in. the. work
environment. Such strategies will include educat1on w1th1n 1nst1tutions of higher learning to prepare for a professional career ladder,
meet patient needs, and obtain conunensurate rewards.
The Arden House Consortium will provide the direction for this campaign.
The reports from national groups such as the DHHS Secretary's_Commis~ion
on Nursing and the National Conunission on Nursing Implementation ProJect
(NCNIP) will be utilized as appropriate.
The first step in the campaign is a public awareness event to inform
everyone about the severity of the problem and demonstrate that nurses
are united in addressing this problem. During the week of March 20-24,
thousands of "Band-Aid Grams 11 will arrive on the desks of elected
officials. The message is: "The Nursing Shortage Hurts, A Ban9-Aid is
Not Enough."
Each month, NYSNA will orchestrate a new
resources to address a particular aspect
April 1989 event will seek to obtain the
ment in this campaign of a wide range of

event to mobilize people and
of the nursing shortage. The
official support and involvenursing organizations.

Legline, Report, district legislative conunittee chairs, membe~s of the
Delegate Assembly, CNP legislative liaisons, and Consumer Advisory
Council members will be the key means or contacts for disseminating
campaign infonnation to NYSNA members and the public.
Success depends on the active involvement of every NVSNA member.
4.

5.

6.

Resolution on Prenatal Care - As part of the PALE Program, an RN in the
upper division program at SUNY ~ew Paltz is ga~herin~ !nformatio~ and .
coordinating with the Parent-Child Health Nursing Clinical Pract1ce Un1t.
NYSNA Legislative Program staff have already emphasized NYSNA's support
for access to prenatal care with leaders in both parties of both houses,
the Governor's staff, and legislative staff counsel in the Department
of Health. NYSNA Legislative Program staff review all new bills to
identify any which relate to prenatal care. The budget proposals ha~ebeen analyzed in relationship to support for prenatal care. NYSN~ wil1
actively pursue participation in coalitions whose stands are consistent
with NYSNA's position on access to prenatal care.
Resolution on Homelessness - As part of the PALE Program an RN in the
upper division program at SUNY New Paltz ~s gathering informa~ion and
collaborating with the Council on Human Rtghts and the Conunun1ty Health
Nursing Clinical Practice Unit. NYSNA's legislative Program staff have
already emphasized NYSNA's support for services to the homeless with
leaders in both parties of both houses, the Governor's staff, an~
legislative counsel in the Department of Health. NYSNA legislative
Program staff review all new. bills to identify any which relate to the
homeless. The budget proposals have been analyzed in relation to support
for services for the homeless. NYSNA will actively pursue participation
in coalitions whose stands are consistent with NYSNA's position on the
homeless.
Resolution on Private Practice - NYSNA Legislative Program staff have
collected infonnation on this topic. The law and regulations have been
analyzed. The next step will be to initiate discussions with the
appropriate parties.
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7.

Midwifery - NYSNA Legislative Program staff have collected background
infonnation on this topic. The focus is now on identifying the key
players and the issues resulting in their move to initiate legislation
which would establish midwifery as a separate profession without receiving licens_ure as a registered nurse. Bill numbers are A.4074 and
s. 2794.

8.

Standardization of Nursing Education - Based on discussion with prime
sponsors, the NYSNA Legislative Program staff is conducting further
analysis of the political environment to determine relevant factors.
Involvement in resolving the budget deficit and establishing the new
power base in the Senate has required the full attention of these bill
sponsors. Once the budget is settled, attention can be devoted to other
issues. At that time, we anticipate reintroduction of the bill. At
present, NYSNA staff are working on this topic within the context of the
Nursing Shortage Campaign. (See 3)

C. Budget Priorities
NYSNA has
and other
supported
personnel
agencies.

worked with the Hospital Association of New York State (HANYS)
groups to focus attention on human service needs. NYSNA has also
HANYS request for release of promised monies to meet rising
costs in hospitals, nursing homes, and co11111Unity home health

D. Coamunication with Members
1.

The new message every week on Legline has attracted many additional
callers. In November 1988, there was an average of 7 calls per week.
By the end of February, just three months after starting the weekly
message, calls avera9ed 40 per week. The call is toll free:
1-800-724-INFO (4636).

2.

Legislative Program staff have the following appointments:
March 6
March
March
March
March
April

14 15

-

20 -

30 18

April 18 April 19 April 20
April 25 May 2
May 3
May 3

May 4
May 9 &
10

lobby Day for students of Mt. St. Mary College
and District #16
District #19
SUNY at Stony Brook
District 12
District #14
Erie County Medical Center Council of Nursing
Practitioners
Rochester Visiting Nurse Association Council
of Nursing Practitioners
Lobby Day for Utica College of Syracuse University
District #15
lobby Day for Districts #4 and #9
Lobby Day for students at Domini~an College,
SUNY New Paltz, and Utica College
Health and Hospitals Corporation Council of Nursing
Practitioners Executive Council
Regional program for Councils of Nursing Practitioners
in Capitol Region
Queens Hospital Council of Nursing Practitioners
Nurse of Distinction Conference

-4May 24

June 6

Regional program for Council of Nursing Practitioners
in North Country
Re9ional program for Councils of Nursing Practitioners
in Buffalo area

Legislative Program staff are available to meet with DNAs and other
interested groups.
E. Coalition Building Activities

Legislative Program staff continue to actively pursue involvement in a
number of groups. Recent contacts include: Hospital Association of New
York State, Medical Society of the State of New York, New York Association
of Homes and Services for the Aging, Health Policy and Administration
Consortium of the Capital Area.
II.

NURSING EDUCATHII PROGRAM

A. Prograas for Nursing Students
1.

2.

B.

Invitations for the Spring Student Visit Programs have been sent to
the schools of nursing. These programs are held twice a year to promote socialization of students into the profession. Dates for the
programs are April 19, April 20, and April 26.
The Nursing Students Association of New York State (NSANYS) held its
Annual Convention in Syracuse on February 24 and 25, 1989. The New
York State Nurses Association had a booth in the exhibit area to provide infonnation about the Association and to promote membership
among senior nursing students.

-5III.

NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM

Since the last Advisory Council meeting, all of the organizational units,.
staffed by the Nursing Practice and Services Program, have met except for
the Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing Clinical Practice Unit and the
Functional Units of Direct Care Practitioners and Nurse Administrators and
Managers.
A. Councils

The Council on Nursing Practice is currently revising NYSNA's 1972
"Position Descriptions. 0 There will be particular emphasis on the
educational preparations, research components and practice relationships.
The Council on Ethical Practice has revised NYSNA 1 s 11 Position Statement
on Do Not Resuscitate {DNR) 11 and will submit this statement to the Board
in March. In addition, the Council is updating NYSNA's pamphlet on the
"Relationship of the NYS-Nurse Practice Act, the ANA Code for Nurses and
the NYS Professional Conduct Laws. For the first time, the Councils
met with the AIDS Advisory Committee to discuss nursing issues related
to the HIV epidemic.
11

B. Clinical Practice Units and Functional Units
l.

The Executive Co111nittee is focusing on the needs of ambulatory
care nurses for process oriented nursing care plans, documentation
and autonomy.
2. ·corm1unity Health Nursing

The Executive Co11111ittee is discussing the problems related to the
nurses' role with the homeless. The possibility of co-sponsoring
with the Council on Human Rights a Convention offEring on the
homeless at the NYSNA 1989 Convention is being discussed.

Recruf taent Activities

1. The Western, Eastern, and New York City Regional Planning Committees
met in February. Su11111aries of all meetings will be shared with the
Advisory Council to enhance c:ommunicat·ion. See attachments.

3. Gerontological Nursing

2. The New York State Nurses Association is participating in planning
meetings for the New York State Fair for this coming summer.

This unit is focusing on developing: recoinnendations for the 1988
Resolution on Nurses in Private Practice; an update on peer review
for nurses in private practice; 1989 Convention unit activities;
and, a discussion on Dr. Fielding's Quality Assurance Project.

C. Planning for Convention 1989
The Board of Directors has selected the theme for Convention, 11 Nursing
Excellence:· An Investment in Health Care." In addition, Pamela J. Maraldo,
PhD, RN, FAAN, Chief Executive Officer of the National League _for Nursing,
will be the keynote speaker. Topics for continuing education programs have
been selected and those for which speakers are needed will be published in
Report. The Report article will include a reque_st for people who would like
to volunteer as speakers to contact the Association.
D. Other Continuing Education PrograllS

The Functional Unit of Providers of Continuing Education/Staff Development
is sponsoring a continuing education offering entitled "Innovations in Staff
Development" on April 18, 1989 at the Center for Nursing. A brochure is
attached.

Ambulatory Care Nursing

4. Medical-Surgical Nursing
The Executive Co11111ittee is focusing on issues related to the nursing
shortage such as foreign nurses, agency.nurses and the RCT issue.
5.

Parent-Child Health Nursing
The Executive Co11111ittee is discussing options for implementing the
1988 Resolution on Free Access to Prenatal Care. The Coamittee
recoR111ended that NYSNA be opposed to the use of raw milk.
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6.

School Health Nursing
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.

3. NYU - ETC AIDS Workshops

This unit is pianning a collaborative continuing education offering
on the orientation of school health nurses to their role with the
statewide New York State Association of School Nurses.
7.

There are two workshops left to be conducted in year
ETC grant. The flyer is attached.
.

There has been approximately an 18% return rate on the AIDS
questionnaire. Texas A &Mis currently coding the data •.
5.

Primary Care Practitioners

NYSNA

6.

eo.rittees
1.

7 •.

The members reviewed pending bills which relate to the HIV epidemic
and discussed future objectives. A joint meeting was held with the
Councils on Nursing Practice and Ethical Practice. The Committee
plans intensive review of the NYS AIDS Statewide Plan which was
recently published.

8.

Nursing Intensity Weights
The Association will be serving as consultant to the Department
of Health in further evaluation of the AIDS service intensity
weights. The Greater New York Hospital Association has proDosed
a time and motion study to contradict DOH's current SIW rates.

D. State Practice Issues

Registered Care Technologists (RCTs)

. E.

The following materials have been received on this issue and are
attached:

Other Activities
Ask The Experts Column
The Nursing Practice and Services Program is participating in an ongoing
regular practice column for Report. The topics which have been addressed
to date are medication administration, delegating responsibilities and
abandonment.

- New York State Board for Nursing Position Statement opposing
The Establishment of Registered Care Technologists
ANA s Regulatory, Workplace and Political Recommendations
- National Black Nurses' Association Position
- Intravenous Nurses Society Position
1

A three-hour workshop in Prescription Writing is being conducted at
seven sites a_round the state. The faculty are Jill Burk, PhD, RN
and Richard Fichtt, Phannacist. Because it is difficult to detennine
the exact need for workshops, the Association has advertised its
willingness to bring the workshop so specific locales. · A workshop
flyer is attached.
·
·

Licensed Practical Nurses
Association counsel is seeking an additional meeting with SEO
counsel regarding NYSNA's response to the new draft regulations
on LPN practice and intravenous therapy.

2. AIDS Advisory Cormiittee

2. Prescription Writing Workshops

Insurance Liability Collllli ttee
The first meeting of.this committee is scheduled for late April.
Markel Associates will be bringing a representative from a major
underwriting company to the meeting.

Colllllittee on Impaired Nursing Practice
The Conmittee is completing a draft of a resource manual for District
Nurse~ Associations. The manual and an updated and revised peer
assistance brochure will be available this summer.

1.

HANYS
continues to collaborate with the Hospital Association of
New York State on the feasibility of a nursing documentation - ·
computer assistance study.

The unit is identifying the needs of nurse practitioners as the new
law and regulations are implemented for certification and prescriptive privileges.
C.

of the

4. AIDS Stress Study

Nurse Entrepreneurs
This unit is focusing on issues related to reimbursement for private
practice and peer review.

8.

two

IV.

COINJNICATIONS/PUBLICATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS

A. Publications
1. The Journal
The second peer-reviewed issue of The Journal,. titled "Caring: An
Exploration.'' was published in December and introduced what will be
an ongoing features a book review colunm by NYSNA Librarian. Warren
G. Hawkes. The March issue, which is now at the printers,. focuses
on home health care and legal issues. Themes and deadlines for up-
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coming issues are as follows:
June 1989

;f- September 1989
December 1989

Deadline:
Theme:

April 3, 1989
Cultural Diversity

Deadline: .
Theme:

June 30, 1989
Research

Deadline:
Theme:

October 2, 1989
Practice Strategies

NYSNA staff members Georgia Hebert and
nursing shortage and NYSNA's solutions
on March 3. Joy Gould was interviewed
program to be aired in Albany on March
for the local ABC news on March 3.

Bernard Mccann discussed the
on a one-hour radio talk program
for a half-hour public affairs
12. Jessie Colin was interviewed

Several NYSNA members met with NY Daily News columnist Gail Collins to
give their opinions of the NBC series, "The Nightingales."
The department is cooperating with New -York Newsday on a major series on
health care. Newsday reporters have interviewed NYSNA Board member
Bonnie Perratto and several staff nurses at The Presbyterian Hospital.
We are now arranging interviews with psychiatric nurses in the NYC Health
and Hospitals Corporation.

2. Report

Report is now on its ten-times-a-year publishing schedule. Upcoming
issues will include articles written by Association members who are
especially knowledgeable in a given area. For example, the April
issue will feature an article on HIV infection by Peter Ungvarski of
the Visiting Nurse Service in New York City.
Members who are interested in writing for Report are encouraged to
contact the Cormn.mications Department to discuss their ideas.

V.

LIBRARY
A.

Addictions Nursing Netwott is a new quarterly ne~slett~r. The primary
focus is drug and alcohol abuse. However, mater1als Wlll be presented
on all types of addictions. Information is available from:

B. eo.unications
Nominations for ANA's Nurses' Day Contest - "Search for Excellence
were few in number and slow in arriving. As a result, the Board of
Directors approved a suggestion that rather than selecting.one nurse
as the winner NYSNA nominate all New York nurses. We plan to forward
that award announcement to ANA in time for the March 15th contest deadline, and to send letters to all those who nominated a candidate
thanking them for their participation, and explaining the decision.
0

New Serial

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., Publishers
1651 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10128
(212} 289-2300

-

B. Pennsylvania Nurses Association Library

The Pennsylvania Nurses Association has become the second SNA to develop
a fonnal library facility. Although it is open on a limited basis and
staffed by volunteers, the library currently contains over 600 cataloged
books and over 107 magazine titles.

The department has designed a new poster for Nurses Week. It features
a large diamond that contains within its facets pictures of nurses at
work in a variety of settings. The heading reads:
Today's Nurse
Precious Resource
Multifaceted &Irreplaceable
A

· A copy of this poster will be sent to all NYSNA members in the May issue

· of Report. Additi~nal copies, mailed i~ a tube, will. be av~i!able. for
$4.00 each, includ1ng postage and handl1ng. A statew1de ma1l1ng w1ll go
out on March 17, offering the poster for sale to hospitals, health care
facilities, nursing homes and schools of nursing.

C. Media

There was extensive media coverage of the launching of NYSNA's Campaign to
Eliminate the Nursing Shortage and Guarantee Quality Patient Care. After
the press conference held in the Legislative Office Building on February 27,
both wire services filed stories; the NBC and CBS Albany affiliates ran
coverage on the 6 and 11 o'clock news; the ABC affiliate attended the·
Legislative Reception, interviewed President Juanita Hunter and did a
special segment on the nursing shortage during the 11 o'clock news.

C.

NURSELINK

Project NURSELINK is a computer infonnation network and bulletin board
for nurses which was developed by the Center for Nursing Research at the
University of Colorado. The purpose of NURSELINK is to improve nursing
practice by facilitating communications between nurses in all settings.
Participation in the network is free but requires the use o~ a modem
equipped personal computer. More infonnation is available from:
Kathy Magilvy
NURSELINK, Project Director
School of Nursing
Center for Nursing Research
.
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center
4200 E. 9th Avenue, Box #C288
Denver, CO 80262
(303) 210.:4246
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D. Health Instrunent File Database

The Health Instrument File is a new computerized database which is available on BRS search system. The File which covers the time period from 1985
to the present contains over 2500 measurement tools. These instrurr.ents
consist of questionnaires, observation checklists, index measures, coding
schemes, rating scales, tests, projective techniques. The database can
assist researchers, educators, practitioners, students and others who need
to identify measures needed for research studies, grant proposals, patient
assessment, theses and program evaluation.
YI. ORGANIZATI(II SERVICES
A.

Aids Workshops

The AIDS Update '89 Workshops are scheduled as follows:
Antun's, Queens Village
The Harbor Club at Bayley-Seton Hospital,
Staten Island, NY

April 6-7, 1989
April 24-25, 1989

The workshops are sponsored by New York University, Division of Nursing
Education, AIDS Regional Education and Training Center, in conjunction
with NYSNA, through a grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. Registration is $40.00 to cover cost of lunch and handouts.
B. Convention 1989

Convention will be held October 27-30 at the Albany Convention Center.
The tentative schedule is attached.
The Association will again offer complimentary exhibit space and a 50%
advertising discount to DNAs. The exhibit advertiser prospectus will be
finalized by early May. The full Convention brochure will be ready by
mid-May.
C. Prescription Writing Workshop

Workshops on Prescription Writing are scheduled for:
. The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
March 22 at 1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
NYSNA NYC Office
April 3 at 3: 30 p.m.-7 :00 p.m.
Syracuse University, School of Nursing
April 5 at 1:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
·
Rochester Academy of Medicine
April 10 at 1:00 p.m.-4:30.p.m.
American Red Cross Auditorium (NYC)
April 15 at 10:30 a.m.-2:00 p·.m.
Bulk brochures were sent several weeks ~go. If more are needed, please
contact Organization Services. Please note: Rochester has been added
.as. a workshop location.·

D.

•innovation.in Staff Development•

Bulk copies will be distributed at the March 15 Advisory Council.

E. Membership Recruitment
NYSNA, in conjunction with ANA, will be implementing a membership recruitment drive over the year. Mailings will include the following:
1.
2.·
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

New graduates
Deans of schools of nursing
Directors of nursing
Gerontological nurses
Career nurses
Nurses licensed for two years
Home health nurses
Nurse entrepreneurs

ANA is also sponsoring ah ·11 Each One Reach One" membership contest. Information is included in the March edition of The American Nurse. Some extra
copies are available in the NYSNA Library.
NYSNA will conduct follow-up mailings to some of the groups targeted by ANA.
Additionally, we will assist District 13 with its·reception for student
nurses as well as ~ponsor a break during several of the NYCLEX exams in June.
New member questionnaires will again be sent to nurses three months into their
membership. The first mailing is planned for April 3.

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
LONG ISLAND REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE

ON NURSING EDUCATION
The New York State Nurses Association
1 Madison Avenue, 9th Floor
New York City, New York 10010
Monday, November 14, 1988
MEETING SUMMARY

I.

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting came to order at 10:30 a.m.
II.

ATTENDANCE

Regional Planning Committee
Present:

Pearl Skeete Bailey
Kathleen Dooney
·

Absent:
carole L. Blair
carol Ann Gramse

Staff

Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education Program
III.

SUMMARY OF AcrIVI'l'Y
Staff shared information on financial aid seminars and
resources. The NYSHA Financial Aid Fact Sheet will be
revised based on member input. In addition, a letter from
Milene Hegel, Executive Secretary of the State Board for
Nursing, concerning externships for nursing students was
disseminated and discussed.
Staff presented feedback on the NYSNA recruitment booth and
presentation at the New York State Association of Guidance
Counselors• Convention October 23-25, 1988.
Staff reported on Labor-Health Industry Task Force Marketing
Strategies meeting September 23, 1988.
Members shared information on recruitment activities in the
Long Island Region, e.g., activities of District 14, the
c-step program at York College. Also, ways to coordinate
recruitment efforts via communication and sharing resources
where identified.

Ideas

for obtainingfurids forrecruitmentactivities were
identified: local foundations and businesses, hospital
·auxiliaries, drug ·companies.
.
.
.
IV.

·• NCJRSES ASSOC::IATIO

NEXT MEETING

Y.REGIONAL PLANNING COMMI

A date for the next meeting to be ·.held in later

ON NURSING EDUCATION

be set.
V.

ADJOURNMENT

York state Nurses Associati
adisonAvenue, 9th Floor.
York City, New York 1001.0

The meeting adjourned at12:oo p.m.

Friday, December 2, 1988

GC/bjk

MINLIR1188/NEPMINUTES/TXTLIB
03/07/89

..

MEETING SUMMARY

came to order at 9:15 a.m •..
ATTENDANCE
Planning Committee

Absent:
Phyllis Collins

Anie Sanentz Kalayj ian

Keville

· Edna Neumann ·

Staff
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education Program
SUMMARY.OF·ACTIVITY

Staff shared information on financial. aid information.
Members requestedthat they receive copies of HESS financial.
aid seminar announcements, NYSNA Financiai Aid Fact Sheet
(updated), and·a list of resources regarding legislative

updates.

Staff shared a letter from·. Milene ·Hegel, •Executive Secretary··.
of the State Board for Nursing, concerning externships for
·nursing students.
Recruitment booth and presentation at Hew York State
Association.of.Guidance Counselors• convention

.October· 23---25, 1988.

·

·

Labor-Beal.th :Industry Task Force··Marketing Strategi~s: ,..
Meeting September 23, 1988.
Members.· identified.• various progrus providing tuition

assistance in exchange for service pay-back..

. . . •..

.

.

.

.·. Members requested a .resource
.that could be<usedfor
·
·audiences.

can he used as a script
programs for adult

C

Members suggested that recruitment activities throughout
the state t?e published in REPORT.

RegionarPlpnning Committee
Nursing Education .·
·

Ways to follow-through and to evaluate recruitment
ac.tivities were discussed, e.g., recruiters evaluating
their.efforts,·NYSNA.sending follow-up letters to participants offering additional information.
·.
·

New York state Nurses Association
· .1 Madison Avenue, 9th Floor
New York City, New York 10010

.,

Ways to coordinate recruitment efforts were identified.
The committee will develop a grid for this p'llrpose.
V.

. Friday, February

10, 1989

NEXT MEETING

MEETING SUMMARY

The next meeting is scheduled for February 10, 1989 at 9:30
a.m. in the New York City office.
ADJOURNMENT

VI.

The meeting adjourned
GC/bjk

MINNYR1188/NEPMINUTES/TXTLIB
03/07/89

The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a.m •.
Regional.Planning Committee
Present:

Absent:

Phyllis Collins
Edna Neumann

Keville Frederickson
Anie Sanentz · Kal.ayj ian

Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing.Education·Program

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY
Staff shared information on:
L

Meeting held by State Health Department 1/10/89 on
Marketing Health Careers - m~~y institutions and
organizations targeting recruitment efforts to junior
high students.
Recent enrollment
increases.

data

from

NLN

and AACN - some

District
recruitment
activities as reported
District Presidents and Executive Directors
Advisory Council Meeting 1/20/89.
NYSNA Financial .Aid·Fact Sheet updated and.expanded
.to include information about hospital tuition assistance .. for service· payback programs - available in.
March.
·

IV.· BUSINESS
Scripts
bers.

2.

Coordination strategies discussed: ways to identify
gaps
in targeting groups. Staff suggested that
minutes of Regional Planning Committees be shared
with
Districts
to
promote information-sharing.
Members agreed and staff will implement.

3.

for

recruitment

of adults shared with mem-

1.

on Nursing Education

New York State Nurses Association
4560 Bailey Avenue

Amherst, New York 14226

Monday, February 6, 1989
MEETING SUMMARY

I •. CALL.TO.ORDER

SHARING OF ACTIVITIES

Information about District 13 (and Staten Island) adopta-school activities was shared. In addition, the videotape in preparation for local cable TV on Staten Island
was . described along with plans and activities for recruitment efforts with Girl scouts.
VI.

Western Regional Planning Committee

Recruitment follow-up:
Follow-up letters from NYSNA will be available if
members wish to use this strategy. Names and addresses
of
people
who
attend
a recruitment
presentation
should
be sent to NYSNA. Letters
thanking
people for attending the presentation,
inviting feedback, and offering additional information will then be mailed.

V.

NEW YORXSTATE.HURSESASSOCllTl:ON

The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a.m.
II. ATTENDANCE
Regional Planning Committee

NEXT MEETING

A date for a joint meeting with the Council on Nursing
Education and the Council on Practice is being planned
for late May/early June. The agenda will include discussion of ways to promote professional role models in
practice to help make recruitment and retention efforts
successful.
VII.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

Present:

Absent:

Elizabeth Burns
Donna Leney
Wilma Watts

Karen Du.ffy~Durnin

Diane Ceravolo - guest
staff:
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education Program
III.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY

staff shared information on:
J. .•

03/07/89 . .
. ...
. MINNYC0289/NEPMINUTES/TXTLIB·

GC/bjk .

.

Meeting held by State Health Department 1/l.0/89 on
marketing Health careers - many institutions and
organizations targeting recruitment efforts to junior
high school students.
Recent enrollment data
increases •

from

NLN

and

AACN - some

District
recruitment
activities as ·reported by
District Presidents and Executive Directors at NYSNA
Advisory Council Meetingl/20/89.
·NYSNA .. Financial Aid Fact Shee~ updated and expanded
to include information about hospital tuition assistance for service payback programs -available
March.

IV.

BUSINESS
1.

2.
3.

Coordination strategies discussed:
will be explored for feasibility.

staff suggested that minutes of Regional Planning
Committees be -shared with Districts . to promote
information-sharing. Members agreed and staff will

SHARING OF ACTIVITIES

Presentation December 13, 1988 for Buffalo Public School
Guidance Counselors and a presentation at D'Youville
College also.

Members and staff planned a follow-up letter to be sent
to the Guidance Counselors thanking them for attending
the presentation, inviting feedback, and offering additional information. Staff will write the letters and
send them to the Director and request his assistance with
distribution. Copies will be sent to Wilma Watts for
follow through if needed.
Wilma Watts will represent nursing at a conference
designed to encourage junior high and high school age
young women to consider science careers. The program is
scheduled for April a, 1989.

Diane Ceravolo, invited guest, reported on efforts to
work with other hospital recruiters as well as her
recruitment activities in area schools.
VI.

NEXT MEETING

A date for a joint meeting with the Council on Nursing
Education and the Council on Practice is being planned
for late May/early June. The agenda will include discussion of ways to promote professional role models in
practice to help make recruitment and retention efforts
successful.

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 11:30 a.m.
03/07/89
MINWET0289/NEPMINUTES/TXTLIB

Eastern Regional Planning committee
on Nursing Education

newsletter idea

implement.

v.

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

A script for recruitment of adults was disseminated.
In addition, members shared script outline used for
December Gu~dance Counselor presentation.

Veronica M. Driscol1
Center for Nursing
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, . New York 12084

I

Tuesday, February 7, 1989
MEETING SUMMARY

I.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 10:00 a.m.

II.

ATTENDANCE
Regional Planning Committee

Present:

Absent:

' Veronica Or Day
Christiner Pakatar

Janet Alexander
Connie Vance

Staff:

Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education Program
III. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY
Staff shared information on:

1.

Meeting 'held by State Health Department 1/10/89 on
Marketing Health Careers
many institutions. and
organizations targeting recruitment efforts to junior
high school students.

2.

Recent enrollment

3.

District
recruitment
activities as reported by
District Presidents and Executive Directors at NYSNA
Advisory Council Meeting 1/20/89.

. '4.

.NYSNA Financial Aid Fact Sheet updated and expanded
to include information about hospital tuition assistance for service payback programs - available in
March.

increases.

data

from

NLN

and

AACN

- some

::rv

BUSINESS

1.

Scripts .· for ·
bers~

:sharedwith.mem-

· VI~'

NEXT MEETING

A date for a joint meeting with the Council on Nursing
Education and· the Council . on Practice is being planned ·
. for late May/early June. The agenda will include discussion of ways to promote professional role·. models in
practice to help make recruitment and retention efforts
successful.

2. ·coordination str~tegies.discussed.

3

a)

Working . with and· through· local organizations
including· District Nurses ' Associations.
·

b)

Sharing information about resources and activities including sending copies of minutesto
•oistricts.

The meeting adjourned at 1:00 p.m.

Recruitment follow-up
Follow-up letters from NYSNA will be available if
members wish to use this strategy. Names and addresses of·people who attend a recruitment presentation should be sent to NYSNA. Letters thanking
people
for attending the presentation, inviting
feedback, and offering additional information will
then be mailed.
·

V.

VII. -. ADJOURNMENT.

A mall exhibit, Vo-Tech ~ployment Day booth, and a h1gh
school presentation are planned.
·
Some efforts to recruit . volunteers from Districts are
slow in getting going.
NORMET nurse recruitment effort planning a "medical
model" focused course at hospitals - will.bus students
in.
Nurses have suggested nursing/health focus and
locations other than hospitals.
·
Substance abuse
completed.

03/07/89

MINEST0289/NEPMINUTES/TXTLIB

SHARING OF ACTIVITIES

course

(for" credit)

in

high

school

Coloring book to provide information about nursing to
elementary school children shared.
Suggestion to send NSANYS (Nursing Student Association of
New York ·state) to high schools as recruitment tool staff will follow through.

GC/bjk

.

. .

.

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

CENTRAL REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE
ON NURSING EDUCATION
Hartwick College
Brezee Hall
Oneonta, New York
October 28, 1988

MEETING SUMMARY
I.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting came to order at 1:30 p.m.

II.

AT.rENDANCE

Regional Planning Committee
Present:
Edna Wright-Saxton
Ellen M. Burns
Lois J. Ricci

Absent:
Marlene E. Payne

Staff:
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education Program
III.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY

staff shared information on financial aid seminars and
resources. In addition, a letter from Milene Megel, Executive Secretary of the state Board for Nursing, concerning
externships for nursing students was disseminated and discussed.
Staff presented feedback on the NYSNA recruitment booth and
presentation at the New York state Association of Guidance
Counselors' convention October 23-25, 1988.
Staff reported on Labor-Health Industry Task Force Marketing
Strategies meeting September 23, 1988.
shared information on recruitment activities in the
New York Region. Ways to coordinate.activities were
identified: communicating, sharing resources.

Members
Central

Ideas for obtaining funds for recruitment activities were
identified:
local
foundations and businesses, hospital
auxiliaries, drug companies.

-The-. next .meeting

.

'

.'

.

'

'

.

of'.the. C6,mmitteE!
at Hartwick College at 1:30 p.m •.
.

.

.

New Yori( Stall:! riurses Association,. 2113 Western Avenue. Guilderland, NY '12084 ·.

. ..

.,

..

(518)' 456-5371

.

.

Swfib 1Jeueloplfleltf

REGISTRATION FORM

Name - ' - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ' - - ' - - - - - - - - - - Tille - - - - - - ' ' - - ~

Home Address-------:-----'---------------:-----------'--'-----c

Emplo}er's Name - - - - - - , - - - - , - - - - - , - - , - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . ; . - - ' - - - Emplo)'er's Address --:--,--,---,--------------.;.____;,_ ___;,_ _ _ _ _--'-_ _

Home Phone C_ _;..._ l -'--"-"--...;...----....;..

=Advanced: $70

NVSNA Member

C Regular. $80 .

· Non-Member.

C Advaricect $85.
0 Regular: $95 ·

Assodatim,

Make check pay-dble lo .the. New •Ybrtt State Nursa
and re1um ·10: .
NYSNA; Olganizalion
2113 Western~ Guilderland. NY 12084

5emce&

New\f or:k.. '6.to+-e,.
·•N\Jr&e.~··:1:t~a-hJ~
ttic;e+~r:i4 .:'o/P .
:acl~i~f,..f 4,y.nci I

This offering will provide an opportunity for
staff development educators to explore strate-

gies which can be used in meeting changes
in the health care system.

Objectives of the program include:
'7

'

Delineate the use of computers in staff
development in areas such as testing.
record keeping and evaluation.
Identify trends necessitating leadership

development for staff nurses.

;- Describe components of one model for
leadership training.

' · Explore the variables affecting methods
used in orientation.
_·J Describe orientation methods used in a
specific agency with pros and cons.

Join your colleagues for professional and
personal enrichment in a stimulating day

with NYSNA.

9:30 • 10:00
Registration
10:00 • 11:00

Diversity of Computer Applications in Staff
Development
Leslie Die. MSN, RN, ONC

Clinical lnslrudor
Memorial Sloan l<ellering

11:00 • 11:15
Break

11:15 • 12:15

Leadership Development for the Staff Nurse
Patricia McLaughlin, BSN. RN
Stall Development Instructor
New England Medical Center

12:15 • 1:45
Lunch

1:45 · 3:15

AIJ"ERNATIVE PATHS TO ORIENTATION

1:45- 2:00
Introduction-Variables in Orientation

Alice Gianella. MA, RN
Asst Director, Nursing Education
Memorial Sloan Kettering

2:00- 2:40
Panel Discussion

Lilieth Clark, MA, RN

Nursing Instructor, Palient Health Education

Veterans Administration Medical Center. Brooklyn
Sr. Theresa Graf. MS. RN
Community Health Nurse Instructor
Adelphi University, School of Nursing

Innovation in Staff Development

April 18, 1989
9:30 am - 4:00 pm
Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing

2113 Western Avenue.
Guilderland. New York

Mvanced Registration must be postmarked on

or before April 11, 1989

NYSNA Member: $70 Advanced
$80 Regular
Non-Member:
$85 Advanced
$95 Regular
Registration fee includes lunch. refreshment

break and'materials. Registration will be
accepted on a first-come. first-served basis.
Early registration is recommended. Directions wifl be sent with your confirmation.
For further information contact Organization
Services. (518} 456-5371.

Refunds: A $15.00 administrative fee will
be deducted for all cancellations made after

April 14, 1989. NYSNA reserves the right

to cancel the workshop due to insufficient
registration.

Lois P. Ricci. MA. MS. RN

NYSNA Functional Unit of Providers of Continuing Education/Staff Development

Director. Stalf Development
The Hospital. Sydney. NY

Barbara A. Smitfi. MS. RN

Staff Development Department
Albany Medical Center

Alice Gianella. MA. RN
Chairperson

2:40 · 3:10

Ja4nn DeBlasio. MS. RN

3:10 · 3:40

Lois Moses. MA. RN
Member at Large

3:40- 4:00
Evaluation

C

Vice Chairperson

Discussion

Networking within Staff Development

The New York State Nurses Association is
accredited as a provider of Continuing Edu-

cation by the Ea?tern Regional Committee

of the American Nurses Association. The
offering consists of 4.3 contact hours.

POSMON STATEMENT .JPPOSING THE ESTABLJSHMENT OF
REGISTERED CARE TECHNOLOGISTS

The New York State Board for Nursing, charged with advising the Board of
Regents on policy issues in nursing, strongly recommends to this Board that it oppose
any attempt to implement the Registered Care Technologist in New York State.

The American Medical Association (AMA) plan to initiate this new nonprofessional worker purports to address. the extreme nursing shortage. This argument is
specious for the following reasons.

First, mechanisms including basic educational programs in nursing and career
ladder programs sponsored by institutions and unions already exist in this state. There
are obvious and compelling reasons why these positions continue to go unfilled. Poor
pay, poor working conditions, and lack of adequate recognition for the value of nursing

care are longstanding discentives to potential applicants to nursing. RCT programs will
draw from t.'le same potential applicant pool as do licensed practical nurse and

associate degree RN programs. This will worsen even· further the nursing shortage.
Second. data exist which document that the cost of preparing non-professional

workers like the RCT is high. Contributing to this high cost is the extremely rapid
turnover of these workers (as they gravitate toward better paying jobs), and the high

degree of professional supervision required for a task oriented worker.
Third. patients in hospitals today are sicker.

Care is more complex and with

prospective payment systems, patients have shorter hospital stays.

The AMA

curriculum focuses on the 11execution of medical protocols at the bedside with special

emphasis on technical skill."
Safe effective health car.e calls for sound clinical judgment.

Given the

complexity of todays health care, placing task-oriented RCTs at the bedside will surely
lead to adverse patient outcomes with concomitant liability to nurses and physicians. In

particular jeopardy are the already vulnerabte·(and growing) segments of the population:

Consticuo:?

December·
Agenda It

. AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

the' elderly
.
. ,,and high rlsk infants and children.
.
.
·,

,'

.

.

'.

Finally, questions relati.-'1g to standards, superviston, and scope of practice have

Report on Recommendations from die
SNA .·Task. Force on Nursing Shoruge and RCT

yet to. be addressed.

From.
Constituent Fonim Executive Committee

The New York State Board for Nursing offers the Board of Regents these Clear

To
Constituent Forum
December, 1988

and compelling reasons to opppose the AMA RCT a>ro;,osal. We respectfully recommend

that the Board of Regents adopt and promulgate . this position and continue its

leadership role in the state by strengthening foc~ntives such ·as scholarships . and
forgiveness loans for all levels of nursing ed•Jcation in the State of New York.

T}Je executive committee of the Constituent Forum met llednesday, December 7 to
review the recommendations and report of the SNA Task Force on Nursing
Shortage and RCT. The chairperson of t:he Constituent Forum, Mary Beth ·.
Strauss, Ph.D., R.N., and die first vice-president, Virginia Trotter·B-etcs.
J .D., M.S.N., R.N., met in confe.=ence call November 29, 1988 with die SNA usk
force to finalize che report and recommendations. The executive committee
agreed to forward che SNA task force recommendations to cheConstituencForum.
They are as follows:
Regulato:ry Reco11111endations

•

that state nurses• associations work wich state boards of nursing to
assure delegato:ry audiority of nurses for nursing practice and on an
interpretation of t:he proposed scope of RCT prac1:ice in relation to
the potential violations of che practice of nursing.

•

that state.nurses• associations convene and/or maintain ongoing
meetings with state boards of nursing to discuss regulation of
unlicensed personnel for purposes of unity and resolving policy
conflicts

•

that state nurses' t1.ssociations investigate and monitor activities .
of regulatoey- agencies which approve technical education programs in.
hospitals or ot:her community settings

llorkplace Recoaaendations
•

that state nurses' associations utilize the shortage to proaote
collective action among nurses to address workplace issues

•

that state nurses' associations without econoaic and general welfare
programs examine their . state's euviro1111ent. including che.activities
of competing unions• and develop plans to assist nurses in
·
addressing wrkplace issues

•

that state nurses' associations utilize the infomation on workplace
guidelines to build coalitions aaong_nurses. im:luding nurse
executives and bargaining units. to··cOllbatthe·RC't and~i•ila:c
proposals as well as to enhance lmovledge aboutvorlcplacestrategies

c\ttach!llent 4

·PoUticat BecOJ1111endations
that Che stace nurses' associations conduct a political selfassessment: and detenidne the level.ofinvolvemencand resources
necessuy to defeat the 1tCT

(f,

tlua:-C Consulta.t:iou by .the SRA be sought from .the ANA Division of

Govermaenta1 Affairs co assure a position of scrength in those
iustances of questionable capabilities

SNA Task ForcaC?ll Nursing Shortage andllCT

t:hat sta.t:e nurses• associations increase efforts to have nurses
appointed c:o key regulat:ory positions

iegulatory Principles and Guidelines

Additional llec---endatlons

•
•

•

Constituent lo~

directed to work with che

SHAs to dete1:111ine the ~asic
data elements regarding supply· and demand of nurses and establish
the •thods and timetables co collect the information

t:hat s ~ be

December. 1988

t:bat S1!fAs he encouraged to include the topic of delegation in in-.
service programs

-Introduction

that AHA provide the necessary central billing systems to enable the
SNAs co conduct special membership projects

lCSO:ds:cfrec
12/88

cC

A shortage of personnel is one of the many reasons new occupational groups
form. Other reasons include technology advances,. cost containment,. and
changes ·in·delivery needs. A shortage of nurses during the World War ll
period for example did lead to the growth of licensed practical nurse and the
development of a medication aide resulted from shortages in rural areas. The
American Medical Association argues a nursing shortage anda change in the
focus of nursing as the reasons for the development of a new direct care
provider. to be called a Registered Care Technologist (RCT). As ANA has
stated. the RCT is unnecessary, duplicative and costly.

Serious consideration about the merits of any new occupation is necessary
before the occupation is established. New groups tend to take on additional.
technology and knowledge and gradually be-come recognized in _the work setting
and by society. This leads to public protection of the "va.l.ued11 service
through legal regulation of individuals and then to the development of a
professional identity; standards. ethics, and professional association. This
paper describes various regulatory factors involved in implementing a nev ·
category of health care provider and the suggested. regulatory principles to
protect the practice of nursing from encroachment on its practice •
.·Mandatorv Reviev ·Processes for New• Providers
Because of the influx of new providers in the 1970's,. many stat.es have.a
mandatory review process for any new providers of a service; ngiste.red or ·
licensed and in any field. The process can be administrative or legislative ..
Inths latter instance, it is referred to as "sunrise" legishtion. For
nursing. the process provides a useful tool for studying. as part of public
concern. any new direct care se~ces similar to those_ by nurses •.

..

(

·Based on infoi:mation from the Fall 1988 State Practice Survey. the following
23 states have such processes in place.

(·
If it is determined that the occupation warrants regulation. the least
restrictive method is to be established. For example. because of a less
extensive administrative process, registration, as opposed to licensure, is
less expensive to administer and less restrictive in terms of access to tha
provider. In both states reviewed. the final detemination is made by the
legislature.

Alabama

Mississippi
Nebraska
Arizona
New Jersey
Colorado
New York
Connec:t.icut
· Oklahoma
District of Columbia
Oregon
Florida
.
South Carolina
Georgia (only when nev board required) Tennessee
Hawaii
Virgin Islands
Xansas
Washington
Xentucky
. Wyoming
Minnesota

Arkansas

Attempts to establish an RCT or any other new health care provider vill be
focusad at the state level. The. SNA may want to consider moving toward a
mandatory review process for the establishment of new providers in a state if
such legislation is not in place. Any legal action such as charging violation.
of the nurse practice act is very costly. however. and should be considered
only when all strategies related to coalition-building and political influence
have been exhausted.
Recommendations:

Two state statutes were e."Calllined; the Nebraska 11Regulation of Health

Professions Act" of l985and the South Carolina Chapter 18, "Review of
Occupational Registration and Licensing 11 added in 1988 to Title I, Code of
Lavsof South Carolina, 1976, relating to Administration of the Government.
1:he South Carolina Law is similar to an Arizona law.

that state.nurses' associations:

Ct

Sunrise criteria guide state decisions about whether protection of th& public
is a primary concern. Parties interested in introducing a new provider sub::ti.t
an application to the state. .· The state then conducts an extensive inteoal
investigation before submitting a proposal for legislative overview or public
hearings.
The criteria used by the state indicates the rigor required of the applic:an:.
'The Nebraska statute reads:

Sec 21.

After January l. 1985. a health profession shall ·be
regulated by the state only when:

Work with the state board of nursing to assure delegatory authority
of nurses and·on an interpretation·of the proposed scope·of practice
relative to the potential illegal. practice of nursing.

o

Convene and/or maintain ongoing meetings with state boards of
nursing to discuss regulation of unlicensed personnel for
purposes of unity and resolving policy conflict:s.

o

Investigate and monitor activities of regulatory agencies which
approve technical education programs in hospitals or other
community settings.

ILH:dd.173
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(1)

Unregulated practice can clearly ham or endanger the
health, safety. or welfare of the public. and the
potential for the harm is easily recognizable and not
remote or dependent upon tenuous argume.~t;
(2) The public needs, and: can reasonably be expected to
benefit from:, an assurance of initial and continuing
professional ability; and
(3) The public cannot be effectively protected by other means
in a more cost-effective manner.
The South Carolina language-is similar but more detailed by considering a
potential increase in costs. The state calls for such study as whether the
se'l!'Vice can be prov.ided through existing agency or under the sut>e.rvision of
pre.sen~1Y li~ensed practitioners; and, whether the practitioners. will provide
a service vh1ch vauld qualify for payment by a third party.

o

.
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The nursing shortage has created a growing need and increasing interest among
individual nurses in using workplace strategies to address practice and
employment issues. As this fact has become more and more apparent, a number
of organizations, including several competing unions, have voiced a
willingness to provide the assistance nurses desire. It is, therefore,
extremely important that state nurses' associations recognize and take
advantage of opportunities to be responsive to the needs of individual nurses
while strengthening the profession.
The following workplace guidelines for
are targeted for use by individual SHA
material will serve as the basis for a
will be produced and made available to

cC

defeating the RCT and similar proposals
members. especially staff nurses. This
resource tool (e.g. fact sheet) which
SNAs for distribution by February 1989.

Nurses work in a multiplicity of environments. Some work situations are
characterized by a stable staff, experienced managers, and an openness co
change. Other work sit:uations are less ideal. The following guidelines are
applicable to all work environments.
llorkplace Guidelines For Defeating The

RCT And Similar Proposals

Nurses all across the country successfully use workplace strategies to address
a wide variety of economic and practice issues. There are a number of
activities which can be undertaken by nurses in their particular work settings_
to minimize the likelihood that RCTs will be introduced.
Any time individual employees or a group of employees challenge an employer
about the utilization of human reso~rces, there is a degree of risk. The
degree of risk will vary depending on the strategy being implemented and
whether an individual is employed at-will or covered by a collective
bargaining agreement. Consequently, nurses should be encouraged, before
implementing any workplace strategies, to assess the levels of risk they and
their colleagues are prepared to accept.
The following guidelines offer basic steps of action designed to garner
sufficient support co defeat any proposal/attempt to introduce new bedside
caregivers.

Organize nurses around~ gg ~ o

Establish a steering committee to develop a specific plan of
action, including desired outcomes and a mechanism for
evaluating the effectiveness of various activities.

0

Select nurses to serve as floor/unit representacives on each
shift. These individuals will assume responsibility for making
certain that every nurse understands the issues at: stake.

0

o

(

-Bold roucine briefing sessions co apprise nurses of the most
current information regardtng implementation of theRCT
proposal and relevant: information on·the nursing shortage.

..
(·

..

((

Create special communication tools (e.g. newsletters, telephone
trees) co maintain formal contact with nurses throughout the
facility.
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0

o

p~rsuasive case against the training and hiring .2.f
.SU:
similar personnel. It is quite likely that AHA's proposal for the
registered care technologist is only the first of many such .
proposals: Nurses need to be able to effectively articulate
nursing's position regarding such personnel.

m

Orient nurses
mi .th!:. lookout
particular
.2f
activities which could signal the creation gf sl pilot ttaining
program 121:
introduction 2f ~ - _gx similar personnel in your

o

facility.

Nurses in teaching facilities need c.o be alert to:
Unannounced tours of the facility by noutside consultants."

o

?he scheduling of meetings involving AMA representatives, the

o
o

educational director, faculty, and key administrative staff of
the facility.

The announcement that an existing training program is the
subject of a special study.

qide circulation of literature supporting the AMA proposal for
the registered care technologist: or similar concept.

B!!W

If nurses have been organized by the state nurses' association for
collective bargaining, existing local unit committees and
communication mechanisms can be used to accomplish these objectives.

o

Inclusion of an AMA representative on the meeting agenda of the
hospital administrative sraff, medical staff organization.
and/or hospital board of trustees.

0

o

({ ((

Delineate the major weaknesses of the RCT proposal. pointing
out that the majority of these problems would also exist with
similar proposals.
Collect the necessary data to refute the need for RCTs or
similar personnel in your facility.
Draw attention to the real ; ·sues that must be addressed.
a.

b.

c.

The sudden availability of substantial resources designated for
a new type of training program.

d.

All nurses need to be alert to:

e.

o

f.

0

0

0

0

Tours of the facility by •outside consultants• whose primary

focus appears to be on staffing assignments/arrangements for
direct patient care.

Announcement of the hiring of a personnel consultant with
little or no explanation of the individual's background-or role
and responsibilities.
Requests for nurses' input regarding nursing-related functions
and duties which might be handled by different personnel.

Seek ,t!m cooperation and support ·_gg
physician affiliated with
facility. Keep in mind that most physicians are not members of
the American Medical Association and many do not support the RCT
proposal.
0

Efforts to rewrite job descriptions and/or realign staff
responsibilities and accountability across Job categories.
Management-scheduled meeting(s) designed to solicit staff
support for the introduction of a new type of personnel at
bedside.

proposal to impleme:~:: a new category of health care
personnel is not a solution to the nursing shortage.
Nurses are not abandoning bedside nursing activities in
pursuit of specialization and higher education.
The demand for nursing services has outstripped the supply
of nurses.
Resolution of existing problems can only come about through
a clear understanding of the complexity of factors
contributing to the shortage of nurses.
National nursing organizations. working together, have
delineated strategies to address the nursing shortage.
There is evidence that nursing's solutions to the shortage
are working in a variety of settings throughout the
country.

A

0

0

Make sure physicians are familiar 1,-f.th nursing's positions and,

the progress being made in implementing nursing•s solutions to
the shortage.

Encourage physicians to voice their opposition co the RCT and
similar proposals and to express their suppore of nursing and
its solutions to the nursing shortage.
Point out that the introduction of a pilot training program. and
the· employment of RCTs or othar poorly defined personnel at the
bedside are likely to trigger very close scrudnyby the media.
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0

Emphasize tha< the introdu«1on of minimally <rained personnel (

o

o

0

director 2f nursing/nurse executive .t2
administ:rat:ive st:aff and ili board
·

0

Provide the director of nursing/nurse execut:ive with a written
list of well-documented arguments against the introduction of
RCTs or similar minimally crained personnel.

0

o

sure the director of nursing/nurse executive is fully
avare of the short-term strategies for resolving the shortage
of nurses supported by the national nursing organizations and
the progress being made in implementing these strategies.

Make

0

0

0

0

for greater nurse representation at the executive level.
on administrative committees that are responsible for
institutional planning, implementation, and evaluation,
incl:.1.ding strategic planning and short- and long-term policy
making.

(

Negotiate language providing for staff nurse input into
classification systems that determine nurse-to•patient ratios.
Use contractual committees to raise questions and concerns
about the functions, practice, and supervision of RCTs or
similarly proposed ··positions.

cC

o

Review job-specific information provided by or available from
the e~l~yer. including the employee handbook and job
descriptions for personnel providing nursing care.

o

Consider policies in relationship to accua.l practices. Uncl~ar
policies and/or inconsistent application of policies could
facilitate the introduction of RC!s as well as impede efforts
to oppose t:he RCT or similar proposals.

o

Become familiar with the procedure for handling grievances.

Solicit the fil-WPOrt 2f other health care personnel who may also be
experiencing shortages and, therefore,~ vulnerable S2 substi~tion
attempts.

Es~lish professional practice co1111Dittees with nursing and
medi~al representation to monitor patient care outcomes and
nurture professional relationships.
Use existing nurse representation on facility committees to
raise concerns about staffing and the utilization of poorly
defined/minimally trained bedside caregivers.

0

Take advantage of committee meetings and other group sessions
to educate hospital trustees and other key decision-makers
about the problems of the nursing shortage, inequities in
nurses' salaries, non-nursing tasks performed by registered
nurses, poor working conditions, etc. Such information will
help focus greater attention on the real issues which should be
addressed.

0

Encourage implementation of management practices which would
increase RN involvement in development of institutional
policies regarding nurses• involvement in clinical decision
making. nurses• input in strategic planning and resource
allocations, and nurses• participation in peer review.

Negotiate language setting limitations on nurses performing
non-nursing ft111ctions.

Examine personnel policies governing relationships becween personnel

Encourage the director of nursing/nurse executive to find
innovative ways to better acquaint hospital administrators and
members of the board of trustees with nursing roles.
·

Lobby

Negot~ate jur~sdictional language or language stating that only
bargaining t.UU.t members do bargaining unit work.

in different departments i!!JS across categories.

Increase~ involvement gf nurses 1ID hospital decision-making and
planning bodies.
(
o
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the collective·bargaining process ts. address staffing.concerns.
Where there is a collective bargaining contract:

at the bedside will compromise the quality of care, ehus
jeopardizing the reputation of ehe facility and the personnel.
associated with it.

Enlist che assistance gf
convevnurses' concerns SS!,
2' ttusc;ees.
0

..

0

tt

0

Make sure other health care personnel are familiar with
-nursing's positions and the progress being made in implementing
nursing's solutions to the shortage.
Encourage other health care personnel to voice their opposition
to the RCT and similar proposals and to express their support
of nursing and its solutions ta the nursing shortage.
Point out that the introduction of a pilot training program and
the employment of RCTs or other poorly defined personnel at the
bedside are likely to trigger very close scrutiny by the media.
Emphasize that the introtluction of minimally trained personnel
·at the ~e~ide will compromise the quality of care, thus
jeopardizing the reputation of the facility and the personnel
associated with it.

llI.u .m:fi developmene educators .ta.· refuse _ta develop ru;: parr:.idpate(
in ttainin1 prpgrj!llll§ .W
a;t-similar minimally trained personnel.
o

o

Kake sure staff development educators are fully aware of

nursing's concerns regarding RCTs and any similar proposals.

o

Draw attention to the fact 1:hat: the executive committee of the
on Continuing Education is urging staff development
educators in hospieals across the country to refuse to develop
or participate in proposed programs to train registered care
cechnologiscs.

o

t:he employment of RCTs or other poorly defined personnel at the
bedside are likely to trigger very close scrutiny by the media.

b.

c.

Emphasize that the introduction of minimally trained personnel
at·the bedside will compromise the quality of care, thus
jeopardizing the reputation of the facility and the personnel
associated with it.

Maintain J.lm mm!.£ current information
similar proposals i l
i l short:age

d.
e.

!!&I project and anv
relat:ed develoomenr::s.

f.

.S!ll
4

0

Set up a network wich nurses in other facilities in the
immediate area.

0

Concact che state nurses' association for t:he most current
statewide and national news on the status of the RCT project
and nursing shortage. In turn, keep the SNA informed of
percinent act:ivities in your facility/area.

cC

If i t i s apparene t:hat your employer is preparing~ t:raj,n RCTs or similar
health care personnel:

a.

.b.

c.
d.
e.

f.
o

4

4

o

Notify the hospital risk manager and hospital insurance carrier
about nurses' concerns related to the int:roduction of RCTs. Ask
for opinions regarding the answers provided by the facility {or
lack of answers} in response co questions about RCTs.

o

Determine what quality control mechanisms and data exist to make
sure clinical programs and patient outcomes will noe suffer.

o

Plans for the development of the program.
Funding sources for the training program
Proposed clinical sites for trainees
Proposed clinical supervision for trainees
Hospieal and nursing staff liability for negligent: care
provided by a trainee. i.e. overlapping assignments between
permanent nursing scaff and trainees
Legal authority for trainee practice

Notify the hospital risk manager and insurance carrier abouc
liability concerns. Ask for opinions regarding the answers
provided by the facility (or lack of answers} in response to
questions about RCT training and supervision.

g.

ilill the facility's liability insurance cover ac-cs of a new-.
untested category of direct care provider? ·
How will existing staff be oriented to the preparation,
functions, and role expectations of the RCT?
Vho will make decisions about which clinical areas will be
assigned to RCTs?
V'nat plans will be made for day to day assignment and
supervision of RCTs?
How will RCTs be factored into patient classification systems
to determine staffing complements?
llhac funding will be used for RCT salaries and benefits? Howwill these allocations affect the compensation available for
existing staff?
'W'ill physician peer review include assessment of skill in
supervision and utilization of RCTs?

If RCTs or similar health care personnel are actually hired by your employer:

Formally inquire of the Nurse Executive, CEO, Medical Staff
Organization, Housestaff Organization (if applicable), and
Hospital Board of Trustees about the following:

0

RCTs or similar

Formally request the Nurse Executive. CEO. Medical Staff
Organization. Housestaff Organization (if applic.able), and
Hospital Board of Trustees to respond to the following questions:
a.

Point: out that: tha introduction of a pilot erainitig program and

o

ineroduce

If it is apparent that your employer is preparin&
health care personnel:

ANA Council

o

Decermine what quality control mechanisms and data exist to make
su"::"~ clinical programs and patient: outcomes will not suffer.

(.;,,,

.
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(
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Document staffing concerns.
a.

•Assignment Despite Objection• forms may be used in either
contract or non-concract seccings. (No-ee: It would also be
appropriate to print the E&Gtl Cabinet•s sta.temt"-nt on
accepting and rejecting assignments.)

b.

Note on patients• charts every time an RCT is present. Stace
the good faith belief that staffing is not safe enough to
assure quality care. These notations are likely to draw the
atcention of the hospital's risk manager. Nurses may be
directed to stop making such notations. Should this occur.
request that these directions be placed in writ:ing with an
accompanying rationale.

o Make sure that quality control mechanisms are in place and that

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
SNA Task Force on Nursing Shortage and RCT
BUR.SING SHORTAGE:

POLinCAL GUIDELINES TO OPPOSE THE RCT

Constituent Forum
December 1988
Background and Context

The introduction by the American Medical Association of a new category of

bedside care provider, the registered care technologist (RCT), is a direct

challenge to nursing. Ic can best be understood within the political context
of a direct assault by organized medicine upon the growing influence and
competitiveness of professional nursing. It must be met with a political
response.
Guidelines:
Defensive Strategy

.-

The first action must be defensive, and the first activity of that
defense must be the gathering of information.
Each SNA must monitor for any signs that the RCTs are being introduced in
their state. This includes both pilot projects and political activity.
Rumors should be investigated and an "ear kept to the ground" for any
signs of RCT activity. Each SNA must also monitor and analyze the
message behind the public positions that are taken by individuals or
state medical societ~es.
Upon discovering any signs of activity, information should be reported to
Karen S. O'Connor, director of ANA's Division of Nursing Practice and
Economics immediately, so that a coordinated effort can be organized. ANA
will provide resources and consultation to a AMA-targeted state.
Offensive Strategy
It is the goal of the &~A that we defeat the establishment.of RCTs, and
dtat we maincain, unequivocally, the right of nursing to conduct its own
professional affairs, thus allowing a more equitable relationship to
develop with organized medicine. A possible strategy includes the
introduction of nursing's own pre-empcive legislation, such as sunrise
legislation and the encouragement of discussion and dissension regarding
the AMA's RCT position among health and medical providers. It is also a
goal to hold the American Medical Association accountable for its pu~lic
statements of support for nursing's solutions to the shortage.
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Prgparat;ory Political Aceivides
"lhere are certain fundament:al polit:ical tasks.necessary to the completion
· of any effective public policy program.
'lbey include:

Public Relations

Nursing Education and Organization
Nurses are unified ln their opposition to the RCTs. However,
continuing education needs to occur to ensure that the AMA's
propaganda does not succeed in confusing the issue. This
education should be conducted among your own SNA membership and
among other nursing organizations. Further, should a site in
your st:ate be chosen for a pilot project, nurses at that
location should be educated on the subject:.
-Discussions between the SHA. leadership and other nursing
organizations concerning the RCT issue and nursing's response,
should be initiated and maintained over whatever period of time
i.s necessary. Most SNAs have held successful •nursing swamit:s"
to discuss the issue and have forged a unified plan for the
state. as •.has ANA at the national level. A meeting of such a
nature not only ensures communication. and collaboration among
nursing groups. but serves to head off attempts by the AMA to
divide and conquer.

-
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Interaction among nursing organizations to follow up on the
initial meeting should be maincained, particularly with respect
to monitoring any state developments.
SNA membership should be kept fully informed about the issue
and mocivated to participate in any activities the SNA deems
;appropriate. this can be done through your SNA publications,
phone trees, and at district meetings. District presidents
should be kept fully informed and asked to conduct programs on
the RCT issue, the ramifications for the autonomous practice of
nursing, and the nature of nursing's response.
Politically active nurses (members of the legislative
comaittee. PAC, CDCs) should be thoroughly briefed on the issue
so that they may incorporate nursing's response into their
discussions with policical figures.·
Coalitions
Coalitions should be formed around this issue, whether or not
there appears to be RCT activity in your scate. This will not
only serve as a preventive measure. but will offer an
opportunity to educate others. about professional nursing, and
to form -alliances that: could be useful at other eimes around
other issues.

Organizations should be idenc:ified with·· potencial. interest: in.
the outcome of this issue.- and a •spin• given t:o·che issue.to
indicate why their group should want to assisc nursing in this
effort.

Every news story needs a •hook.• and the hook A.'!A is using is
the shortage. Additionally, there is the hidden hook of the
public's presumed interest in what physicians have to say.
Nursing has two pocential hooks. The first is nursing' s
. solut:ions for the shortage, about which you have received
materials from ANA. The sec~nd is the quality of care issue.
In order t:o gee this message across. the media must be
contacted and interested in going with the st:ory. This can be
especially effective at the local level, where local nurses
should be identified and briefed to carry the story to
newspapers, shopper publications, and local talk sho~s.
Additionally, letters to the editor from local nurses in loc3l
newspapers will be effective.

It is essential that all media activity be coordinated through
the SNA. This will ensure thacappropriace persons bs
identified as spokespersons and that they can be briefed on all
of the major issues prior to any public out:reach.
In addition to the media. another forum for public relations is
public meetings. Clubs and organizations ofcen seek speakers
to fill out programs. SNA-identified and trained spokespersons
can be offered to local organizations to explain the nursing
shortage and the inadequacy of the AMA's response. Some of
these meetings may take che form of debates with ·AMA
representat:ives. Again, SNA-identifica1:ion and training are
essential to ensure.that the proper mess&ge is delivered.

Self-Assessment
In order to determine the appropriate level of involvemenc for
your SNA. it should prove helpful to first: survey your existing
resources.
Three basic questions need to be asked: where does your SNA
fit in terms of the health care politics of your state; what
are your int:ernal capacities for carrying out these programs;
and what are the points ac which you-must: decide the
appropriate level of your SNA's involvement?
State Health Care Politics

The first step is to review the political influence of your SNA and the
· state medical society, and try to come up with a relativeassesSlllent.

'(

·,;

You might find it helpful to chart the answers. 'nle following questions (
need to be answered for both your SNA and the state medical society.

.,

1.

How much PAC money has each group donated in the past election?
Special attention should be paid co PAC donations co members of
committees chat would hear the proposed ANA legislation, or
that would have jurisdiction-over any proposed AMA legislation.

2.

llbat were the major successes and failures of each group in the

3.

mi&t is the assessment of influence of each of the groups in
key committees? You may wish to ask the candid opinion of a
neutral party. Do not assume that heavy PAC contributions from
t:he AHA is an equation of influence. although it is always a
factor.

4.

\n\a.t is the assessment of influence with the executive branch?
Did either group support the present governor? How susceptible
is health care administration in your state to politics? Does
either group maintain good staff relations with the regulatory
agencies? The board of nursing?

5.

Does either group have good press relations? Can either group
generate editorial comment in its favor? Does either have a
press staff person or consultant?

6.

How would a legislator answer the question, "Who speaks for
nurses?•

SNA Structures
The ability of your SNA to respond will depend to a large
extent on the structures you already have in place. The most
relevant of these will be communications, political nee-works,
and decision-making structures.
Communications - How do you communicate vith your membership?
With your leadership? How much lead-ti.me is required to
transmit a communication? Kost SNAs hava a regular means of
communication such as a newsletter or other publication. How
often is this printed? What happens in the interim?

past legislative session? Vere failures indicative of any
patXern of weakness in certain committees or among specific
legislator~? Can these weaknesses be exploited?

There are other communication structures you may also have in
place, such as telephone trees and district and local meetings.
How can these be used to get the message ouc when it is time to
educate and mobilize?

C
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Decision-Making Structures - SNAs have varying ways of arriving
at decisions, involving a variety of officers and staff~ It
will be helpful to determine in advance which individuals and
entities within your SNA must be kept informed and/or be a
party to decision-making. How quickly can decisions be made?
What approval do they require? Who is accountable to whom?

In addition to the SNA and state medical society, other groups may play a
Rank these groups in
order of influence with the legislature. Where would your SNA fall in
this rank? If one of these groups is particularly powerful, answer the
questions above for that group.

key role in your state's health care politics.

Potential Ramifications
Strong action usually evokes strong reaction. These reactions can be positive
or negative. As part of your self-assessment, you should review these
potentialities and determine how they would effect your SNA.

Internal Capacities
No SNA wishes to be in the position of over-co11t11titting its limited
resources. despite the urgency of the problem. To determine the extent
of your internal capacities to deal with the RCT problem, you should
first survey these capacities realistically, and review potential
ramifications to the political and objective realities of the SNA.

Undoubtedly. your relations with your state medical society will be changed.
In some states, there has already been a positive reaction, and the medical
societies have chosen not to participate in the AMA prograa. In most sutes.
however, the medical societies will go along with the AMA. and will view your
SNA's activities as a direct challenge.

Resource Survey
There are three major resource areas you should review:
finances. staff and volunceer time, and membership

.

Political Networks - Many SNAs have political networks in
place. These include legislative networks, PAC committees, and
Congressional District Coordinators. Members involved in these
neeworks are most likely to respond to the need to participate
in this program. Their leadership should be included, wherever
possible, in the RCT response, and the networks activated for·
information, education, and mobilization. Again, these
networks have a track record which you should evaluate in
determining how much responsibility to place with chem •

-
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This could be a good time to consider what you want from your relationship
with your state medical society •. You have probably already opposed the~ and
cooperated with them in the legislature. Undoubt:edly. they are very power.ful.
If they choose to be vindictive, how can they hurc you? Is .chere anything
they,will oppose you on that they would not have ordinarily done so? Is there

National Black Nurses' Association, Inc.
1011 North Capitol Street.. NE
Washington. O.C 20002
• _/
(202) 898--5232
-r.'.'.j

cooperacion you will need soon on an :a.genda item.? Are your relations
collegial orpat:erna.listic? Have they demonstrated respect for nursing?

Sfnflarquestions need to be asked about your.relations with ocher members of

the heal ch community. Do they perceive nursing as an independent force to be
dealt Vi.ch unilaterally? Do they respecc the medical society or do they
resent it:? Are ehere cooperative items on your agenda? How might they be
affected?

Consideration should be given to your legislative agenda. If you have urgent
ieems for the next session, review whether·or not requesting favors from
legislators and sea.ff on the RCT issue will interfere with the accomplishment
of chat agenda.
Consider also the way in which you are viewed by the political establishment
in your state. Vill this professional •declaration of independence" enhance
or hinder t:hat: stature? How much in debt are they to the medical society? Do
they understand the relationship between nursing and medicine? Do they need
education? SWlar questions should be applied to the media in your state.

..
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The National B1ack Nurses, Association, Inc. vould
appreciate having the enclosed Press Releases printed
in your newspaper, magazine or used as a Community
Service announcement on the radio/television.

C. Alicia Georges

Sronx. New Yoo:
Prnicl-1

CalSV L Alford

Columbus. Oh10

1st V,ca Prnident
unda Burnes Bolton

Las Angetes, Californra

2nd Vice Prnident
Barbara .l Pa11erson

Finally. consider the ramifications in terms of nurses in your state. llill
this serve as a unifying force under the leadership of your SNA? ~ill your
members cake pride in the SNA's leadership in response to this threat? Can
potential :members be recruited through ehis issue, providing another answer toe·· (·
the question. •miat: would ehe SNA do for me?•

Lauranne Sams
Tuskegee. Alabama

Recommendations:

Ophelia long

0

0

thac: the state nurses• associations conduct a political selfassessment and determine the level of involvement and resources
necessazy t:o defeat the R.cr
t:bat consultation by che SNA be sought froa the ANA Division of

Governmental Affaus to assure a position of strength in.those
iD..-=t:ances of questionable capabilities
0

that state nurses• associations increase _efforts t:o have nurses
appointed to key regulac:o~ positions
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Dear Colleague:

If-you need further information. please contact the
National Office at the address above or call

(202) 898-5232.

kb

Sincerely,

a/2
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Barbara Jeffers Patterson
Publicity Chairperson
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Post Conference Press Release

CONTACT: (202) 898-5232

RELEASE DATE

PUBLICITY CHAIR:

IMMEDIATE

BARBARA JEFFERS PATIERSON

PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL BLACK NURSESi ASSOCIATION, INC.,

C. Alicia Georges, RNC, MA, announced today that the National Black
P.urses' Association, Inc., at its 16th National Institute and Conference, August 7-11,- 1988 in Yashington,··D.C.;~voted·unanimously· to

oppose the development of the Registered·care Technologist and to
promote nursing personnel as Providers of Quality Nursing Care for
Black Americans.

The National Black Nurses' Association, Inc. is

an organization of Black registered nurses, licensed practical/vocational nurses and student nurses.
1971.

The Organization was founded in

Two of the Association's objectiv~s are to:
1.

Define and determine nursing care for Black consumers for
optimum quality of care by acting as their advocates.

2.

Recruit, counsel and assist Black pe~sans .interested.in·
nursing to ensure a const3nt procession of Blacks into the
field.

For further information, contact:
S3d3ko S. Holmes, R~. MPH
f.xccutive Director
~ational Black Nurses' Associ3tion. Inc.
1011

~orth C3pitol Street. ~E

~ashington, D.C.
(202) 898-5232
Attachm~nts

20002

RESOLUTION HO. 10: Promocio!l of Nursing Personnel as Provide.rs
of Quality Nursing Care for Black Americans.

1n

YHEREAS. Black Americans continue to su.ffer excess death and disabilities as a resul.t,..-0f chr-0n~c.illness and infant mortality;
and

Albany, N.Y.

NATIONAL BLACK NURSES' ASSOCIATION, INC.

YllEB.EAS. Black Americans. experience. .these heal th problems due
1.n pare. 1:0 inad.equac.e·access·co the health care system. and its
providers; and

VHEllEAS. Black nurses are well-prepared, culturally sensitive
providers of health care; and

VRER.EAS •. The NBNA!s goals.are io increase che number and quality
of nursing care provi.-der-s for the Black community; and

VREREAS. there already exists sufficient categories of licensed
nursing care providers such as RNs. LPNs/LVNs; and the creation
of a nev category of health

care providers, namely, registered

care t.echnici.ans (RCT) vill further confuse healt.h care consumers and
divert. resources for the education and training of these neu
healt.h care workers; and

VRER.EAS, t.he perilous health conditions of .all Americans, part icu1.arly Black Aaeri.cans,:nandate that they be .:ared for by education.ally vell.-prepared nurses; and

VHEREAS. the real solution to che nursing shortage requires equity
i.n the revards received by all licensed nurses. Be it therefore
RESOLVED, that the National Black Nurses' Associntion opposes the
creat.ion of the RCT and recommen~the continuous utilizacion of
currently lic~nsed categories of nursin~ personnel.
Be it further RESOLVED thit, SBNA vofk in collaboration with Black
community organizations and other concerned groups in an effort
to deter the efforts to initiate the development o( this new category of vorkers.
·

Be it also RESOLVED that NBXA work to proQotc efforts to promot~

rew-ards for all categories of nurses. as v~U .is the- .atLractivcness of the nursing profession. so that more persons will desire
positions in nursing. thereby contributing to the elimin~tion
of the nursing short~gc.

ADOPTED August 11, 1988.

INTRAVENOUS NURSES SOCIETY. INC.
February 20, 1989

New York State Nurses Association
Juanita Hunter, President
2113 Weste.rn Avenue

I

12084

Dear Ms. Hunter,
The American Medical Association's intent to introduce Registered
Care Technologises {RCT's) into the health care realm will fragment the entire health care system. Rather than assist in alleviating the increases demand for regiseered nurses, implemencacion
will increase the burden already placed upon these professionals.
Concerns which ·remain unresolved and without an acceptable
solution proposed by ehe AMA include:

1.

Where will the qualified candidates for these
posicions come from. when currently vacancies
exist in our nation's nursing schools?

2.

What salary level will be adequate to attract
qualified candidates when. despite increasing
salaries of nurses, nursing posicions remain
vacant?

3.

The AMA staees che RCT will be responsible to
physicians yet, they expect the registered nurse to
supervise their aceions.

Sanction of the RCT by state officials and health care facilities
will decrease the qual.ity of c:are rendered to residencs of this
stace. Care which for years, has been effectively rendered under
the auspices of the nursing community.
This program, at the taxpayers expense, will not produce cost
effective health c:are. Funds which would be becter utili:ed to
improve our nations health care system would be squandered.

Nursing as a profession is mounting a united front against the
RCT proposal.
Your support in the suppression of another l.evel. of hea1th care
personnel is solicited and appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Deborah Caruso. R.N.
President, N.J. Chapter
Intravenous Nurses Society
New Jerse:J Chapter • 165 Central Avenue. Rochelle Park.. N.J. 07662 • (201 J 843~204
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EMPLO\"Ell'S NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - f::Ml1LOYER'SADORESS - - - - - - - - - - - - IIOMEPHONE(
) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DUSJNESSPIIONE(
)------------

1\UH~ 1bc ~it)g W<J!k-'iOOl' ( ~ one):
O QuefflS Villagc. NY. April 6-7 (Wl8)'

a

Staten Island. NY, April 24--25 (Wl9)

Ple:ase Check Yoar Spccifk Health Care Dlsdpline:
D ~c:n:d Nurse
D Nurse Pr:tctitioncr/Oinical Nurse: Specialist
0 Snd:d Wocb:r/Rchabilitlllion Cot.lmdor

O Occupational Th1.-r:tpist/Plt}~ical Tocr.q,ist/Ac:tMti1.'S TI1crapist .

0 Dictici:an/Nutrilionist
Enclosed is mr dtcck f o r $ - - - - - - - - for regi~ration(s).
,\lau d,ul: ptqobl_e to The Nn Yarl Stale Nunes Assodalion in the amo11nl of $40.00 per regislralion.
Please mail 111: AIDS UPDATE •89. Organi:otion Services, Tl1e New York State Nunes Association,

21 JJ \feslern A ffnW!, Guilderland, NY 12084.
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A two-tl~· comprehen.o;b-c workshop for:

• Rc..-gistc~-d Nurst."S

• Nurse Pr.u:."titioners/Clinil.":sl Nurse Spet.iali:;t
• Soci:sl Workcr/Reh:lbilitalion Counselor
• Qcc..-upational 1ber.ipi5t/Physit.-:il
1l1er.11,i.'ltl'Acthitic:s Titernpist
• Dlctidan/Nutritionist

Antun's, Queens Village
The Harbor Club
Bayley-Seton Hospital

April 6-7, ·1989

April 24-25, 1989
S{)<H1.'i<J~..J

h}•

Nl'\Y Yi,rk Uni\'Crsity, Dii.ision or Nur..ing EdU(:ation
AIDS Rt.-giunal Edut.-;itiun & Tr.tininit Center

in L"tmjundion with
111c N1.'\v York State Nurses ,'\.,;.,;ociation
through a ~r.mt frt>lll
· TI1c U.S. l>t..112rtmt."llt of~ lt."lllth & 1lum.m St.-nicc:s

OVERVIEW

i

<.-are prmidr.n an: int.-rc::i.,in~ly required lo
2 r:mge of hc:2l1h ,;<,T\ic<.-s for pcr.,on.,; who
r h:n·c t<.'lilcd positi\1: for rhc Human
urmddidrnc.')' Virus {HIV) or ha\'<' llt't'll
111~-d \\ith ARC/AIDS. TIJis lWO•dar work~op
c:si;c:ntial topics which challenge h<."3lth
prc:11~ssi<ma1s v.in:n prmidin~ comprehcnsin:~
Highlr qualified instructors will incorporate
pr:icticc: and clime.al cxpeni.c;e into lht$C

r colleagues and receive infonnation

usmissicm & i11feclio11 mnlml
'lb stress. death & dying
,'(JRll!ll

and Childn!n

rary• Olse .Afa11ageme11t
I Issues a,id more. . .

NYU AIDS Regional

& Training Center

rs Center for Continuing Education for Nursing

mong four sites selected nallonwide to establish

-\IUS. Regional Education and Training Center
The ETC will offer programs during the next
Including...Train the Trainer and

·warm Line· Lecture

vices . • •and workshop modules with an
clinlcal component. This brochure
,rrnn""'"'""' on the workshops AIDS UPDATE '89.
detailed information on the other programs
NYO·s Center for AIDS Education &
at (212) 998-5332.
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AIDS WARM LINE
e AIDS Wann Line serves as a referral
onruuion system for health care providers
d is a~-ailable 7 da1-s a week. 24 hours a day
hen the University is in session). call (212)

i-5566 and lc:.n·e !-Our mcs.'i:l~c on thl'. ;im,-,,,'«."rin~
i:hinc. A rc:prc:scnt:1rh-c will ~cl hack 10 ~·uu :i~

•n :t'- pos,;ihlr:.
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Day I

8:00am-8:30am

Registration

8:30am-8:45am.

Pre-evaluation

8:45am-12:30pm

General Session ]:

8:45am-J0:45am

Historical Perspectives
Immune System
Transmission/Epidemiology

10:4.Sam-ll:OOam

Break

l:30pm-4:30pm•

General Session II:

l:30pm-2:4Spm

IV Drug Abuse

2:45pm-3:00pm

Break

3:00pm-4:30pm

Legal & Ethical Issues

9:30am-t2:00pm

Psychosocial Issues
Multidisciplinary

Praclice Panel

12:00pm-l:OOpm

Lunch

1:00pm-2:00pm

Neuropsychiatric
Manifestations OR
Pediatric AIDS

2:00pm-3:15pm

Stress & Coping
Death & Dying Issues

3:15pm-4:00pm

Safe Sex Video

4:00pm-4:30pm

Evaluation

ACCREDITATION
This progr.un has been approved for 16,2 contact
hours by TI1e New fork St:ue Nurses Association,
which i.c; accredit<..-d as a prmider of Continuing
Education for nurses br the Ea.'item Regional

Accrediting Committee of the Americnn Nurst:S'

A!i-'i<JCi:nion. Attendance is required both days.
TI1e New \'<irk llni\•er..iry AIDS Rc~ional falucation &
Tr:iinin!l <"..enter will apply for C:ominuing Education
cn.-dit.,; for di!idplines oilier th;m nursing. For

inform:nion re~:1rdin~ llw apprm'lll of C.ontinuinJ!
Education crcdils in 1hcsc di!idplint:!i, t.':tll:
( 212) 99N•i;:\32.

REGISTRATION
INFORMATION

Registr21ion ftt: S40.00

(lo cover cost or handout, lunch & breaks)

! Hegistralion Due:
1

j

I

I
J

April 17 for

The Harbor Club ai

Baylcy-Sc1on Hospital
Bay Strecl & Vanderbilt Ave.
Staten Island, NY

Registration Due:

Ma~h 30 for
Antun•s·--

96-43 Springfield BoulC\c1rd
Queens Village, NY

! Since registration is limited, early application is

I
i

I

Day II

8:30am-9:30am

Institutes. • . Interactive Vldeocon•
• .AIDS

PROGRAM

recommended. Directions will be sent with ,·our

confirma1ion. For additional inrorma1ion contact:
Jackie Negri, NYSNA, Associa1e Director,
Organization Services. (Sl8) 456-.5371.

THANK YOU
The New York Stale Nurses As.,ocialion
arlmowledges the cooperalion or lhe following
Ol'Jlanizallons in coordinating th, AIDS

UPDATE '89 workshops.

AIDS Education & Re.source Center, School of Allied
Health Professionals. SUNY Stom·brook
American Physical Therapy Associatio11
Boyll!J,'•Sl!ton Hospital
Bronx-ubanon Hospital
Hospital Association of NeM' )ork State
Long Island Association for AIDS Calr!
National Association of Social Workers.
New York State Chapter
New >ark City Chapter of NASW AIDS Task Force
The New Yark Coumies R.l!gistered Nurses
Association, Inc., NYSNA District #/3
Ne1<· York State Die1e1ic Association

Nurses Assoc:iation of lht! Counties of

Long Island, Inc., NYSNA District #14
Professional Nurses Association of
Suffolk CountJ~ N1'SNA District 1119

FUTURE SITES
l\ntun·~. Quc-c:ns Villa~t' - Arril fi & 7. l9f:9
Bayley-Sc:ron Hospital, A.iril ::!.t & .:?5. 19119

. nJ~::;:
~::,

Tentative Schedule

%1C£Sasfllas
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(CldadincKc:,aarc.l Fouadaianlmdicoa)
llolln: 181/1
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FRIDAY
registration open

.CONVENTION 1989

9am
9:30am

Theme
NURSING EXCELLENCE;

10am

AN INVESTMENT IN HEALTH CARE

10:30am
11am

Potential Keynote Speaker
Pamela J. Maraldo, PhD, RN, FAAN

f7.. 11:30am

f 12Noon

J

~ruamn

11pm

"'·
,. 1:30pm

8:30a - 6:30p

Exhibit Set up
7:30am - lei!!
.
First-timers Orientmon

SATURDAY

Registtalion - 8a-6p
CE (2 Sessions)
8:15l1Jll - 9:45am
90minures
1.8 contact hours

CE (1 Scsson)

Convention Center
#2&#12
Exhibits Open (

90minutes ·
l.8con1aetbours

(2 Sessions)
10:00am -ll:45am

10am-12Noon

10:30am-12Noon

Break

Hilton

90minutes
1.8 conl3Ct hours
Co~venlion Ceutcr
#15&#17

#19

SUNDAY

Exhibits Open (7:30a • 93)
Regisualioo 8a -6p

1.8 contact hours
(Hilton)

#5&#14

Break

Voling Body
Session
2pm-4pm

)

1 lam - 11:30 Break)

(Convention Center)

CE Session (2 w/ lunch}

12Noon - 1:45pm

I2Noon - 1:45pm
1.2 Contact Homs
Hilton

Exluoits Open (lp-2p}

Break

CE (2 Sessions)

Session

2pm-5pm
Convention Center

Break

2pm-3:45pm
105mimllcs
2.1 contact hours

Convention Center
#8&#20
Break

Break
Exhibits Open (4p-8:30p)
Clinical Practice
Meetings fl)
· 4:15pm - 6pm
Convention Center
Videos

4: 15pm-6prn
Dinner Break

Visil lhc Exhibits Tune

Keynoce Address

1.2 COnlaCt hours

Opening Night
Rllception
Exhibits Open 9-.30p -lOp)

Break

CE (2 Sessions)
4pm-5:4lpm
l05mimllcs
2.1 contact hours

unctioruil Unit
usiness Meetings

Convention Center
#I0&:#11
Break

onvention Center

CE (2 Sessions}

:lSpm - 6:30pm

Videos 5:15pm-6:30pm

Racetrack Tour(6pm-10pm}
NYSNPA-6pm-9pm
Delegate Assembly Mtg;
7
-1
CE (2 Sessions)

6pm - 7:30pm .

90minutes
1.8 contact hours

Convention Cemcr
#9&#16

7:30pm-9:00pm

Awards~
8pm-8:30pm

Convention Ccnttt

Awards BanqUCl
8:30pm - 10:30pm
t:rillOll

·no Night
9pm-llpm

videos 7:30pm-9:30pm

90minutes
1.8 contact hours

#4&#13

Hilton

(ticket ew:nt)

Hilton

Contact Hours 4.8

Contact Hours 6.6

Voting Body

10:15am - 11:45am
Convention Center

Foundation Luncheon

VotingBody

CE (2 Sessions)
8:30am - 10am

90minutes
1.8 comaa hours
Convention Ccnu:r
#6&#18

CE (2 Sessions)

12:15pm - l:45pm
90minutes

MONDAY
Registralion 8a -Ip

Contact Hours 6.0

1.2 Contact Homs
(Ticket Item)

Hilton/Convention Center

#3&#1

CE (2 Sessions}
2pm-3~"p:::

90rninwes

l.8Cont1Ctbours
Hilton

#1&#21

'

CONTINUING EDUCATION' SESSIOtlS FOR

1

89 CONVEln'ION

l.

Writing for Publication - focus on NYSNA Journal
Janet Natapoff, coordinator - Monday 2-3:30 PM

2.

Results of the Delphi Survey of Nursing Research Priorities for New York State
Presentation and reactive panel (Education, Service,
Research)
Saturday 8:15 - 9:45 AM

3.

Arden House Consortium Panel Discussion of Model Nursing
Service Delivery Systems- including educational preparation
for current practice (DRGs) Monday 12:oo - 1:45 (lunch)

4.

Unbundling the Cost of Nursing Services - Nursing Intensity
Weights - Saturday 7:30 - 9:00

5.

"Sentimental Women Need Not Apply"
Videotape followed by discussion or how historical
events impact the profession currently. Fri.12:15-1:45

6.

The Business of Nursing (Reimbursement and Health Care
Economics) Monday B:30

7.

A Guide for RNs Changing Jobs - How to Evaluate a Potential
Job in terms of E&GW Considerations, Staffing,
Administrative Support and Type of Practice
!·!onday 12:00 - 1:45 (lunch)

a.

Anatomy of a Malpractice Suit:

How to Select Legal Counsel,

What to Expect at Each Step, How to Participate

Marilyn Silber - Sunday 2:00

9.

3:45

Violence/Safety in the Workplace including Nurse/Physician
collaboration in Problem-Solving - Sunday 6:0o - 7:30 PM

10. Co-dependency Strategies - Sunday 4:00 - 5:45
l.1.

AIDS update with Emphasis on HIV Infection of the Nervous
svstem and AIDS Related Dementia; Homelessness and AIDS-The
Bayley House Experience; and New Confidentiality Law.
Sunday - 4:oo - 5:45

12. Update on the Impaired Nurse
Ethel Best - Saturday 8:15
13. District One's Research Network

9:45

Pre-convention Workshoe - Council on Human Rights - Educational Strategies for Culturally Diverse Students. Include
strategies to recruit non-tranditional students.
14. Designing and Implementing Unique curriculum Offerings, e.g.,

Weekend Courses

- Friday 12:15 - 1:45

15. Hwnanistic Nursing Practice1 e.g., Therapeutic Touch, Therapeutic Communication, Spirituality - Saturday 10:00 - 11:45
16. Immunization

- Sunday 6:00 - 7:30

17. Nursing Research Related to Nursing Outcome Measures

Lillian Nail, Ida Martinson, Kathy Gardner,
Dorothy Brooten, Jane Fielding - Saturday 10:00 - 11:45
18. Value of DSM-III vs. Nursing Diagnoses in Psychiatric
Nursing
Practice - Monday 8:30
19. Incentives and Recognition for Experien~ed Nurses (including
content related to caring for the caregiver, perhaps)
Friday 10:30 - 12:00
20. The Elderly: Needs and Problems - Elder Abuse, Pharmacology,
Alcoholism - Human Rights Council wants to give input.
Sunday 2:00 - 3:45

21. Hearing/Sight Impaired - Monday 2:00 - 3:30
First-timers• orientation - Friday 10:00 - 12:00
Videos
Friday 4:15 - 6:00
Saturday 5:15 - 6:00
Sunday 7!30 - 9:30

Alternate:

N WRITING WORKSHOP

, sponsored by

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
The 1988 NYS Nurse Practitioner Law & Regulations require that in order to be qualified for prescriptive privilege a nurse practitioner must have had pharmacology content on: writing prescriptions of controlled and noncontrolled substances, New York's Generic Substitution Law and the State and Federal laws regarding prescriptive

authority. The Prescriptive Writing Workshop will cover these topics as well as prcscrlption writing. A pre and

posMest will be given.
SPEAKER

Jill Burk, Pl,D, RN
Research Nurse Coordinator, Bum Center, NYH-ComeU University Medical College, New York City

Dr. Burk holds dual degrees in nursing and pharmacology. She has taught pharmacology to nurses in several
universities.

For guaranteed groups NYSNA will be glad to discuss
bringing this course to you. Contact: Gail DeMarco,

NYSNA Nursing Practice & Services. 518/456-5371.

REGISTRATION - - - - - -

TIMES & P L A C E S - - - - - - - -

NYSNA MEMBER
NON-MEMBER

MARCH 22
1:30pm toS:00pm
Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, NY
APRIL3
.
3:30pm - 7:00pm
New York State Nurses Association
9th floor, 1 Madison Avenue, New York City
· APRILS
1:30p,n -5:00pm

201 Peck Hall, School of Nursing, Syracuse Univ.

CONTEDPROG/NEPBARBARA/TXTLIB
03/03/89

610 E. Fayette St., Syracuse NY
APRIL 15
10:30am -2:00pm

American Red Crcm Auditorium

150 Amsterdam Ave., New York City

$35.00
$50.00

Space is limited in some of the workshop sites.
Registrations will be taken on a first-co~

first-served basis. Registration deadline for
all workshops is 3 days in advance of the

scheduled date. Registration fee incl=s
materials and one break. A $15.00 administra-

tive fee will be deducted for all cancellations

made one week in advance of date..

CONTACTHOURS-------

3.6 Contact Homs will be awarded following

passage of the post-test. This program has been
submitted to the :New York State Department of

Education for approval.

Il,:.~'f:.~]

-------------------------------------------------------------------- ·---PRESCRIPTION wRmNG WORKSHOP REGISTRATION FORM

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS----------------------~-----

WORKPHONE

HOMEPHON~E------------

1 will allend the following workshop: (please circkJ
Center For Nursing

NYSNA Mtmber

Syracu.w University
_NYSNANewYork Ofrice
NonMember ___Enclosed is my payment of: _ _ _ _ __

America Red Cross·

Make check payable~ York State Nurses Associalion and mum to NYSNA. 2113 Weste:m Av~ Guitcledand. NY 12084
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PRESCRIPTION WRITING WORKSHOP
sponsored by

The New York State Nurses Association
April 3 & April 15
New York City .

April5
Syracuse, New York

Report Of Hemb~rship Figures

NYSNA

KEH026 ,.,..,
Full

Date:

Member
Install Honthly Quarter

D01

91

66

002

108

86

Reduced Membership Dues
Total
Group A
Group B
No
Advance
Compli·
Full Install
Fut l
Jnstal l mentary Pay Type
Paid

0

30

13

36

0

0

19

6

12

0

3

1/31/19

Page:

JAHUARY, 1989

PRO

Total

Pending

1

PRD

Total

0

1

239

1'2

3

145

384

0

0

3

234

5

0

5

239

1

0

0

2

50

41

1

42

92

D03

20

17

0

004

74

49

0

0

14

8

19

2

0

0

166

6

0

6

172

DOS

34

26

0

0

4

0

11

0

0

1

76

0

0

0

76

D06

25

22

0

0

9

4

4

0

0

1

65

74

6

80

145

D07

40

27

0

0

7

7

18

0

0

2

101

34

6

40

141

DOB

25

15

0

0

1·

3

5

0

0

1

56

17

1

18

D09

104

75

0

0

20

9

20

1

1

Z31

29

0

D10

33

26

0

0

3

4

11

0

0

0

77

92

D11

17

5

0

0

3

3

5

0

0

0

33

5

012

46

46

0

10

9

7

0

1

121

6

D13

1166

844

2

0

153

71

244

16

2

28

2526

2459

D14

830

607

0

0

105

63

230

14

4

25

1878

2347

D15

19

14

0

0

1

1

8

0

0

44

D16

198

132

0

0

46

11

29

0

4

422

D17

89

61

0

0

15

7

12
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SUBMITS BUDGET TO CONGRESS

President Bush unveiled his Fiscal Year 1990 (FY 90} budget proposal on February
9 before a joint session of Congress.
The bu<iget plan, which proposes $1.16
trillion in spending, would leave a deficit of about $91 billion, well below the
Craan-Rudman-Hollings budget deficit target of $100 billion.
In contrast to the budget plan submitted by former President Reagan, the Bush
budget proposal is short on detail. While specific funding is requested for some
new initiatives, the budget plan is largely silent on funding for a number of
health prograas, including nursing education programs.
Generally speaking, the President's budget plan calls for less spending in the
Increased spending is proposed for a number of non-health
domestic programs. including several new initiatives such as a $331 million
increase in federal funding to create a refundable child care tax credit for lowincome families, and $768 million in additional education programs.
area of defense.

Fev specifics. however. are provided regarding how funds for some of these
programs vould be generated.
Instead, the President has offered a •flexible
freeze• plan in which total spending for a number of ~omestic programs would be
kept at FY 89 levels. Within that list of programs, some may receive increases,
while others nay be cut below the FY 89 funding levels.
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Other highlights of the Bush budget proposal include the following:

*

$6. 3 billion less for defense spending.
This allows. for inflationary
increases but provides for no additional growth.

*

firm went through a difficult period and the employees were willing to assist
her.
At the House hearing, T. Berry Brazilton, M.D., a noted pediatrician.
~howed movies of newborns and their parents and spoke of the importance of
parents and children having time together.

*

The bills are expected to clear the respective Sena.te and House committees oy
next month. Differences between the two bills are relatively lllinor. and therefore
it may be easier for the two Houses to reach consensus on a final bill.

$974 million in new spending to fight drug abuse.
Pr:ograms providing
grants to states and universities for drug prevention education and teacher
training would receive a $12 million increase over the FY 89 appropriation.

$5 billion cut in the Medicare program.
This would be achieved by
reducing payments to hospitals for capital outlays and teaching costs, and
curtailing the growth of payments to hospitals and physicians.

*

A one-year moratorium on cost-of-living adjustments for federal

and civilian retirees.

* An

.
military

increase of $960 million for child nutrition programs.

On Capitol Hill. the Democr•tic response to President Bush's budget proposal has
been cautious.
Both the Senate and the House have indicated a willingness to
negotiate "in good faith" with the President to develop a consensus on the
budget.
However. in spite of this optimistic out:lcok, most budget leaders
predict another long. drawn-out battle over budget specifics, with any possible
compromise not being reached until fall.
{ANA Contact: Carla Lunetta)

FAHILY LEAVE HIGH PRIORITY FOR DEMOCRATIC LEADERSHIP
Congressional Democrats have placed family and medical leave. as well as minimum
on a legislative fast track in an effort to have an early show down with
the Bush Administration on work•related domestic issues.

wage.

The Family and Medical Leave Act, S. 345 and H.R. 770, would require employers to
allow parents of newly born, newly adopted, or seriously ill children, or workers
wit:h seriously ill parents, to take unpaid leave.
It also would provide for
unpaid leave for workers with a medically certifiable serious illness.
The
Senate bill would grant 10 weeks of unpaid leave for child or parental care and
13 weeks for illness in any company with more than 20 employees. The House bill
would grant a 15 week medical leave, and would only cover businesses with more
than SO employees.
Ihe General Accounting Office
million and would not cover
business exemption. The only
be the continuation of health

has estimated that the Senate bill would cost $236
88 percent of all employers because of the small
cost for an employer during an employee leave would
insurance.

Hearings on the family and medical leave bills have been held by the House
Education and Labor Subcommittee on Labor-Management and by the Senate Labor and
Ht.man Resources Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs, and Alcoholism. Experts,
employees, parents. and others who would benefit from the legislation spoke on
behalf of it. An adoptive parent, who would not have been.able to adopt a child
without t:he ability to take leave and be home with the new child as required by
the adoption agency, also testified in support of the legislation. One employer
spoke of how granting family leave to her employees had been beneficial when the

Please contact your Senators and Representative and ask them to
cosponsor the family and medical bills. S. 345 and H.R. 770.
(ANA Contact: Jane Pinsky)

ACTION ALERT;

MEDICAID COVERAGE FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN MAY BB EXPANDED
President Bush promised during his campaign, and in his budget message, to expand
Medicaid services for pregnant women and children.
Congress has provided the
legislative format through H.R. 800, the •Medicaid Infant Mortality Amendments of
1989", sponsored by Representatives Hickey Leland (D-TX). Henxy W'axman (D-CA).
and Henry Hyde (R- IL) .
These Members are usually ideological opposites. The
bill would require states, by 1993, to provide Medicaid coverage to pregnant
women and infants in situations where the household has an ~ncome of 185 percent
of the poverty level {currently $17,900 for a family of three). The bill would
also simplify eligibility requirements by expanding presumptive eligibility, and
require state Medicaid agencies to coordinate Medicaid with t:he Vomen, Infant,
and Children program.
The Senate companion bill is S. 339, the •Infant Mortality and Children's Health
Act of 1989", introduced by Senator Bill Bradley (D-NJ).
Bot:h bills would
require states to develop "adequate" payaent levels for obstetrical and pediatric
services.

ANA supports both bills as one way to reduce the extremely high infant 110rtality
rate in the United States.

ACTION ALERT: Please urge your Senators and Representatives to co-sponsor H.R.
800 and S. 339.
(ANA Contact: Rich Miller)

ANA TESTIFIES

AT

HOUSE HEARING ON VA BUDGET

On February 7, the House Veterans• Affairs Committee held a hearing on the
Administration's proposed budget for veterans' progr1UU. The hearing was held to
address concerns about former President Reagan's budget proposal, which called
for large cuts in the number of health care employees. medical facility
construction, and the number of veterans who may receive care.

Linda S. Schwartz, M.S.N •• R.N •• retired Air Force Major and Member of the ANA
Board of Directors, presented ANA's testimony before the cOlllllittee. She stressed
the need for adequate funding for geriatric care and gerontological research and
education.
Schwartz also reminded the coaaittee that nursing homes are needed
for veterans with head injuries, AIDS, and other catastrophic illnesses.
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The ANA t:escimony also addressed the restrictions in veterans care that have
occurred under the budgetary limits imposed by the Fiscal Year 1989 {FY 89) VA
budget. Schwartz testified that she is a disabled veteran and has had to wait
three months for a clinic appointment, and noted that other veterans are
experiencing similar problems.
Schwartz mentioned that patients were not
receiving basic medications because of supply shortfalls.
Some patients have
required readmission to facilities because of adverse effects due to lack of
appropriate medication.

In addition, Schwartz testified about nurse shortages in the VA. She questioned
the logic of the VA hiring freezes during an extreme nursing shortage.
She
st:ressed the VA• s inabilicy to compete with the private sector in wages and
benefits, and advocated revision of the civil service pay schedules for nurses.
Schwartz stated that there must be mandated VA funds for personnel costs, because
otherwise medical care programs may be reduced in order to cover such costs.
recently endorsed the doctJ:11ent "The Need Is Now: An Independent Budget for
Veterans by Veterans•, which was composed by four major veterans' groups. The
docuaent is in response to the Administration's FY 90 budget, which ANA believes
is insufficient to meet current services and will result in shortfalls and
reductions in health care service.
ANA

The c01111ittee is expected to have hearings on VA nursing issues in April. ANA is
working with Representative Joseph Kennedy · (D-MA) in drafting specific
legislation to address recruitment and retention of nurses within the VA. The
Senate Veterans• Affairs Co11111ittee is contemplating similar action.
(ANA Contact: Donna Richardson)
PURSELL ltEDITB.ODUCES NURSING RESEARCH FACILITIES Bn.L

February 9, Representatives Carl Pursell (D·HI) and John Dingell (D·HI}
introduced H. R. 927. a bill designed to increase the capacity of academic
institutions to support nursing research by authorizing the National Center for
Nursing Research at the National Institutes of Health {NIH) to make grants for
the acquisition, construction, improvement, and repair of laboratories and othdr
research facilities.
Grants would be subject to NIH peer review and the
recipient institution would be required to match the federal contribution dollar
for dollar.
To ensure that all colleges and universities have an equal
opportunity to compete, H.R. 927 sets aside 15 percent of the authorization for
saaller institutions. The bill authorizes $5 million for Fiscal Year 1990 (FY
90), $10 million for FY 91, and $15 million for FY 92.
On

ANA agrees with the bill's concern that the recent advances in nursing research
have been slowed by the severe shortage of research facilities at academic
institutions which support nursing science. Many schools of nursing do not have
the physical
plants and laboratories necessary to conduct ongoing nursing
research. The lack of such facilities had hindered the growth and development of
new knowledge which enhances the health and qualicy of life of our population.

ARA has endorsed H.R. 927 and will send a letter to Members of the House urging
thea to cosponsor the bill.

ACTIQll AT,JRT:

Please urge your Representatives to cosponsor H.R. 927.
(ANA Contact: ICathy Michels)

NHSC NURsING LOAN REPAYMENT FUNDS AVAILABLE
On December 1, 1987, President Reagan signed legislation which established a new
National Health Service Corps (NHSC) Loan Repayment Program to ensure
adequate
supply of trained physicians, dentists, and nurses for the NHSC (P.L. 100-177).
The Department of Health and Human Services recently announced the availability
of $3 million of Fiscal Year 1989 (FY 89} funds for the NHSC Loan Repayment
Program for baccalaureate nurses and selected master's degree nurses.

an

Nurse participants must sign a contractual agreement to practice for two to four
years in a federally-designated Health Manpower Shortage Area for primary medical
care that have experienced difficulty in recruiting nurses.
In exchange. the
program will directly repay the lender of the nurse participant's education loan
up to $20,000 a year for each year of practice (up to $25,000 a year for
professional practice at sites operated by certain Indian Tribes or Tribal
Organizations). In addition, upon request. the program will reimburse the nurse
participant for part of the increased Federal, State, or local income tax
liability caused by these loan repayments. These benefits are in addition to any
other salary or compensation received from employment by the Federal government
or by a NHSC Loan Repayment Service Site.
Specifically, through September, 1989, the program needs applicants who are
baccalaureate nurses with more than or.e year of postgraduate nursing experience
and master's degree nurse practitioners in cei:'tain primary care specialties.
Practice opportunities for these nurse .participants will be primarily in
ambulatory care settings, including Indian Health Service (!HS) sites and health
care facilities of the Federal Rureau of Prisons.
Applications from
bacc~laureate nur~es .ith less than one year of nursing experience will also be
considered; practice opportunities for these nurses will be limited to hospitalbased health care settings of the IHS.
This program has a continuous application cycle. Requests for 11tOre infoI'Dlation
or applications should be directed to Juan Jimenez, NHSC Loan Repayment Program.
Bui::eau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance, Division of Health Services
Scholarships, Parklawn Building, Room 7-16, S600 Fishers Lane, Rockville. MD
20857; phone 1-800-638-0824 (except Maryland residents who must phone 301-4431650).
(ANA Contact: Kathy Michels)

HCFA GRANTS AVAILABLE
The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) published in the February 1
Federal Register a general notice of the availabilicy of funds for cooperative
agreements and grants through the Office of Research and Demonstration
Th
purpose of these projects is to focus on major issues in the financi~g
delivery of health_ care under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The notice
describes the application procedures, general policy considerations criteria to
be used in reviewing applications, and selection criteria for HCFA cooperative
agreements and grants.

an:

Priority areas fo~ research and demonstration projects includti the following:
quality and effectiveness of care; alternative outcomes measures; quality issues
in long term. care, physician care, ambulatory care, and capitated systems;
physician payment; alternative payment and delivery systems; pro~pective payment
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system refinements; outpatient care; AIDS; and managed care.

'Ibe deadline for submission of letters of intent to file ·an application is .30
days prior to the closing date of the cycle. The closing date for the receipt of
applications for cooperative agreements and grants is April 3, and the closing
date for waiver-only applications is August 7.
Requests for application kits should be directed to Paul McKeoron, HCFA, Office
of Budget and Administration. Division of Procurement Services, Room 364, East
High Rise. 6325 Security Blvd., Baltimore, MD. 21207-5187; phone (301) 966-5157.
Requests for further information should be directed to Michael Spadnik, HGFA,
Office of Research and Demonstration, Program Support Branch, 2-D-6 Oak Meadow
Bldg., 6325 Security Blvd., Baltimore, MD. 21207-5157; phone (301) 966-6637.
(AHA Contact: Pamela Mittelstadt)
11ERTAL BEALTH RESEARCH GRANTS AVAILAB_IZ

The National Institute of Mental Health (NIHH) has announced a new program to
support grants for investigators studying mental health services delivery to
children and adolescents. Applications may request support for up to five years.
In Fiscal Year 1989 (FY 89), $2 million is available to support new research
grants.
The deadline for applications is April 10. Requests for information
should be directed to Kelly Kelleher, Biometric and Clinical Applications Branch,
Room lSC-14, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; phone (301) 443-1330.

NIHH also announced the availability of funds to support research and research
demonstrations focusing on mental health services for severely mentally ill
homeless adults and children.
Applications may request support for up to five
years for research projects and for up to three years for research demonstration
projects.
In FY 89, $2.5 million will be available to support new research
grants and an additional $2 million will be available to support new research
demonstration grants. The deadline for applications is April 10. Requests for
information about research grants should be directed to Ann Hohmann, Division of
Bioaetry and Applied Sciences, Biometric and Clinical Applications Branch, Room
lSC-14. 5600 Fishers Lane. Rockville, MD 20857; phone (301) 443-3364. Requests
for information about research demonstration grants should be directed to Debra
Rog. Progran for the Homeless Mentally Ill. Division of Education and Service
Systems Liaison, Room llC-25, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; phone (301)
443-3706.

In addition, NIHH has announced the availability of short-term clinical training
grants in Diagnosis and Treatment of Depressive Disorders.
The goals of the
program are to iaprove the knowledge of mental health professionals and primary
care physicians regarding the diagnosis and treatment of clinical depression by
proaoting continuing education for such professionals, particularly in rural or
other underserved areas.
NIHH is limiting potential applicants to certain
entities, including college or university schools of nursing which offer graduate
progrmu in psychiatric nursing. In FY 89, four grants at a maxilllWll of $100, 000
per grant will be funded.
Each grant will be for a four month period with a
aaxi.mm of three years support.
The deadline for applications is April 10.
Requests for information should be directed to Harold Goldstein, Director of
Training. NDIH, Room 14-105, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; phone (301)

443-4140.

(ANA Contact:

Kathy Michels)
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ALCOHOL ABUSE GRANTS AVAILABLE
The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholisa. (NIAAA) has aada a orie
time announcement of the availability of FI 89 funds for· established alcohol
researchers to acquire personal expertise in the utilization of specialized
techniques applicable to alcoholislll research.
The competition is. limited to
current grantees and investigators who have had NIAAA grants within the past
three years. About five to 10 awards will be made; the award is for three to six
months at a maximum of $35,000.
The deadline for receipt of applications is
April 3, 1989. Requests for information should be directed to Helen Chao Chief
Biomedical Research Branch, Division of Basic Research, NIAAA, Room• 14C-20 •
Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; phone (301) 443-4223 •
(ANA Contact: Kathy Michels)
•

DRUG ABUSE GRANTS AVAILABLE
The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) has announced the availability of
:iscal Year 1989 (FY 89} funds to support research demonstration projects to
mprove the effectiveness of drug abuse treatment as an AIDS prevention strategy
Up to $10 million will be available to fund five or more Treatment Research
Units; in addition, approximately 20 research demonstration grants will be f d d
at an average cost of $1 million each.
Grant support will be provided ;:rea
period of up to five years (renewable for subsequent periods). The deadline for
receipt of applications is March 8. Requests for information should be directed
to Frank Tim.s, Deputy Chief, Treatment Research Branch, Division of Clinical
::;~:~~~: NIDA, Room lOA-30, 5600 Fishers Lane. Rockville. MD 20857; phone (301)
(ANA Contact:

Kathy Michels)

ANNUAL MEETING OF AN.\·PAC BOilD
The ANA-PAC Board of Trustees met in llashington, D.C. on February 9-10
The
Board Members kicked-off their non-election year meeting by hosting a br~akfastfor Senator George Mitchell (D-HE), the Senate Kajo£ity Leader. Senator Kitchell
was a 1988 ANA~PAC endorsed candidate and is a long-time friend of nursi
Twenty-five national women leaders were invited to this successful event.
ng.

~: ~A-PAC Board of Trustees elected the following officers for the 1989-90
Y le. Irene Agnos, R.N., (California)
reelected Chairperson· Nancy Chandl
R.N •• (Maine) • Vice Chairperson· Ka i All
RN
'
er,
Linda Schwartz Ms N RN
{C •
gg e
ee,
· ·• (Oregon) - Secretary; and
, • • •• . • ,
onnecticut) - Treasurer.
·
ANA-PAC Board members expressed their comaitment to expand ANA-PAC•s fundraisin
base, and urge all state nurses associations' members to become chart r emh g
of the $250 Capitol Hill Leadership Circle.
e m ers
(ANA Contact: Pat Ford-Roegner)
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·BODGET·coHHIT'rEE·ASSIGHHENTS HADE
Democratic and Republican leaders in both the House and Senate have completed
· their work on committee assignments for the 101st Congress. Members of the House
and Senate :Sud.get Committee are listed below.
The House Budget Committee will
once again have a Health Task Force, which will be headed by Representative

Barbara Boxer (D·CA).
identified below.

Other tentative members of the Health Task Force are

uwu DVQq!T C'OHMtfflE

SP&D ·IJJPGII CPWI l@
IDUIUCAIS
Peca V. o-ntc1. lf.11.

'1llll- L. Anqa:ong. Colo.
· J. a.-r:r: Johmam, La.
ludy losehwiu. Kinn.
Dooalct U. ltegle • .Jr:., Ill.ch. Steff S,-a. ldaM
J. J - txoR. tieb.
01.ules E. Gr:Qdey, ton
Fr.-&. LauUIIINr:g. lf.J.
lob ltuca. Uls.
Pad 51-. Ill.
Dan
Olcl&.
Terry SaafolCd. lf.C.
ltaffaa B. Jludam. JI.B.
llaoc:by E. Vlrtb:, Colo.
ftlll er-. Tnu
11JCba f'01tler. Jr .• ea.
Cbrl.ar:opber s. -.:u:• lcmd. Ko.
ltenc: c:-r.lld. ll.D.
C b r u ~ .J. Dodd. c:-.
Charles Robb. Va. .

ll!U!UCANS
•Leon £. Paner:ca, Calif., Cbml.
1tflM,..,.. S. Folay, ~-h.

Karty Rwi•o, Ill.

Ed Janklna, G.a.
Kal:Via Le.atb, Texas

E. S ~ r , N.Y.
-aartaera Ba~•~. C&lif.
Jill Slar:cuy. Kan.

L. Ober.car, Kinn.
Frau J. Cuarlni, H.J.

J ...

ittlcbar:d J. Durbin. Ill.
•tUb Espy, Klu.
"'Dale·£. ltllda•, Klcb.
Anthony C. Bell.aaon. Calif.
Jsrry l:hleulry. La_.

•&ll.l. Fw:.-.1.. Kllll\.

*8111 Cradlson, Ohio

•llll Coodling, Pa.

Danny S11ltb, .Ore.
VilU.aa K.
Calif.
Harold logara. Ky.

th-••

Dlck. Araay, Tex.a.
•Jack IIMlehner. Ko.
AIIO

Houghcon. N.Y.

Jla KcCrery, LI..
•Jobn a. Kaich, Ohio

Dean Gallo. N.J.
1111 Scbtaci:a, Hieb.
,..lea !>elf.ch Benclay. Md.

--tt&n:ln Oliff Sabo. ltinn.
leraard J. Ovyer. N.J.

Howard L. Benwi., Callf.

*lob Utse, V.Va.

*KHcy K&pcur, Ohio

HChalr. Haalth Tuk Force

• Maabar. Health Task Force

Johll lr_yan1:, Tau.a
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